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Abstract
This dissertation seeks to provide a framework for engaging with two spatial concepts
that have been foundational to theorizing literacy across time but have often been taken for
granted as passive backdrops to the social action of literacy practice: the notions of “the local”
and “the global.” By interrogating the histories, both past and ongoing, of these two spatial
concepts as they are interwoven into the sociocultural paradigm of literacy theory, research, and
pedagogy, this project identifies new ways that literacy researchers and educators can attend to
spatial concepts so as to promote and encourage literacy research and learning that cultivates
critical spatial perspectives at the nexus of “real-world” spatial realities and the new spatial
dynamics created by Web 2.0 applications.
This work considers how ongoing conversations in popular culture, public discourse, and
literacy theory and research have shaped understandings of familiar spatial concepts—
specifically, the notions of “the local” and “the global”—as they are involved in people’s and
organizations’ discursive and literacy practices. Using the examples of the discursive texts
created by three local food organizations (LFOs) on Web 2.0 applications (specifically,
interactive websites, blogs, and social media platforms), the integrated conceptual framing of
social, spatial, and digital perspectives on discourse, rhetoric, and literacy is applied to analyze
the ways in which each LFO projects a counternarrative to dominant discursive constructions of
“the local” and “the global” for a network of audiences online.
In the context of Web 2.0 and the fluid boundaries between people’s “real” lives and
virtual lives, this project documents three cases in which the particularities of discursive
activities on the Internet create spatial conditions that are rhetorically leveraged to enact material
change in the world. Given these observations, this study concludes by offering implications of

this study’s understanding of the discourses of spatial concepts such as the local and the global
for rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies, and, specifically, literacy education and students’
social and professional futures.
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Introduction
The Shared Discourse of “the Local” in Popular Culture and Language Studies
Approximately 28 million posts using the hashtag1 shoplocal have been shared to
Instagram, a photo and video sharing social networking site that is, at the time of this writing, the
most popular application for these services on a global scale. By contrast, the hashtag shopglobal
has only been applied to 2,614 posts on the social networking site. The hashtags global and local
have been used 4.2 million and 16.2 million times on Instagram, respectively. The difference in
these numbers is striking—particularly the difference in the number of uses of the hashtags that
link global and local to the social and economic process of shopping. It is likely that the
Instagram users sharing posts that utilize hashtags with the word local are from younger
generations: In the U.S., more than half of Instagram’s 100 million active users are between 18
and 29 years old; on a global scale, 41 percent of Instagram users are 24 years old or younger
(Clement, 2019).
The notion of being a local has emerged in somewhat surprising ways in another globally
popular social networking site, Twitter. Twitter users have become known for coining
catchphrases, creating and popularizing Internet memes, and adding layers upon layers of
meaning to images, videos, and text through the site’s cyclical process of Tweeting and reTweeting.2 In 2018, popular news media sites began to analyze the concept of “Local Twitter,” a
concept originated by Twitter users themselves (mostly aged 16-24). “Local Twitter” is a slang

1

A hashtag is a metadata labeling convention used on social networking sites such as Twitter, Instagram, and other
microblogging services. The hashtag is introduced by the number sign, or hash symbol, #. Such metadata “tagging”
forms a dynamic, user-generated index that helps users easily locate messages with a specific theme or content.
2
“Tweet” is the term used to describe the specific form of microblogging that occurs on Twitter. A Tweet is a post
consisting of 140 characters or fewer. “Re-Tweet” refers to the act of sharing another Twitter user’s Tweet to one’s
personal Twitter feed. An Internet meme is a multimodal, virtual, often humorous text that appropriates some form
of mainstream or popular culture for the purpose of being widely shared and can be posted to a Twitter user’s feed
as an attachment to a Tweet.
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term coined by Twitter users to characterize a certain type of Twitter user: one who expresses
exclusive interest in mainstream culture3 through Tweets, re-Tweets, and Twitter accounts
followed. In what is colloquially referred to as “the Twitterverse” (i.e., the universe of Twitter),
“Local” refers to a type of person who behaves in a certain way in global space (specifically
Twitter): locals are those who engage primarily with people they know in the “real world” (e.g.,
friends from high school, college acquaintances, people who live in their geographical region),
fail to connect with a wide variety of people, and have what are considered “basic” or
mainstream interests, which are revealed through the things that those deemed a part of that
particular “Local Twitter” Tweet and re-Tweet about. By semantic extension, the phrase “Local
Twitter” can be used as a verb, which is understood by many Twitter users to be a misuse of the
global platform: by engaging primarily with fellow Twitter users who one knows locally
(followers who live in an area that is geographically proximal to where one lives), “Local
Twitter,” or the act of users limiting themselves to their immediate socio-physical surroundings,
forsakes engagement with the global culture enabled by Twitter. In other words, “Local Twitter”
refers to both a virtual aesthetic and a spatial reality that is decidedly insular—an orientation to
social awareness that the more “globally-minded” Twitter users consider to be out of place in the
global space of Twitter.

In the context of critiques of Local Twitter, “mainstream culture” typically refers to popular culture and media
culture that perpetuate the social status quo and thus are thought to function as a component of dominance by the
power elite in society. Examples of “mainstream culture,” as the term is employed in critiques of “Local Twitter,”
could refer to practices such as listening to The Billboard Hot 100 songs, eating at chain restaurants like Chili’s or
Olive Garden, and utilizing social networking sites to engage with people and organizations that users have a realworld connection with. This characterization stands in contrast to what critics of Local Twitter perceive to be the
core purpose of social networking sites: to discover and connect with subcultures and countercultures so as to
participate in the promotion of progressive practices like multiculturalism, social justice, environmentalism, among
others. While seemingly counterintuitive, in this sense “Local Twitter” is associated pejoratively with generic
sociocultural interests and practices, while appropriate uses of Twitter are understood to constitute diversity,
individuality, and artistic and aesthetic superiority, among others.
3
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The examples of engagement with the notions of “local” and “global” on Instagram and
Twitter indicate that both of these spatial concepts have been contested and repurposed within—
and because of—the networks created through the use of globalized, Web 2.0 applications.4 The
rhetoric surrounding the notions of the local and the global in Web 2.0 spaces should attract the
attention of literacy researchers, discourse analysts, and rhetorical scholars who are concerned
with the relationship between language and space. Instances of Web 2.0 users grappling with the
notion of “local” inherently contest the traditional understanding of local as referring to physical
places in the “real world.” These digital discursive practices also raise questions about what is
revealed through Web 2.0 users’ employment of global resources (e.g., networked digital media,
social sharing sites) for the purpose of promoting, debating, and redefining spatial constructs and
realities.
The prevalence of questions about what local means in popular media and social
networking sites also has implications for recent claims made by literacy researchers who are
working to build a socio-spatial literacy theory. The predominant perception of the interaction
between “local place” (the most commonly held understanding of the notion of local for literacy
researchers and discourse analysts) and “global flows” is that global flows are a dominating
force, with local place being a static entity that is at the mercy of the global flows that move
through it, alter it, and erode its culture, language, geography, history, and economy. But the
discursive practices of Instagram users, revealed through their hashtag usage, tells a different
story: that multiple narratives of what it means to be local are present and active in spaces

4

Web 2.0 applications, often abbreviated to Web 2.0, are websites that emphasize and promote ease of use, usergenerated content, and participatory culture. Web 2.0 applications include social networking sites (e.g., Twitter,
Instagram, Facebook), blogs, wikis, folksonomies (“tagging” keywords on websites and links), video sharing sites
(e.g., YouTube), and image sharing sites (e.g., Flickr).
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deemed global, and that these narratives are shaping people’s perceptions, experiences, and
performances of space and place in the world.
The rise of networked digital media as the preferred form of communication over the past
several decades has changed the way that people use spaces for discursive exchanges and,
conversely, how spaces are formed and created through discursive practices. A byproduct of the
centralization of networked digital media to contemporary communication is that people are
wrapped up in the construction and deconstruction of social spaces more constantly, frequently,
and actively. Struggles over space are a fixture of daily life in the digital age. Literacy practices
are caught up in these struggles over space and struggles over space are often negotiated through
literacy practices. Given this, the globalizing forces and flows of the Internet and digital
technologies have been of primary concern to literacy researchers. As demonstrated by the
aforementioned recent trends on Web 2.0 applications, however, contestations of space are
bigger than debates over the notion of the global. Rather, longstanding sociocultural and
geopolitical renderings of spatial scale,5 which give shape and structure to people’s conceptions
of their individual and community cultures, identities, and social contexts, have been destabilized
by the social conditions created by Web 2.0 applications. In order to uncover the implications of
people’s evolving understandings of spatial concepts and constructs for their literacy practices,
literacy researchers must interrogate the often invisible dominant discourses of spatial concepts
such as the local and the global—revealed through the rhetorical texts and discursive practices
that circulate in and across Web 2.0 media—that give rise to ways of navigating and behaving in
literacy spaces.

In geographical studies, “spatial scale” refers to the scope of an area in which a process or phenomenon occurs. As
such, spatial scale encompasses different levels of spatial organization, including but not limited to local, global, and
regional.
5
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To a certain degree, in both the fields of literacy studies and discourse studies, fixed
conceptions of spatial concepts have been a cornerstone of methodological approaches for the
study of language in use. Cognitivist approaches to literacy make their central claims on the basis
of the geopolitical constructs of nation-states and regionalities; ethnographic approaches are
tightly tethered to a specific notion of local place, quintessentially represented by the concept of
the village; critical discourse analysis, critical literacies, and multimodalities are largely
responsive to the emergence of global capitalism and the notion of a global society. Past
understandings of what constitutes a given spatial reality—whether that is local, regional,
national, or global—have been foundational to, if not the exigence for, researchers’
understandings of communicative practices. But the ways that these spatial categories function in
relation to social life have evolved and multiplied as the Internet and Web 2.0 media have
enabled the deconstruction, redefinition, and creation of space through new mediums that
facilitate and generate new forms of discursive and literacy practice.
In light of the need for studies that examine the ways in which discursive practices in
digital contexts reframe notions of space that are foundational to both people’s lived experiences
and literacy theory and practice, this project focuses specifically on the ways in which digital
discourses disrupt dominant discourses of the relationship between the local and the global. As
such, this project reconsiders the notion of the local—what it means geographically, culturally,
socially, and historically—and studies the discourses that have facilitated an increased
engagement with the notion of the local in global spaces in recent years. Specifically, this project
focuses on organizations that rewrite narratives of the notion of the local in Web 2.0 spaces and
considers the implications of the collision of the local and the global at the intersection of
language, space, and power in the context of these social sharing sites.
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Given the pervasiveness of redefining the local within global space through the use of
Web 2.0 applications and the frequency of youth participation in various kinds of spatial
practices through the use of networked media, this project also proposes a critical spatial
perspective for place-conscious literacy education. This study ultimately argues that researchers
working in rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies who are concerned with the co-constitutive
nature of language and space should study the discursive practices and cultures that rewrite
spaces and spatial concepts using Web 2.0 applications, and, accordingly, practitioners should
teach a new generation of students to identify and navigate the socio-spatial dynamics of the
Internet for the benefit of their social futures.

Redefining Local Place: The Example of Local Food Web Writing
In July 2019, media sources reported that the state of New York was moving toward
adopting—and mandating—a “standard definition” for food advertised as being produced locally
(Lombardo, 2019). State Assemblywoman Carrie Woerner introduced legislation that would
require all food products labelled as “local,” “locally-grown,” “locally sourced,” and other
similar terms to either be produced in the state of New York or to originate within 100 miles of
where the food is being sold. Woerner introduced this legislation so that New Yorkers
“concerned about purchasing local products could be confident about what they’re bringing
home from the grocery store” (Lombardo, 2019, para. 3).
The state of New York’s involvement in governing the language that stores can legally
use to define the spatial identity of marketed products is preceded by two decades of debates
surrounding the notion of locally produced food among farmers, environmentalists, business
owners, and restaurateurs. Despite these efforts to nail down a legal definition of the term
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“local,” popular perceptions of the concept continue to diverge. Food Solutions New England
states:
Data collected and produced by FINE’s metrics team shows that institutions and key
players across the value chain define local in a number of ways ranging from ‘within 50mile radius’ to ‘within New England.’ These definitions are important when it comes to
measuring, tracking, and communicating about farm to institution efforts and the local
food system in general. (Leighton, 2017, emphasis added)
Differing perceptions of what constitutes local food are not unique to the northeastern region of
the U.S.; a gloss of local food websites from all over the country reveals that the “local” food
marketed and sold may constitute food that is produced anywhere in a given state, or anywhere
in a given region. In short, the question, “What does local mean?” remains relevant to ongoing
conversations about what is consumed, where it originates, where people live, and how they
communicate about their consumption practices and their localities.
Adjacent to debates about what constitutes “local” in agribusiness and marketing are
questions about the notion of “the local” as a fixture in the study of language and
communication. For several decades, anthropologists, linguists, discourse analysts, and literacy
researchers have grounded their studies of culture, language, communication, and reading and
writing-related practices in what has appeared to be an agreed upon definition of “local.” This
definition, which will be thoroughly examined throughout this dissertation, aligns with the
dominant public and popular discourse of the local being described here and characterizes the
local as physically proximal, geographically confined, socioculturally constrained, the site of
people’s lived experiences, and, importantly, residing in a dichotomy with the global. However,
given the recent global conversations about what it means to be “local”—geographically,
spatially, socioculturally, and materially—it is worth reconsidering the position and meaning of
“local” in literacy studies. Reconsideration of this socio-spatial concept has implications for the
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ways that researchers use “local” as a term to place limits and parameters on the breadth and
depth of qualitative studies; how the notion of “local” has been applied unreflexively in existing
research methodologies (particularly ethnographically-oriented ones); and the ways in which
“local” is framed as a spatial category in relation to the notions of “global space” and networked,
digital media in socio-spatial literacy research and place-based pedagogy. In order to redefine the
place of these particular spatial constructions as cornerstones in literacy studies, researchers
might consider examining the discourse employed in the aforementioned popular, public, and
civic debates about the “local” in globalized, digital spaces.
In light of these considerations and trends, this project focuses specifically on the
question of the relationship between the rhetoric of local place and global space in the
multimodal writing and designing that people do for audiences on Web 2.0 platforms. Previous
studies of language-in-use that take spatial relationships into consideration often frame the global
as a dominating force and the local as a passive, static context that global flows pass through and
alter. In these studies, the global is the context of language practice that moves, acts, circulates,
intervenes, and changes spaces of language practice, media usage, and literacy practices
themselves. But the digital discourse of certain individuals and groups, like local food
organizations, is indicative of local “flows” moving, acting, circulating, intervening, and
changing literacy and discursive practices as well (Massey, 1991; Swales, 2016). In the case of
the digital discourse of local food organizations, these local flows act upon globalized spaces,
such as Web 2.0 applications, and alter the rhetorical and spatial dynamics of these spaces in the
interest of localized goals. In the context of considering the ways in which space is involved in
discourse and literacy practice, a reconsideration of how the local is understood—what “the
local” is and how it is expressed in the digital age—can provide new knowledge for socio-spatial
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theories of literacy and discourse. Examining the digital discursive texts of local food
organizations can lend insight into how people and organizations variously reproduce,
undermine, and reconfigure the dominant discourse of the local and the global that has been
described here. The purpose of this work is to bring consideration of the ways that literacy
researchers may also do the work of not only interrogating the conceptions of space that form the
foundation of their theories, methodologies, pedagogies, and histories, but also considering how
the public discourse surrounding these crucial concepts may lend insight into more textured and
functional ways of conceiving of spatial ideas for literacy research and education.

Overview of the Dissertation
Based on the well-established scholarly position that literacy practices cross borders and
meld with distant forces by way of technological innovations in such a way as to create new
communities, cultures, identities, and spatial realities, theoretical work in the fields of discourse
analysis, rhetorical analysis, and literacy studies informs the exploration of the following
research questions:
1) How do the digital texts created by local food organizations demonstrate the
development of a rhetoric of “the local” in response to the conditions of networked, digital
media?
2) What can be revealed about the dominant discourse of “the local” by considering the
salient textual features across the Web 2.0 presence of three local food organizations
(LFOs)?
3) How can the spatial dynamics revealed in the analysis of the digital discursive texts
created by local food organizations inform a critical, socio-spatial perspective for literacy
education?
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These research questions are addressed through thick descriptions and a digital discourse
analysis of the rhetoric of the multimodal texts that comprise the Web 2.0 profiles of three local
food organizations: the Local Food Alliance of the Wood River Valley in Ketchum, Idaho; the
Food Well Alliance of metro Atlanta, Georgia; and the Arkansas Local Food Alliance in Little
Rock, Arkansas. By analyzing the digital discourse of three local food organizations using sociospatial perspectives toward discourse and rhetoric, this study suggests that strategic
appropriations of globalized digital media through language and visual rhetoric challenge current
understandings of the relationship between “the local” and “the global” at the theoretical and
pedagogical level in the field of literacy studies.
By employing a strategic rhetoric of place as a means of persuasion within networked,
digital spaces, local food organizations provide a model for approaches to web writing and
design that can have a material impact on local communities and economies. Given the analyses
provided here, the argument advanced is that the field of literacy studies would benefit from a reexamination of withstanding definitions of the foundational spatial concepts of the local and the
global based on evidence suggesting that organizations such as local food organizations
destabilize and rewrite prevailing understandings of these spatial concepts through the digital
discourse of their websites, blogs, and social media pages. Based on this evidence, this
dissertation proposes a new, practical framework for place-based literacy pedagogy that engages
students in investigation and critique of the social spaces—“real,” virtual, and hybrid versions of
both—that shape, enable, and constrain their discursive and literacy practices.
The dissertation, then, encapsulates the study in the form of an introduction, four
chapters, and an epilogue. The introduction presents the issue under investigation and the reasons
for investigating the digital discourse of local food organizations, introducing the three research
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questions that guided the study, and overviews the focus and goals of the supporting chapters.
Chapter One presents a literature review and analysis of the construction of spatial concepts and
relationships in prominent texts of literacy theory and research. Focusing on how these texts
construct a particular understanding of the spatial concepts of the local and the global, which
arguably constitutes the dominant discourse of these spatial categories, the chapter interrogates
the effectiveness of the ways in which these concepts have been constructed for the study and
teaching of literacy in an age dominated by the mechanisms of globalization, particularly digital
media. Moreover, the first chapter defines, historicizes, and relates the notions of the local and
the global to each other in order to explain their ongoing and evolving significance to the study
of people’s practices with language and literacy in networked, digital contexts. Given the
relevance of analytic perspectives from the disciplines of rhetoric and discourse studies for
examination of the multimodal texts of local food websites, the first chapter concludes by briefly
overviewing the predominant analytic perspectives on language, space, and digital media that
each discipline has adopted.
The second chapter of the dissertation presents an analysis of the multimodal texts that
construct a conception of what it means to “be local” in the respective Web 2.0 profiles of three
local food organizations. Chapter Two focuses on the analysis of the salient features of the
digital discursive texts of the three local food organizations in order to demonstrate how the
conditions of networked, digital media can be employed to undermine the dominant discourse of
the local that is explained and critiqued in Chapter One. The second chapter further builds upon
past studies of the effects of global forces upon local places and local literacies in order to
examine the ways that people and organizations can function as agents of a particular spatial
concept or experience, and appropriate Web 2.0 applications in order to promote and sustain
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their spatial narrative. Specifically, this chapter analyzes the ways that local food organizations
use photos, video, external hyperlinking, social media pages, and blogs to present and promote a
narrative of the local to global audiences online. In examining these texts, this chapter claims
that constructing a strong rhetoric of the local in global space can make the points of contact
between the “real-world” and virtual and digital spaces more visible. To present this argument,
the chapter explains the background for this study, presents the data and analysis, and discusses
the implications of the analyzed data for socio-spatial literacy research.
The third chapter of the dissertation discusses the implications of the analysis of the
digital discourse of local food organizations for literacy pedagogies. Building on the analysis
presented in the second chapter, Chapter Three argues that literacy educators can engage students
in critical spatial analysis of networked, digital spaces in order to equip students with the skills
and practices needed to translate action-based goals from digital spaces into material realities in
their local communities. In order to do so, this chapter presents a review of place-conscious
pedagogies for literacy education, focusing on the ways in which the study of space is lacking—
but necessary—in these pedagogical approaches. Chapter Three then makes a case for
incorporating a critical spatial perspective into place-conscious literacy pedagogy by introducing
a heuristic that K-12 grade-school teachers may use to engage students in real activities of spatial
analysis. To lend practical dimensions to this critical spatial heuristic, the chapter performs a
sample analysis of the Instagram profile of a local food organization, discussing, step-by-step,
how teachers might guide students through a similar analysis in their own classrooms. The
chapter concludes by offering some considerations for literacy researchers and educators for the
future of place-based pedagogies for literacy education.
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The fourth chapter encapsulates and presents new theoretical principles for engaging with
space, language, and new digital media for rhetoric, discourse, and literacy researchers. This
chapter identifies the productive points of contact among these three existing conceptual
frameworks that are derived from closely related, but ultimately distinct, research areas, claiming
that the synthesis of these conceptual frameworks can provide researchers anchored in all three
fields with new principles for analyzing the ways in which organizations and communities
project spatial narratives to networks of audiences online. As such, the presented theoretical
principles supplement existing principles of socio-spatial literacy theory as explained in Chapter
Two and articulate interdisciplinary points of contact for interrogating the histories of key spatial
concepts—foregrounding, but not limited to the local and the global—as they are interwoven
into existing methods for the study and teaching of literacy, rhetoric, and discourse. Based on the
assumption that digital discourse will continue to have practical ramifications for people’s
literacy and discursive practices in their lives, the presented theoretical principles can be applied
by readers in order to advance research that cultivates critical spatial perspectives at the nexus of
“real-world” spatial realities and the new spatial dynamics created by Web 2.0 applications.
The epilogue discusses ongoing possibilities for study of spatial constructs in rhetoric,
discourse, and literacy studies, reflecting on avenues for continuation of the present study of the
local and the global in networked, digital discourse. Reiterating that local place and culture play
a prominent role in popular debates and movements at the present moment, the closing section
considers future possibilities for re-presenting this cultural moment through the study of digital
discourse in Web 2.0 spaces.
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Chapter One: Triangulating Notions of Space in the Extant Literature
The Dominant Discourse of the Local and the Global in Language Studies
Before the social turn in the field of literacy studies, the prevailing practice in the study
of literacy involved minimal concern with the sociocultural contexts giving rise to literacyrelated activities (Perry, 2012). During the late twentieth century, literacy studies made a
defining turn into socially and culturally-oriented perspectives on how language and literacy
work and how they should be studied. This social turn (Gee, 1999) brought concerns about the
“contexts” of language-in-use (Schiffrin, 1994) and literacy-related activities to the forefront of
theories, research methodologies, and pedagogies, laying a foundation for spatializing literacy
research in the twenty-first century.
This chapter provides a critical overview of the key scholars, research, theories, and
disciplinary paradigm shifts that participated in constructing the dominant perspectives of key
spatial concepts in the study of literacy over the past 50 years. By critiquing these disciplinary
developments, this chapter demonstrates how contemporary, socioculturally-oriented theories of
literacy interact with social theories from other disciplines, most notably new geographies,
critical social theory, and rhetoric and discourse studies, in order to produce and deploy
approaches to space and literacy in theory, research, and pedagogy.
This overview begins with a summary of the contemporary spatial turn in geographical
studies and highlights shifts within the field in relation to sweeping social changes and
interaction with other social disciplines. In highlighting these shifts, this section of the chapter
then explains common pitfalls in usage of the concepts of space and place in the new spatial
theory articulated during the spatial turn in geographical studies. The section concludes by
describing key theorizations of space and place as reciprocating meaning with social practices,
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focusing on theorists and theories that laid groundwork for the contemporary understandings of
space that are frequently employed in literacy studies.
The next section of the chapter connects these theoretical developments, debates, and
definitions of space and place as socially constructed, instead of exclusively geographically
determined, to the development of spatialized literacy theory. This section begins with an
overview of the challenges to embedding geographical studies’ theoretical assumptions about
space within existing sociocultural theories of literacy. This overview locates these challenges in
the friction between the principles and methodologies of sociocultural theories of literacy and the
key principles of geographical spatial theory. This overview section also reviews and critiques
key texts of the social turn in literacy studies that paved the way for spatializing literacy
research, focusing on their uses of the notion of “context” in literacy research. The purpose of
this overview and critique is to delineate the trajectory of spatial concerns in literacy studies,
with specific focus on how key spatial constructs—most notably, “the local,” “the global,” and
“context”—have been theorized and employed in the study of language and literacy in the
context of sociocultural perspectives.
Following the section of history and critique of the emergence of socio-spatial
perspectives in literacy theory and research, this chapter concludes with a brief overview of the
perspectives on language, space, and new digital media that are often applied by rhetorical
scholars and discourse analysts. These analytic perspectives are crucial to drawing connections
between socio-spatial perspectives in literacy research and the dominant discourses of spatial
concepts such as the local and the global, and to critiquing and interrogating those connections in
order to articulate more productive spatial ideas for literacy research in the future. The literature
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review and conceptual framework will inform the analysis of the digital discourse of local food
organizations in the next chapter of the dissertation.

The Spatial Turn in Geographical Studies
Literacy researchers have engaged with space and place in terms of how those constructs
shape, host, support and constrain language practices for most of the twenty-first century
(Leander et al., 2011; Mills & Comber, 2013; Mills, 2016). The existing paradigms of space,
place, and language-in-use are here engaged in order to trace the development of a dominant
discourse of the notions of local place and global space within contemporary, socioculturallysituated literacy research. Mills (2016) acknowledges that what has been deemed “the spatial
turn” in literacy studies is heavily indebted to the work of critical human geographers, who
catalyzed what Edward Soja (2010) calls a “transdisciplinary diffusion of spatial thinking,” or a
“spatial turn affecting nearly all the human sciences” during the last quarter of the twentieth
century (p. 3). During this period, social researchers presented the now-foundational assertion
that the study of space and place can help explain social practices (Soja, 2010). Literacy research
relies heavily on this foundational work to properly theorize and represent the spaces and places
of literacy practice, but the field has more work to do in bringing a critical perspective to the
ways in which it has incorporated spatial thinking into its methodologies and theories for the
study and teaching of literacy. Specifically, the ways in which the field of literacy studies has
constructed and adopted certain conceptions of the spatial ideas of local place and global space
must be critiqued as spaces of literacy practice morph due to social, ideological, and
technological changes. Notions of local place and global space have been established as
cornerstones of socioculturally-oriented theories of literacy (Mills & Comber, 2015; Perry,
2012), so a theoretically robust critique of the conceptions of local place and global space that
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play a key role in spatially-attuned, sociocultural studies of literacy requires an overview of the
significant debates among critical human geographers and social theorists of the aforementioned
spatial turn. The debates yielded new conceptions of local place and global space that have been
borrowed by literacy researchers in order to explain the relationship between literacy, space,
place, and power.
The spatial turn in geographical studies in the 1970s and 1980s encompassed new work
from critical human geographers who rejected the prevailing disciplinary treatment of space as a
neutral host for social products that define regions, such as populations, climates, soils,
languages, and religions (Cresswell, 1996; Soja, 1989), and as “the dead, the fixed, the
undialectical, the immobile” axis upon which the “richness, fecundity, life, dialectic” of time
propelled the lifeworld of being ever forward (Foucault, 1980, p. 70). When Western Marxist
geographers acknowledged that space plays a key role in capitalist production and the new global
market’s control of social life (Jameson, 1991; Soja, 1989), attempts to theorize a relationship
between space and social life began in earnest in geographical studies. Keith and Pile (1993) and
Massey (1994) suggest that researchers across social disciplines began searching for meaning in
the relationship between space and social activity because of increasing anxieties toward
observable, sweeping shifts in the structure—geographically, economically, politically, and
ideologically—of societies due to late-stage capitalism, globalization, and rapid technological
innovation. In attempting to demonstrate the spatiality of social life and being, these new
approaches to geographical inquiry dealt extensively with the relationship between time and
space, the construction of identity in spatial relationships, and the political nature of space (Keith
& Pile, 1993).
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As mentioned, the foremost claim of the spatial theory of the “new geography” is that
space and social action illuminate each other in people’s searches for meaning. Considering this
claim, social theorists accepted the idea that all disciplines engaging in social inquiry must adopt
a progressive understanding of space in order to identify and explain the implications of the
aforementioned sweeping social changes. Though the interdisciplinarity of the spatial turn lends
itself to nuanced understandings of the relationship between space and social life, a coherent
understanding of space and place can be articulated by bringing together the salient perspectives
from the work of critical social geographers and social scientists. All in all, theorists working in
these traditions agree that space is constituted and reconstituted in and through social activity,
and space shapes and produces social activity. Marxist geographer David Harvey (1973) was
among the first to maintain that space is not merely a given, absolute container into which human
activities and materials are stuffed. Rather, Harvey claims, “The question, ‘What is space?’
[must] [. . .] be replaced by the question ‘how is it that distinctive human practices create and
make use of distinctive space[s]?’” (p. 14). Marxist geographer Edward Soja (1989) explains this
relationship with the notion of a socio-spatial dialectic, which rejects earlier geographical
paradigms’ spatial separatism (Sack, 1974) and frames space, temporality, and social activity as
mutually constitutive. Though using different theoretical terminology to explain this
phenomenon, social theorists agree that different dimensions of life intersect to create space;
these dimensions include geographies, material resources, political activity, cultural life, social
interactions, and ideologies (Cresswell, 1996). They also agree that cognitive space intersects
with “real” space to construct space as humans perceive and imagine it (Lefebvre, 1991).
Lefebvre explains this intersection through a trialectic, whereby space is constituted through a
three-way dialectic of spatial practice (in itself an allusion to how space is produced in the social
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practices of everyday life); the representation of space (or how space is constructed in a
cognitive sense); and the spaces of representation (or the physical and situational settings that
enable complex symbolizations and ideational constructs of delimited space). Similarly, Soja
(1989) frames three different types of space that invoke physical, cognitive, and social
dimensions: first space, second space, and third space, respectively. The most important type of
space, Soja claims, is third space: the kind of space that social scientists study to more
productively explain social activity. Through these theoretical frameworks, Soja and Lefebvre
successfully argue that space plays a constitutive role in social actions and explain how social
activity organizes space through an entwining of cultural practices, representations, and
imaginations (Hubbard et al., 2004).
Massey’s work (1991, 1994, 1999) further theorizes space as a product of human
relationships. According to Massey’s feminist approach to spatial theory (2005), spaces are
products of interrelationships, and, because interrelationships are always in progress, conceptions
of space are always open to change (p. 11). Furthermore, if spaces are products of interrelations
and the interrelations of objects, they cannot be defined reductively as “not-time” and require a
positive definition that accounts for the fact that space is not absolute, but relational (Massey,
1994, p. 150). This conception of the co-constitutiveness of space and identity debunks two
common mischaracterizations of space: the myth of spatial immanence and a fallacy of spatial
relativism (Keith & Pile, 1993). Keith and Pile (1993) explain the myth of spatial immanence as
the notion that “there is a singular, true reading of any specific landscape involved in the
mediation of identity” (p. 6). Put another way, this myth suggests that landscapes have fixed
meanings, and that a whole spectrum of identities can be read in the single narrative assigned to a
landscape. The fallacy of spatial relativism, on the other hand, suggests “that each and every
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reading of a specific landscape is either of equal value or of equal validity” (Keith & Pile, 1993,
p. 6). Massey’s reading of space as being a product of interrelationships that are always in
progress indicates that spaces cannot be tethered to a single reading or meaning.
At the same time, the multiplicity of readings of a space must be perpetually critiqued,
contextualized, and historicized. If spaces are created out of social relations, then spaces are “by
very nature full of power and symbolism, a complex web of relations of domination and
subordination, of solidarity and co-operation” (Massey, 1994, p. 153). While these complex
webs may seem chaotic and unmappable, Massey claims that patterns and coherent narratives
emerge in and across space and time. She suggests that researchers should be critical of these
complex webs of relations, searching for the dominant relations and the marginalized relations
within them, and seek to understand the minutiae of how these webs of relations are borne up in
and mobilize across spaces.
Soja (1989) describes a “dual illusion” of space that constitutes another pair of fallacious
claims about space. In contrast to Massey’s rendering of space as complex webs of relations, this
“dual illusion” depoliticizes space and overlooks the interactions of power and symbolism
therein (Keith & Pile, 1993, p. 4). The “illusion of opaqueness” reifies notions of space as
material environments, “inducing a myopia that sees only a superficial materiality” wherein
space is “fixed, dead and undialectical” (Keith & Pile, 1993, p. 4; Soja, 1989, p. 7). The “illusion
of transparency,” on the other hand, altogether dematerializes space and renders it an abstraction,
reducing it to a mental construct: “pure ideation and representation” (Soja, 1989, p. 7). Soja
points out that philosophers and geographers have engaged in perpetuating both of these illusions
for centuries, “dualistically obscuring from view the power-filled and problematic making of
geographies, the enveloping and instrumental spatialization of society” (1989, p. 7). Soja’s
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(1989) construction of a spatialized ontology—he argues for “a more flexible and balanced
critical theory that re-entwines the making of history with the social production of space”—
provides an alternative to this “double bind” (p. 7, 11). An example of the political nature of
space can be found in the fact that governments decide what social activities are permissible
within certain types of social space and enforce consequences against social actors who break the
rules of social conduct within those spaces. Material and discursive configurations of spaces are
also understood to give rise to or prevent certain social behaviors. bell hooks’ notion of a radical
openness interrogates these complex webs of relations by “pushing against oppressive
boundaries set by race, sex, and class domination” (1989, p. 203). Radical openness
acknowledges that some renderings of space ignore histories of marginalization, and thus any
understanding of space requires inclusion of marginalized space, inclusion of locations of
struggle, communities of resistance, and political spaces (Anzaldúa, 1987; Bhabha, 2004;
Deleuze & Guattari, 1980; Keith & Pile, 1993). Accordingly, understanding the complexity of
space requires the discovery and analysis of the histories and ideologies that flow through and
across spaces to construct multiple and sometimes competing meanings.
Understanding space as participating in complex relationships with social activity,
political processes, and identity-making lays a foundation for a progressive understanding of
place as well. Harvey (1993) positions terminology for place on a spectrum, on one side of which
there are terms that refer to the “generic qualities of place” and, on the other side, those terms
that designate particular kinds of place. The notions of landscape, milieu, location, and region,
for example, would constitute terms describing the generic qualities of places. The notions of
“women’s place in society” or “our place in the cosmos” designate particular kinds of place. No
matter how generic or particular, all of these qualities and kinds of places exist in the material
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world and are negotiated and defined through socio-political processes. Cresswell (1996) claims
that place generally always refers simultaneously to geographical location, social activity, and
political processes. In other words, places are the product of spaces that remain perpetually
caught up in the sustainment of the identities, histories, ideologies, and cultures of human beings.
These conceptions of place discredit outdated notions of place as solely a geographical location,
or as solely defined by its generic qualities.
Soja (1974) and Lefebvre (1991) affirm the view of place as a type of social space
wherein different groups of people engage in social activities that instantiate a group identity,
accepted behaviors, and a visible culture that is attached to the group’s physical and geographical
presence in that place in some way. Harvey (1993) and Cresswell (1996), expanding on Soja and
Lefebvre’s conception of place-making as a series of social acts instantiating a coherent culture,
refer to the act of “putting people, events and things in their proper place” as a means by which
to express and uphold social norms (p. 4). In this understanding, place-making is an organizing
process, signaling how to speak, move, and interact with others.
Due to the conditions created by late-stage capitalism, globalization, and rapid
technological innovation at the end of the twentieth century, the qualities of certain types of
places (such as regions and localities) were no longer a given. Geographers observed global and
societal changes diminishing “spatial barriers to exchange, movement, and communication”
during this time (Harvey, 1993, p. 4). In the context of these changes, Massey (2005) theorized
place as “an ever-shifting constellation of trajectories” that results in place being an experience
of “throwntogetherness” (p. 151). But this conception of place, Massey claimed, did not align
with the intuitive conception of place widely circulated in public discourse in the climate of latestage capitalism, deterministic attitudes about globalization from Western world leaders, and the
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anxiety induced by time-space compression. Rather, the intuitive understanding of place in this
geopolitical climate is reactionary, perceiving place as “the sphere of the everyday, of real and
valued practices, the geographical source of meaning, vital to hold on to as ‘the global’ spins its
ever more powerful and alienating webs” (2005, p. 5). Assigning this fixity to place became
tantamount to establishing it—conceptually—as a safe haven, somewhere to hide from the
unwanted invasion of cultural diversity and linguistic difference due to sweeping global change.
In this rendering, place is “closed, coherent, integrated as authentic, as ‘home’, a secure retreat”
(Massey, 2005, p. 6). Massey claims that such an understanding of place is an unviable response
to the fears and anxieties stemming from globalization (p. 7). Rather, place is a spatial
imaginary, and reactive and reductive conceptions of place are a failure of spatial imagination
(2005, p. 8).
These debates about the qualities of space and place in geographical studies and other
social sciences shape the conditions in which the particular spatial constructs of “local” place and
“global” space have been defined and employed in the field of literacy studies. Human
geographers catalyzing the spatial turn of the 1980s theorized the local and the global as scalar
representations of space. In human geography, scale is viewed as a real material thing that is
constituted through political struggle and social processes and as a construct used to frame our
understanding of the world (Herod, 2008). As such, studies of the local and the global in
geography are often an effort to explain economic, political, and cultural changes relating to
nation-states. Even more so than the notions of space and place, the interactions between the
local and the global can be understood as being political, shaped by laws, policies, governments,
and the interworking of economic systems.
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Duncan (1989) deems the association of “local” with “superior” as “infuriating,”
claiming that the label “seems to signify something important, and indeed most people seem to
know—roughly—what it signifies for them. Yet few would care to explain what locality (or is it
a locality or even the locality) actually is. Even fewer [. . .] would agree on the result—even if
there was one” (p. 453). Likewise, Massey (2000) claims that a consistent understanding of the
local among scholars and researchers cannot be assumed, and that definitions of the notion of the
local should not hinge primarily upon the ways in which it is different from or opposite of global.
The notion of the local is often conflated with the concept of place and, thus, misconstrued as the
site of lived experience and material reality. The global, on the other hand, is misconstrued as the
space where social actors can intervene or remove themselves at will in order to initiate and
mobilize movements, campaigns, and networks that have the power and presence to effect
material change in the local (understood as being interchangeable with the notion of place) areas
of their lives. Some scholars have insisted that studying local place is counterproductive to
acknowledging the fact that wider contexts of forces and relations often play a significant role in
determining what happens within the particular place of a region or a locality. Other scholars
have suggested that empirical study of phenomena within localities is useless to the work of
building theories of space altogether.
This perception that the study of phenomena in local contexts is of lesser importance than
wide-scale, cross-contextual, global, or abstract phenomena is based on the construction of localplace as already-known and global space as perpetually un-known: local-places are static,
bounded, and thus easily defined and understood; global space is in a constant state of change,
boundaryless, and thus requires more scholarly attention. In the twenty-first century,
theorizations of the local and global in geographical studies have firmly contradicted this
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framing of local place and global space by explaining that neither construct is a discretely
bounded spatial reality. Rather, the local and the global can be understood as overlapping,
interacting, and reciprocating. Massey (2005) theorizes the sociocultural connotations of local
and global in relation to the constructs of space and place in popular discourse, noting that the
local and the global are read through the lens of people’s everyday sociocultural experiences and
the understanding of geopolitics that these experiences produce. More than just scalar constructs,
the local and global are spaces of engagement that social actors shift among via networks of
association. Massey’s studies of people’s behaviors and ways of talking about the spaces and
places in their lives—in other words, culture—show that people often associate a feeling or sense
of place with that which is physically proximal, tangibly present, and fairly available in their
day-to-day reality. The local is perceived as being a place of protection from external, global
forces that increase heterogeneity and difference, and fragment existing homogenous cultural
traditions, social norms, and ideological positions. In this sense, local place becomes a
“politically conservative haven,” a stalwart against the invasively progressive global (2005, p. 6).
These stereotypes of the notions of the local and the global undergird studies of literacy
that focus on space and place. The trace of these stereotypes is evident in research and theory in
both fields from the early stages of their own social turns and development of sociocultural
theoretical paradigms. As such, and as will be explored in the next section, much of the work that
is attentive to the role of space and place in relation to literacy reiterates these stereotypical
conceptions of the local and the global so as to create what can be called a dominant discourse of
the local and the global in the field of literacy studies. The next section provides an overview of
the major works in this field that have contributed to the construction of this dominant discourse
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and identifies issues with the ways in which this dominant discourse affects treatments of space,
place, and literacy in theory and research.

Space and Place in Language and Literacy Studies
Much of the work dealing with space and place in literacy research operationalizes the
progressive conceptions of space and place articulated through the previously overviewed work
of human geographers (Auer & Schmidt, 2010; Bourdieu, 1973; Compton-Lilly & Halverson,
2014; Keating, 2015; Mills & Comber, 2013, 2015; Mills, 2016; Scollon & Scollon, 2003).
Specifically, literacy research that deals productively with space and place does the following: 1)
rejects reductive dichotomizations of spatial constructs; 2) acknowledges the inherent ideological
nature of and within space, place, and language practices; 3) validates the material and
immaterial aspects of space and place that shape and are shaped by language practices. Scollon
and Scollon (2003), Leander and Sheehy (2004), Mills and Comber (2013, 2015), and ComptonLilly and Halverson (2014) are key examples of theory and research that attend to space, place,
and literacy practices in these ways. Nevertheless, researchers attending to literacy practice must
still do the important work of thoroughly and accurately characterizing the spatial terminology
they use in light of its complex and changing conceptual underpinnings. Moreover, researchers
must turn a critical perspective toward how they have, within their own research and theory,
developed a dominant discourse of space and place, and specifically, of the notions of the local
and the global, in their research design, methods, methodologies, and pedagogical approaches.
For the most part, researchers interested in the relationship between space, place, and literacy
have borrowed definitions for spatial terminology from other disciplines in order to situate the
study of the role that space and place play in shaping how people use literacy. But given claims
that this is a reciprocal relationship—in other words, that space is also shaped by social
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practice—it is the job of literacy researchers to investigate and articulate the ways in which the
social practices they study participate in the production of space and creation of place (Lefebvre,
1991; Soja, 1989). This endeavor is important to producing new knowledge about literacyrelated activities for two reasons. First, discovering and explaining the ways in which literacy
practices shape the spaces in which these practices occur is an act of historicizing. Literacy
practices leave a trace upon the spaces in which they are deployed over time; giving voice to the
trajectories of these traces tells the story of literacy’s role in creating the world in each moment,
up to the present moment and contemporary literacy practices. Second, since theories,
methodologies and methods, and pedagogies are always situated in and deployed in light of a
particular understanding of space or place, attending to the ways in which literacy practices
shape the spaces in which language practice occurs creates a framework by means of which
theorists can reexamine particular theories, methodologies and methods, and pedagogies.
Whereas, for example, the notions of local and global may have meant one thing in ethnographic
studies of literacy in the 1980s, those notions potentially mean something quite different in
ethnographic studies of literacy in the 2010s. Acknowledging and understanding how the spatial
concepts that are crucial to explaining literacy practices factor into theories, methodologies, and
pedagogies keeps ongoing research and teaching dynamic, open-ended, and attuned toward the
future of the discipline.
Literacy researchers might move toward such an understanding through critique and
examination of spatial concepts that have been important to explaining literacy since the social
turn in literacy studies (Gee, 1999, 2011; Perry, 2012). Examining the trajectory of space and
place-based concerns in the field is essential to facilitating critical and historical future studies of
literacy practices of communities and cultural groups who act across local and global spaces
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(Mills, 2016). Moreover, examining the development of the sociocultural paradigm of literacy
theory helps to explain current invocations of the relationship between the local and the global in
spatialized literacy research, where this dominant discourse originates, and how and why it has
been sustained across time in literacy research. Having examined the trajectory of space and
place-based concerns in relation to the development of the sociocultural paradigm of literacy
theory, literacy researchers may also benefit from considering the socio-spatial perspectives
employed by the related disciplines of rhetoric studies and discourse studies. Turning specifically
toward considering the implications of the relationship between “real-world” spaces of literacy
practice and digital spaces of literacy practice, the final section of this chapter argues that the
relatively new socio-spatial paradigm of literacy theory and research could productively expand
its epistemological frameworks and understandings of the reasons for particular literacy practice
in digital spaces by incorporating analytical perspectives from rhetoric studies and discourse
studies that consider the connections between rhetoric/discourse, the concept of space and place,
and digital sites of rhetoric/discourse. As the following sections will demonstrate, ongoing
research toward the relationship between space, place, and literacy requires thoughtful
reexamination of the treatment of spatial concepts in literacy research in order for researchers to
adequately understand and explain new and changing literacy-related activities in a spatiallydynamic world.

From Sociocultural to Socio-Spatial Concerns in Literacy Studies
Sociocultural Literacy Theory
In order to provide a robustly critical review of the trajectory of spatial concerns in the
sociocultural tradition of literacy theory and research, this section briefly reviews the key
assumptions and principles that catalyzed the social turn in the field, describes the role that
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spatial concerns played in this paradigm shift, and explains the areas of friction between
sociocultural perspectives and productive treatments of space and place in the study of literacy.
There are three key issues inherent to the sociocultural tradition in literacy theory that disrupt the
connection between that paradigm and newer socio-spatial perspectives on literacy: 1) the focus
and concerns of the research methods and methodologies traditionally used by and associated
with the sociocultural paradigm of literacy research and theory; 2) the sociocultural paradigm’s
explicit concern with communities and their particular cultures of literacy practice; 3)
unreflexive usage of the concepts of “the local” and “the global” in sociocultural literacy
research.
The development of the sociocultural paradigm in the 1980s was a seismic shift in
literacy theory and research that clashed with existing public policy and teaching practice
concerning literacy education. Prior to the development of sociocultural theories of literacy, the
predominant paradigm of literacy theory operated from an autonomous view of literacy that
treated literacy as a decontextualized, individual cognitive activity (Goody & Watt, 1963; Olson,
1977; Ong, 1982). In contrast, the new sociocultural paradigm of literacy theory recognized
context as playing a pivotal role in understanding literacy practice. This shift is partially
demonstrated by the unprecedented yet widespread use of spatially-oriented terminology and
metaphors for situations involving literacy in the ethnographic work of the sociocultural
paradigm during the 1980s and 1990s. In what may be regarded as an effort to systematize
sociocultural conceptions of literacy, researchers working from this perspective applied these
spatially-oriented terms of reference to demonstrate that literacy’s purposes, value, and uses are
shaped by the social norms, cultural traditions, and ideology/ies accepted within a community or
group of people living in a specific geographical area (Perry, 2012). Common spatialized terms
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that were employed in accounts of ethnographic research from this period include situated or
situatedness (Barton, 2007; Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Brandt, 1998; Gee, 1999; Heath, 1983),
context or contextualized (Barton, 2007; Brandt, 1998; Scribner & Cole, 1981; Street, 1975),
environment (Barton, 2007; Gee, 2001; Heath, 1983), settings (Street, 1984), domains (Barton,
2007; Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Gee, 2001), figured worlds (Bartlett & Holland, 2004), local or
localized (Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Baynham & Prinsloo, 2010; Besnier, 1995; Scribner &
Cole, 1981), and global (Street, 1984).
As indicated by the proliferation of these spatially-oriented terms in early work of the
sociocultural paradigm, theories falling under this umbrella understood the meaning of literacy to
be partially determined by the sociocultural dimensions of the positioning of those practices in
the material world outside of the literate individual’s cognitive processes (Street, 1984). Brian
Street’s (1984) study of literacy practices among Islamic villagers in Iran differentiated between
the literacy practices he observed circulating in the local and material sites of the village and the
social space of Iran’s then-current national political agenda. Street’s study revealed the presence
of multiple literacies that are used and valued in different ways, by different people, at different
times and places within this single village. Moreover, Street’s work revealed that social mobility
was attainable not through the literacies of the rural village, but by way of education in
surrounding urban areas. Beyond this sense of social opportunities pertaining to rural versus
urban place, Street also relates social opportunity in Iran to global forces, suggesting that even if
one obtained an urban education, success was uncertain due to fluctuating oil prices in the
international market at the time. Street’s observations of the interventions of global economic
forces into the social realities of local, rural places laid the groundwork for theorizing an
ideological model of literacy, wherein literacy is regarded as a set of practices that are rooted in
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distinct contexts and embedded in culture, structures of power, and economic conditions in
society (Perry, 2012).
Shirley Brice Heath’s (1983, 2012) studies of the literacies of community-members in
three economically-stratified Piedmont Carolina towns similarly attends to contextual elements
in the cultivation of certain literacy practices and the pursuit of new literacies. Her ethnographic
research suggests that the social practices elaborated in the sociocultural and material space of
the neighborhood and shaped by the geographical, cultural, and economic dimensions of the
neighborhood’s positioning within the larger context of the town had much to do with the
townspeople’s purposes, values, and processes of engagement with literacy. Moreover, her
fieldwork in and across the towns’ neighborhoods and community spaces demonstrates the ways
that an individual’s socialization at home affects their success in school-based reading and
writing activities. More broadly, those from the younger generation who lived in the less
socioeconomically mobile, rural towns of “Roadville” and “Trackton” dreamt of moving to
urban areas when they grew up in order to obtain a quality education and move up the
socioeconomic ladder. Attaining global literacies, in other words, was of central concern to the
younger generations from the Piedmont Carolina towns; large-scale economic pressures that
traversed the boundaries of the towns influenced the community members’ decisions about
where and how to nurture their literacies.
During the same period of ethnographic research, social cognitivist researchers Sylvia
Scribner and Michael Cole (1981) further repudiated what Street called “the autonomous model
of literacy” through their fieldwork in a village in western Liberia. In an experimental study of
the Vai people, Scribner and Cole found that literacy’s effects are transient if not practiced in
context. In their tests of 1,000 literate and nonliterate members of the tribe, Scribner and Cole
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found that literates showed little to no superiority over nonliterates at various cognitive tasks.
Scribner and Cole concluded that literacy’s effects on an individual are dependent upon how
reading and writing is embedded in a person’s culture and the ways in which literacy is used. In
other words, the cognitive effects of literacy are context-dependent: they vary based on the uses
to which literacy is put.
In sum, what is common across these early sociocultural studies of literacy is an
understanding that the effects of literacy cannot be separated from the sociocultural factors that
promote particular literacy practices. In regard to the relationship between the development of
this framework for understanding literacy as socioculturally situated and concerns about the
relationship between literacy practice and space, Mills and Comber (2015) claim that the spatial
has always been present in sociocultural literacy research, citing the aforementioned
ethnographies of literacy practice as having “long emphasized the sociocultural dimensions of
context and situated those practices in particular geographic locales with specific communities”
(p. 412). This acknowledgment of the relationship between literacy and context is the foremost
way in which space was important to early research in the sociocultural paradigm of literacy
theory.
However, reviewing the development of the sociocultural paradigm in literacy studies as
it pertains to researchers’ treatment of the notion of context can reveal deficits in the spatial
perspectives that informed the foundational insights of this paradigm. Researchers who are both
admirers and critics of the sociocultural paradigm have identified certain deficits in the
ethnographic studies of literacy-in-context overviewed above. The identification of these deficits
has contributed to the development of a socio-spatial paradigm of literacy theory and research;
understanding these deficits is important to understanding the origins of this new paradigm.
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First, the literacy studies overviewed above have been critiqued in terms of their reliance
on the notion of the local as a cornerstone of methodologies and theoretical approaches to the
study of literacy. Perry’s (2012) critique of the methodological limitations of the sociocultural
paradigm claims that focusing on the local via concern with specific sociocultural contexts
introduces methodological bias and conceptual roadblocks. Perry contends that “[u]nlike
methodologies that aim for generalizability, the results of ethnographic, discourse analysis, and
case study research are context-dependent, which also serves to limit the claims and other
implications that can be made from these studies” (p. 65). Indeed, ethnographic, discourse
analysis, and case study research approaches have been considered ideal for literacy researchers
working in the sociocultural tradition because of their emphasis on discovering and explaining
the details of the sociocultural and political realities of a particular group of people or
community’s literacy practices. Though useful to identifying and explaining the particularities of
literacy practice in single-site contexts, principles of the aforementioned approaches as they have
been used for literacy research lend themselves to static representations of space. Specifically,
recent research that adopts a “socio-spatial” lens—which looks at “how literacy spaces are
socially produced, and [. . .] how the social spaces of literacy are influenced by power”—has
questioned the adequacy of “localizing containers” (Leander et al., 2011; Mills, 2016, p. 91) and
the research methods that rely on them. These localizing containers include spatial terminology,
units of analysis, and descriptive representations of contexts of literacy activity that have often
shaped researchers’ understanding of the identities, cultures, and histories, and, in spatial terms,
boundaries and borders, mobilities, and positionalities of the subjects they study (Brandt &
Clinton, 2002; Perry, 2012). The crucial notion of the local, as it has been defined and employed
in sociocultural studies of literacy, is foremost among these localizing containers.
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Second, the ethnographic work of the sociocultural paradigm has been critiqued as
exaggerating the power of “the local” to reveal what literacy does and what people do with
literacy in their everyday lives. Brandt and Clinton (2002) point to the shift from the autonomous
model to the ideological model of literacy (Street, 1979) as creating a chasm between global or
distant forces and cultures of literacy practice in that which is considered local, such as a village,
neighborhood, town, or geographically-proximal cultural group. Framing early socioculturallyoriented work as being “too radical,” Brandt and Clinton recommend that New Literacy Studies
(a specific branch of sociocultural perspectives on literacy) acknowledge that local literacy
practices and the emic perspectives of participants are influenced by external social factors
outside their community in multifarious ways. Rather than being confined to a particular local
community or context, literacy “travel[s], integrate[s], and endure[s]” by way of material
processes perpetuated and circulated through global forces (p. 337). This critique indicates that
Brandt and Clinton understand a key goal of literacy research in the changing times to be the
documenting of patterns and trends in literacy practice that hold across sociocultural contexts,
not solely within single contexts (framed in their critique as “local”) of literacy practice.
Finally, some critics of the work of the sociocultural paradigm claim that this work treats
space as uncharacteristically static and passive in relation to the literacy practices it facilitates.
For example, Leander and colleagues (2010) reread Heath’s (1983) ethnographic study of
literacy in the Piedmont Carolinas and identify certain facets of her study that might provide a
more nuanced picture of literacy if shaped by a progressive spatial imagination. For instance,
they claim that Heath interprets the social and cultural practices that she observes in Roadville
and Trackton as “bounded by the physical and social community” (p. 333). Following a central
tenet of the ethnography of communication and longstanding anthropological tradition, Heath
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examines the cultural practices of these communities as being located in place. Leander and
colleagues suggest adopting Massey’s definition of social space (2005) as “the simultaneity of
stories so far” (p. 9) to formulate a more nexus-like understanding of the spaces and places of
Roadville and Trackton; they suggest such a shift in geographical imagination would enable
examination of Roadville and Trackton’s “simultaneous relations to other places-in-the-making,”
providing an opportunity to interpret social and cultural practices across geospatial contexts (p.
335). Their suggestion is not only for Heath’s ethnographic work: they claim that her approach to
geographical and material space as being contained, bounded “sites” for cultures of social
practice prompted many studies in the sociocultural paradigm that replicate this geographical
imagination of emplaced culture in the study of literacy practice (p. 334). Like Brandt and
Clinton, Leander and colleagues critique the methodological frameworks popular to the
sociocultural paradigm that position the notion of “local” as the spatial epicenter of literacy
practice. Referring to a host of sociocultural studies of learning and literacy practices, they state:
These relatively bounded, small scale, local studies are repeated across the sociocultural
tradition in key illustrations of theory and within empirical studies […]. While
developing an expanded version of mind and learning as distributed and mediated,
theories of distribution within this tradition have been packed rather tightly within local
containers. (2010, p. 335)
Leander and colleagues agree with past critiques of the sociocultural paradigm in claiming that
the distributed and mediated nature of literacy practice must be conceived of from a more
progressive spatial perspective than the persistent geographical imaginary of static, bounded,
localizing containers embraced by the sociocultural tradition in literacy studies.
These critiques of the work of the sociocultural paradigm in regard to its treatment of
sociocultural context and material spaces of literacy practice do the work of moving the field of
literacy studies toward more productive engagement with space and place as it pertains to
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literacy practice. Despite the helpfulness of these critiques in propelling the field toward more
progressive spatial thinking, there are two main inconsistencies, reductions, and oversights
embedded in the aforementioned critiques of the sociocultural paradigm: 1) The conflation of the
concept of “the local” with that of “context” or other spatial categories; 2) the articulation of new
spatial imaginaries or categories that reproduce the stratification of categories with abstract
dimensions (such as culture) and material categories (such as geographical place).
First, the aforementioned critiques of sociocultural literacy research (Brandt & Clinton,
2002; Leander & Sheehy, 2004; Leander et al., 2010; Mills, 2016; Perry, 2012) question
researchers’ unreflexive use of spatial terminology while employing spatial terminology
unreflexively. For example, in her critique of the methodological shortcomings of the
sociocultural paradigm, Perry (2012) conflates the notion of the local with that of sociocultural
context: “This paradigm’s focus on specific sociocultural contexts is […] a potential limitation
[…]. Moreover, as Brandt and Clinton (2002) suggest, a focus on the local introduces
‘methodological bias and conceptual impasses’ (p. 337).” Immediately following this reference
to Brandt and Clinton’s claims regarding the limits of the local, Perry reiterates the “contextdependency” of the research methodologies used in the sociocultural paradigm, then follows this
claim with another reference to Brandt and Clinton’s concerns about the local. It is not clear if, in
Perry’s critique, she differentiates between the notion of context and of the local as analytical
categories and as key conceptual frames in any meaningful way. Rather, the notion of context
appears to be used interchangeably with the notion of the local. It is possible that the terms
context and local are conflated because they are both understood to refer to a geographically
circumscribed area. It is also possible that they are both being employed to refer to a culture that
is marked by identifiable geopolitical boundaries. Perhaps context and local are perceived as
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both referring to any small-scale research study. Whatever the underlying perspective on these
two spatial and conceptual categories, it can be assumed that a particular interpretation of each
motivates Perry’s critique of the methodologies of the sociocultural paradigm, though it is not
readily apparent what those interpretations are. While the conflation of these terms presents
issues of cogency, the inscrutability of the origins of a perspective that would elide context with
local is most concerning as it is a component of a widely held orientation toward the
sociocultural tradition by literacy scholars who have worked in the ongoing development of a
spatial focus in literacy studies.
In contrast to Perry’s elision of local with “context-dependent,” other critics of the
sociocultural paradigm have used the notion of local in combination with literacy ambiguously.
Mills (2016) refers to “literacies as local practices” and Brandt and Clinton (2002) claim we
should always study “local literacies” (p. 18; p. 347). Do “local practices” or “local literacies”
mean that the literacies are being practiced in a geographically proximal area? That the practices
are borne of the dominant culture or cultures in that geographical area? Do those terms mean that
all literacy practices are local in relation to the cognitive and physical space and materiality of
the practitioner? Are the practices being framed as local, or is the context in which the practices
occur being framed as local? These questions set in relief the assumptions underlying the spatial
concepts and categories that inhibit the progressive spatial thinking critics of the sociocultural
paradigm called for.
Mills inverts Perry’s seeming conflation of local place with sociocultural context by
conflating context with the material dimensions of spaces of literacy practice. Though certainly
related and intersecting, the terminology of local place, material or geographical space, and
sociocultural context do not refer to the same conceptual categories. Reframing the categories of
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local and global as acts or processes, Brandt and Clinton (2002) claim that, though there are
limits to the claims that can be made about literacy practices based on research in “local”
situations, researchers can and should still study local literacies. In so doing, however,
researchers must “ask what is localizing and what is globalizing in what is going on” (p. 337).
This claim raises several questions about what can reasonably be classified as being “localizing”
versus “globalizing” in a situation of literacy practice. How can a researcher accurately make this
distinction between what is localizing and what is globalizing—particularly across empirical
studies—and what makes ethnographic methods incapable of capturing this distinction? Can it
possibly be this easy to identify and differentiate, with certainty, among things—and what things,
exactly?—that are localizing and that are globalizing in a situation of literacy practice? What
seems to be occurring here again is a conflation of the notion of the local with that of context.
Brandt and Clinton claim: “In the most critical reversal of the autonomous model, revisionist
scholars put context at the center of understandings about literacy,” offering Brian Street’s
ethnographic research as an example of “how preexisting social formations in a particular place
could serve as important receptors or even catalysts for literacy development” (2002, p. 340,
emphasis added). This is another example of critiques of the sociocultural paradigm that use
“context” interchangeably with the idea of “particular place,” and equate “particular place” with
“local readers and writers […] making meaning of literacy on their own turf and on their own
terms” (2002, p. 341). It is unclear whether, in conflating these spatialized terms (particular
place, context, sites, situations, and “on their own turf”), Brandt and Clinton do so with
awareness of the nuances of their spatial meanings as they have been debated and theorized in
geographical studies, or if they generally assign the same meaning to each term.
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A historically situated view of Brandt and Clinton’s critique of the sociocultural
paradigm might acknowledge that early critiques of the treatment of space and context in
sociocultural literacy research had no way of predicting the creation and proliferation of
“contexts” of literacy practice that exist primarily in global space and are not geographically
localized. If Brandt and Clinton knew that new contexts of literacy practice would soon emerge
that were not positioned primarily within a geographically localized space or place, perhaps the
focus of their critique would shift away from the concept of the local and look more closely at
the dichotomization of the local and global as scalar constructs. While Brandt and Clinton’s
somewhat controversial argument that literacy does exhibit autonomous features reflects a
progressive understanding of literacy itself, it does little to rewrite myopic definitions of the
spatial concepts and containers that anchor the sociocultural tradition that Brandt and Clinton
critique. Rather, their critique of “the limits of the local” fails to recognize the autonomous
features of space and spatial realities. A more productive critique of the sociocultural tradition’s
treatment of contexts of literacy practice might be framed as the limits of a single definition of
the local.
Although Brandt and Clinton (2002) could not have predicted these changes and
innovations, the body of geographical theory explicitly addressing a theory of the local was
available to them at the time of their claims about the exaggeration of the local in sociocultural
literacy research and the methodologies used therein. The same is true for Leander et al. (2010)
and Perry (2012), whose critiques came at a time when literacy research had already begun
borrowing heavily from geographical spatial theory. Given the locality debate’s concern with
defining and theorizing what “locality” means, and also given critical human geographers’
ongoing critiques of imprecise usage of spatial terms in social theory and research in the 1980s
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and 1990s, it is surprising that these spatially-oriented methodological debates in literacy theory
do not define their terms of reference more precisely.
Though critiquing the lack of reflexivity in early sociocultural researchers’ engagement
with spatial categories and usage of spatial terminology, the aforementioned critiques fall prey to
similar instances of unreflexivity in their invocation of spatial terms, concepts, and realities. The
embeddedness of spatial categories of scale or type within each other is not inconceivable, nor is
the act of using them interchangeably necessarily a misrepresentation of the relationship between
these spatial categories. The exploration of cultures that give rise to new forms of literacy
practice and text types is not problematic. In fact, Mills (2016) claims that “[l]iteracy researchers
and theorists need an expansive repertoire of conceptual and methodological tools to ‘think
spatially’” (p. 112). What is at issue is the treatment of the meaning of spatialized terms and
concepts as being intuitive. Instead, these meanings must be theorized and explained if they are
to be foregrounded in the study of social practices. This includes even those spatial categories
that are perceived as being the most basic, such as local and global. Moreover, these critiques
bring to mind Massey’s (1993) claim that perceiving local research as incompatible with
theoretical work reveals the untenable assumption that theory-building is opposed to research
that is concerned with specificity and uniqueness, that the unique is theory-neutral, and that the
fact of a phenomenon being more general, abstract, or global makes it more conducive to theorybuilding. What is needed, then, is clarity regarding what meanings are being invoked in instances
of spatial terminology in use, and how literacy researchers understand these spatial categories in
relation to literacy practice and their research methodologies for the study of literacy practice.
Leander and Sheehy (2004) claim that there is an interpretive loss experienced when
contexts of literacy are treated as background to the practices occurring within them.
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Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that the progressive understanding of space that is
important to socio-spatial literacy research today was still developing at the time of the social
turn in literacy research. Making the role of space in producing literacy practice explicit may
have seemed trivial to understanding literacy as a social practice before the turn of the
millennium, when the ramifications of the disruption of geopolitical and geospatial boundaries
due to new global flows were still becoming apparent to literacy researchers. In
acknowledgement of the ways in which these broader conditions shaped research concerns
during the social turn, what may have been needed in the more recent body of critical work
toward the sociocultural tradition was a redirection away from the notions of local and context as
being the cause of methodological roadblocks and theoretical impasses and a focus on the ways
in which unprogressive spatial and geographic imaginations pose limitations to exploring the
connections between literacy practice and space. In the interest of applying a pluralistic approach
to the spatial categories that structure studies of literacy, future critiques of methodologies and
studies that attempt to deal meaningfully with space must go as far as to suggest ways that this
work may evolve or be amended in order to incorporate a more progressive understanding of
context, the local, the global, and space in general into their theoretical foundations.
While imperfect, both the situated-in-context perspective of the researchers of the social
turn and the critiques made by researchers attentive to space encompass a specific body of work
that carved out pathways to the creation of a socio-spatial paradigm of literacy theory and
research. These narratives and histories help to explain conceptions and uses of spatial ideas in
present and ongoing literacy research. The next section overviews the development of the new
socio-spatial paradigm for the study of literacy, focusing specifically on the trend toward
positioning studies in the context of the global and constructing a conception of this spatial
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reality that is polarized from that of the local. This section concludes by explaining the
consequences of the dominant discourse of the local and the global to literacy studies since the
development of the sociocultural paradigm and discusses the relevance of this dominant
discourse to the study presented in the next chapter.

Socio-Spatial Literacy Theory
In recognition of this tendency to situate literacy studies, both geospatially and
conceptually, exclusively within a reductive notion of the local, contemporary socio-spatial
research has corrected toward what Massey (2005) would call a more progressive relationship to
space and place. The progressive perspectives that inform these studies focus on boundarybreaking spatial categories, such as networks and networking, hybrid spaces, and various
conceptions of a “thirdspace” (Dingo, 2013; Gutierrez, 2008; Moje et al., 2004; van Leeuwen,
2008); literacy activities that connote boundary-crossing and movement, including new
mobilities, participatory cultures, and social mediafication (Buck, 2012; Jenkins et al., 2006;
Leander et al., 2010; New London Group, 1996; Richardson & Jensen, 2003); and literacy’s own
acts of mobility, such as de/reterritorialization, lines of flight, and the rhizome (Deleuze &
Guattari, 1987; Mills & Chandra, 2011; Scollon & Scollon, 2003). Such research and its use of
these spatial metaphors and concepts serves to make sense of the ways that new technologies
have changed traditional contexts of literacy practice.
The simultaneous potential and need for continued research in the areas pertaining to
literacy practice and spatial realities mentioned above is well-demonstrated, but the connections
between applications of spatial theory and sociocultural frames of reference specifically have
been murky in literacy studies that attempt to combine these paradigms. Mills (2016) notes that
literacy researchers have successfully borrowed and redefined spatial terminology from social
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and cultural geography to take on new meanings for literacy studies, but this process of
reexamining accepted definitions of spatial terminology has not extended to the most
fundamental spatial categories that form the core of sociocultural perspectives on language and
space, such as those notions of context, local, and global (p. 92).
The recognition of space in literacy studies, often called the “spatial turn” (Mills &
Comber, 2013) in the field, frames and extends central questions to earlier paradigm shifts in
literacy studies, including the previously described social turn (Gee, 1992; Street, 1995), as well
as the “critical turn” (Luke, 1998) and “the digital turn” (Mills, 2010). Mills and Comber (2015)
locate the impetus for an overt focus on space in relation to literacy, stating: “The material
realities of the relationships between places and populations, global and local practices and
movements, along with the very nature of literate practices have changed extraordinarily, hence
the need for theoretical development to explain these new phenomena” (p. 97). These changes
and emerging phenomena destabilized concepts that were central to the sociocultural
ethnographic studies of literacy; given the aforementioned shifts and changes, the meaning of
concepts like “local,” “community,” and “boundaries” were destabilized, drawing the attention
of researchers whose subject matter, sites of inquiry, and research methods were also being
destabilized by those forces. Moreover, the foremost claim of the interdisciplinary spatial turn in
geographical studies and the social sciences—that spaces and social practices constitute and
reconstitute each other—heralded this turn to space from the position of sociocultural
perspectives on literacy, which frame literacy as a specific form of social practice. Given the
trends in other disciplines that often cross-pollinate with the work of literacy researchers (e.g.,
discourse studies, social sciences, educational research), a spatial turn in literacy research was
seemingly inevitable.
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Mills (2016) characterizes the spatial turn in literacy research as a coherent theoretical
paradigm, naming it the “socio-spatial paradigm” of literacy research, and calling the literacies
studied from this theoretical position “socio-spatial literacies.” She defines the theoretical
perspective of the socio-spatial paradigm as being a product of the substantial changes to the
spaces and places of literacy practice instigated by conditions of “the digital age.” In recognition
of these changes, socio-spatial literacies affirm the centrality of space to literacy practice by
acknowledging language practices as being socially-constructed and distributed sociogeographically in patterned ways (2016, p. 93). The socio-spatial paradigm also acknowledges
that if literacy practices are socially-constructed and distributed socio-geographically, they are
also caught up in workings of power (2016, p. 93). These are the central principles of a sociospatial theory of literacy practice.
While the principles of a socio-spatial perspective for literacy are well-established, the
beginning of the spatial turn in literacy research is somewhat difficult to pin down. Socio-spatial
researchers (viz. Mills & Comber, 2013; Mills, 2016) consider the spatial turn as being
imbricated in the predominant shift, circa the turn of the millennium, toward the study of literacy
practices in digital contexts that are mediated by the conditions of a rapidly globalizing world.
The notion of “the global” as a somewhat encompassing category—a category which includes,
but is not limited to, concepts and phenomena such as “globalizing forces,” “global flows,”
“global space,” the “global village,” “global culture,” and “global literacies”—is heavily
foregrounded in theorizations of the three major areas of focus within spatialized literacy
research. In her expansive review of literature in the new socio-spatial paradigm, Mills (2016)
frames these three major areas of socio-spatial literacy research as new mobilities,
deterritorialization, and social mediafication (Mills, 2016). These areas of socio-spatial research
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foreground the agency, dynamism, and forcefulness of the global as a spatial, social, political,
economic, and cultural entity in shaping people’s experiences with and contexts of literacy
practice. In most cases, the studies that attend to these spatialized and globalized phenomena in
terms of their relationship to literacy practice are mediated by new digital media in some way.
During the 1990s, virtual and digital spaces emerged as new contexts of literacy practice
that were accessible to many people globally (Barton, 2001; Mills, 2010, 2016). As new media,
technologies, and the Internet increased in availability and potential for everyday use during the
late 1990s and early 2000s, literacy researchers raised concerns about the ways that “new
mobilities” (Cazden, et al., 1996) changed local cultures of literacy activity through globalizing
digital media. Borrowing from geographers Harvey (1993) and Massey (1994), literacy
researchers observed that globalization, intensified migration, and transnationalism activate
“time-space compression” (Canagarajah, 2019; Compton-Lilly & Halverson, 2014), wherein
individuals can do more things, more quickly from one location, or move undeterred across
borders in pursuit of literacy events, practices, and resources. Evidence of these new mobilities
raised concerns about “literacy’s ability to travel, integrate, and endure” and the relationship
between literacy’s “transcontextualizing” potentials in relation to people’s identities, cultures,
and material realities (Brandt & Clinton, 2002). Studies during the early 2000s highlighted the
presence of new media in what until then had traditionally been perceived as local community
spaces, like public libraries, which presented new and more frequent opportunities for consuming
and composing in and across multiple semiotic modes—written, aural, visual, verbal, gestural,
and musical. Within the boundaries of local communities, researchers were also particularly
concerned with studying how global flows and new media gave rise to new or shaped existing
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skills, practices, cultures, and identities as they were revealed through students in school
classrooms, affecting students’ orientation toward print literacy.
The New London Group (NLG) presented one of the earliest pedagogical theories to
explicitly grapple with the issue of new mobilities by articulating a pedagogy of multiliteracies
as a response to the increasing presence of global flows generated by digital media and the
Internet, which allowed for greater access to and intervention of different cultures, languages,
and types of texts into what was once considered the local, securely bounded space of the
classroom (1996, p. 61). Leander and colleagues (2010) also address these boundaries in their
discussion of the destabilization of the dominant discourse of the “classroom-as-container,”
claiming that global flows disrupt this discourse because the new reality of students’ lives is one
in which learning is characterized by increased mobility of information, text types, bodies, and
communication. As such, students’ learning is no longer contained by the formal space of the
classroom, nor is the classroom the only or primary site of learning (p. 331). Due to the rapid
technological innovations during this time, literacy researchers became increasingly concerned
with teaching students how to navigate these new mobilities in their present lives and for their
“social futures” (Cazden, et al., 1996).
Closely related to the phenomenon of new mobilities is the phenomenon of
deterritorialization (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Mills, 2016). Because new mobilities enable
individuals to network to innumerable resources through digital technology, boundaries between
places are blurred, as are the more abstract notions of geographical and political territories (p.
95). Whereas before the proliferation of digital technologies and the Internet, people’s cultural
experiences and literacy resources were most often confined to that which they could physically
access on a recurring basis (usually within their local communities), people today have access to
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a burgeoning global culture and the means to construct global identities, which hold more
“currency” in today’s culture than individualized, local cultures, traditions, and literacy (Mills,
2016, p. 96). Such phenomena nudged schools to adapt to these global trends, rather than to the
mandates of the nation-state. Regulating and legislating certain literacy requirements and
preventing an influx of undesirable literacies from infiltrating once non-porous boundaries has
become less and less possible. Deterritorialization refers precisely to that phenomenon, as
boundaries and borders have become less effective at compartmentalizing individuals’
experiences with literacy in the globalized digital age. Morley and Robins (1995) even claim that
deterritorialization has rendered boundaries themselves problematic.
Soon after the emergence of new mobilities and deterritorialization as new spatial
realities of literacy practice, a culture of “social mediafication” emerged (Mills, 2016, p. 98). The
concept of social mediafication was borne of the increasing reality of personal relationships and
their attendant literacy practices operating through networked digital media. Distinctive from the
technologies that catalyzed new mobilities and deterritorialization, the rise of Web 2.0 made the
social mediafication of personal relationships and their literacy practices possible (Jenkins et al.,
2006). Such technological advances have further blurred socio-spatial and geopolitical
boundaries, recapitulating social practices into the new norms negotiated among participants in
what have been called socioculturally “hybrid” spaces. In many ways, social mediafication has
resulted in a transference of those social conditions associated with the notion of the local to the
hyper-mobile, deterritorialized global spaces of the Internet and Web 2.0 applications. Social
activities in Web 2.0 reproduce the feeling associated with experiences in the “local” community
because users can connect face-to-face and in real-time with other users while engaging in social
and political activities.
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These areas of focus in socio-spatial literacy research reveal the trajectory of conceptions
of the local and the global as crucial orienting categories in the field of literacy studies. The
phenomena of new mobilities, deterritorialization, and social mediafication in socio-spatial
literacies express a conception of space that can, in some ways, be identified with the very spatial
perspectives of the sociocultural paradigm that have been critiqued. As paradigms sharing roots
in social literacies schools, though the sociocultural paradigm and the socio-spatial paradigm
place differing emphasis on certain spatial categories—the local in the sociocultural paradigm,
and the global in the socio-spatial paradigm—literacy researchers concerned with the materiality
of literacy may claim that both perspectives take the situatedness of literacy too far. The ways in
which the work of the sociocultural paradigm tends to overemphasize the situatedness of literacy
have been established in this chapter. While it may seem that, in focusing on the notion of the
global and on digital contexts, the socio-spatial paradigm is built upon a progressive spatial
perspective, work in this paradigm tends toward the very same overemphasis on the situatedness
of literacy. In a sense, the idea that all literacy practices are occurring in a globalized world,
mediated by digital tools, is quite deterministic, and the idea that the literacy practices of today
are perpetually global is a form of containing literacy. In other words, in socio-spatial literacy
research, the dominant discourse of the global tends to function as a localizing container.
What is needed in any research of literacy that seeks to maintain an emphasis on
sociocultural context and spatial realities as they shape literacy practice is a mutual emphasis on
the materiality of literacy itself, and on the agency of space. Perspectives on material literacy are
well-established in the field at the present (viz. Brandt & Clinton, 2002; Canagarajah, 2019; Pahl
& Rowsell, 2013). Even as the socio-spatial paradigm insists that at the crux of its theoretical
foundation is the belief that space is not a static backdrop to the social activity it hosts, existing
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work in this paradigm has rarely done the work of interrogating conceptions of the field’s core
spatial concepts that have framed these concepts in ways that do not account for their dynamism
and agency. From the perspective of material literacy, this “progressive” perspective would go
on to specify that in not being static, space has its own capacity to act. The spatial categories that
are foundational to socioculturally-situated literacy research do not merely collide with each
other; their core meanings change over time and in response to the social practices that are
framed as occurring within them. While materialist perspectives on literacy, social networks,
material resources, and spatiotemporal conditions suggest the usefulness of rejecting a context of
any kind—local or global—as a governing container, there is still the reality that, for nonscholars, these containers lend meaning and organization to experiences of rhetoric, discourse,
and literacy in their social and material worlds. Moving forward, in studies of literacy that
emphasize space, it is necessary to both conceive of the literacy practices under observation as
occurring simultaneously within the conditions of whatever spatial reality is perceived by the
researcher and participants (e.g., a local place, a global reality, a digital context) and in an
augmented and expansive spatial reality. In other words, a study of literacy that is conceived of
as occurring in a local context is also occurring in the context of the histories of the notion of the
local that have created the field of literacy research; a study of literacy that is conceived of as
occurring in a global space is also occurring in the context of the global as a material resource, a
social network, an agent of change that brings its histories to the literacy event and acts upon that
event.
Fenwick and colleagues (2004) state, “Globalization is not in opposition to localization,
but rather the latter can be understood as part of the former, and the former as expressing itself
through the latter” (p. 141). This is the dominant discourse of the relationship between the local
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and the global in the field of literacy studies: that, while reciprocating so as to construct and
shape contexts of literacy practice, “the global” as a concept by which to understand the spaces
of literacy practice in the digital age encompasses and subsumes that of “the local.” Moreover,
the notion that the local (as both a socio-spatial concept and as a material reality) might have
agency in encounters with that of the global, both in everyday cultural experiences and in literacy
practice, is not apparent in this dominant discourse.
With this dominant discourse in mind, it is important to observe that the inverse of
Fenwick and colleagues’ claim is also true of the relationship between globalization and
localization: globalization can be understood as part of localization, and localization expresses
itself through globalization. The expressions of this inverted relationship are increasingly evident
in people’s observable, literacy-related activities using new digital media as well. What is still in
question is how, for what purposes, and through what modes and materials localization expresses
itself through globalization. Such questions take a different trajectory than those asked during the
late 1990s and early 2000s about globalization, wherein global forces were treated as
deterministic, intervening into local place, and any changes made to local place by global forces
came from distant, powerful actors or institutions whose primary goals and aims were for global
imperatives, not the good of the locality. The focus on mobilities, deterritorialization, and social
mediafication in socio-spatial literacies might be read as suggesting that the local is disappearing
from the world, socially, culturally, politically, and economically. This emphasis on new
mobilities might be read as suggesting that people will continue to find ways to remove
themselves from participation in their geographically-local communities. The emphasis on
deterritorialization might be read as suggesting that there are no longer boundaries separating
locals from other locals, that the only localizing processes are those that function in the interest
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of the nation-state (Mills, 2016). The emphasis on social mediafication might be read as
suggesting that “globalizing forces” (e.g., multinational corporations; social media
conglomerates) have co-opted the affordances of local place for their own gain. But there is more
at work in these socio-spatial phenomena than just acts performed by globalizing forces.
In her explanation of socio-spatial literacy theory, Mills (2016) provides no examples of
research that investigates the inversion of the relationship between the local and the global;
instead, she only provides examples of studies focusing on the ways that globalizing forces, like
Web 2.0 and social media, subsume and make the local redundant. Despite this lack of examples,
Mills claims that “local connectedness continues alongside heightened opportunities for global
networking, with social media sometimes enhancing or alternatively detracting from face-to-face
interactions with co-present strangers,” conveying a notion similar to that of Fenwick and
colleagues’ claim that the global expresses itself through the local (2016, p. 98). In theory, then,
Mills and Fenwick and colleagues present the claim that globalization through social media does
rearrange social landscapes in the physical, geographical world, for good and for ill. However,
given the fact that Mills provides many examples of the ways that social mediafication has
advanced connectivity in globalizing spaces for globalizing imperatives but no examples of how
this resource has advanced connectivity in globalizing spaces for localizing imperatives, perhaps
it may be assumed that, in the realm of socio-spatial research, studies of the latter are both
lacking and necessary. Claims to the persistent dominance of global flows in these processes
simplify a complex network of global and local relationships and forces that are both conceptual
and material.
Though Mills (2016) provides no examples of this in her overview of socio-spatial
literacy theory, global forces and systems also reproduce and co-opt the affordances of local
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place and processes for their own gain, pointing to the changing forms of local place in relation
to globalization. For example, though there are issues of power and equity to contend with in the
world of Web 2.0—one way that globalizing processes reproduce localized experiences—they
have in some ways reconfigured or enhanced social practices that play out in the materiality of
geographically local spaces and places. For example, younger generations living in urban areas
increasingly use social networking apps that are specifically designed for connecting people with
common interests who live in the same geographical area in the interest of creating platonic
friendships; Patook, Meetup, and Bumble BFF are all examples of such apps. Ironically, there is
even a friend-making app called “Nextdoor,” emphasizing that, while often being appropriated
by the mechanisms of global power, localizing impulses and desires have not disappeared. New
situations of digital participation involve those who have power over globalizing resources and
products co-opting and capitalizing on people’s localized desires for friendship and social
connection in the material, geographically local world.
On the other hand, Mills does point out that the forces of change catalyzed by Web 2.0
participatory cultures should not be taken as deterministic, since the technologies that host them
are owned and operated by human beings, usually voluntarily (though not always, as in the cases
of work and school). Though the voluntary nature of social media participation certainly
demands further research as, for instance, major news outlets increasingly rely on Facebook to
circulate stories and employers increasingly seek employees who demonstrate a level of
“influence” on social media, it is generally true that, for some communities, social media can
offer more positive outcomes than negative. High school classes can reconnect to organize their
ten-year reunion; clubs and organizations can circulate information, communicate with each
other, and make plans in a centralized location that is easy to access. Given such examples of the
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positive effects of social mediafication, Mills claims that “literacy practices are progressively
less dependent upon communities in geographical closeness,” extending “beyond the observable
routine movements of people from one physical space to another, and which come together to
define ‘articulated moments’ that become ‘placed literacy practices’” (Mills, 2016, p. 99).
Another power dynamic at work in situations of new mobilities, deterritorialization, and
social mediafication is the workings of political systems and institutions. Though social
participation increasingly occurs on a global scale, local communities still have their own
economies, budgets, school buildings, physical infrastructures, histories, and governments. Until
recently, social participation including supporting the local economy, attending a local school,
and voting in a local election were not perceived as being activities that could be engaged in
through social media. While recent global crises, such as the COVID-19 epidemic, have entirely
exploded these longstanding social practices and shaken local communities to their core,
members of local communities have embraced the material existence of their localities and used
social media to press back against the global forces bearing down upon their local place. For
instance, Fresh Fest, the first Black craft beer festival in America, pivoted its 2020 festival to a
digital format. Held in a different U.S. city each year, the festival was originally scheduled to
promote and showcase Black-owned and operated craft breweries in the Pittsburgh community
during 2020, focusing on cultivating a safe space for Black representation in an industry that is
ninety-nine percent white (Bon Apetit Staff, 2020). When COVID-19 hit, the festival team
originally announced the festival’s cancellation—until they received a barrage of social media
messages from people begging them to reformat the festival for a digital environment. Inspired
by watching deejays on Instagram and YouTube, the festival runners put together a full digital
festival for craft beer lovers all over the world. Through video livestreaming, the festival still
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showcases Pittsburgh and the city’s Black craft beer community, while also using the digital
format as an opportunity to promote craft beer offerings from other Black-owned local breweries
around the U.S. Understanding the discursive and literacy practices that have been borne up by
both disruptions of spatial realities and social mediafication is important for literacy theory and
pedagogy. Questioning the ways that the local as concept and material reality intervene in the
global spaces of social media to effect real action and change within local places can help
literacy researchers find new and innovative ways for teaching students to imbue the spaces of
their world with agentive, active conceptual and material realities that give direction to the
trajectories of their futures.

Intersections with Rhetoric and Discourse Studies
This chapter’s critiques of the inadequate interrogation of the accepted definitions of the
core spatial concepts in socio-spatial literacy theory and research, both in light of the histories of
spatial perspectives in bodies of literacy research and present trends toward examining the
implications of new digital media for socio-spatial perspectives, suggest that rhetorical and
discursive analyses of these features of socio-spatial literacy theory may be useful. Literacy
researchers concerned with refining the new socio-spatial theory of literacy delineated above
may benefit from intentional consideration of the ways in which the spatial perspectives of
rhetorical studies and discourse studies—two related, but ultimately distinct, disciplines—may
be integrated with socio-spatial literacy theory in order to analyze the discourses and rhetoric
surrounding spatial concepts such as the local and the global for socio-spatial literacy theory.
Articulating the epistemological orientations, theoretical perspectives, and existing corpus of
research informing and revealing these disciplines’ work around the relationships among
language, space, and power can provide the foundation needed for integrative analyses of the
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understandings of socio-spatial concepts that shape and constrain an array of communicative
events and practices in and across multiple media.
Sociocultural literacy studies and, by extension, socio-spatial literacy theory, finds many
of its theoretical roots in the longer histories of research in rhetorical traditions and discourse
studies arising from sociolinguistics. But these roots are not made explicit in systematic
articulations of socio-spatial literacy theory, though many of the concepts, analytic categories,
and foundational perspectives on language, culture, context, space, and new digital media that
give rise to spatialized research in both rhetoric and discourse studies actively inform and shape
socio-spatial literacy research. Specifically, there are many ways that both rhetoric and
discourse, broadly conceived, shape spaces of literacy practice, particularly in contexts of digital
discourse, rhetoric, and literacy practice. Because of these intersections, it is important to
consider which perspectives, concepts, and analytic categories from spatial perspectives on
rhetoric and discourse can be productively employed for uncovering and explaining the ways in
which spaces of literacy practice are created and sustained, and how rhetoric and discourse may
motivate the literate mind and body to navigate space in specific ways as it puts literacy into
practice. In order to fully understand how people use literacy to construct spatial perspectives
that guide and shape the actual spaces in which they practice literacy, turning to the important
touchpoints concerning space, digital media, and communicative acts in the disciplines of
rhetorical and discourse theory is important.

Rhetoric, Space, and Digital Contexts
Considerations of space and place have been important to rhetoric studies since the
classical period. The very notion of the Aristotelian topoi, which refers to the “places” in a
discourse where a communicator may “locate” arguments that are relevant to the topic, suggests
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that rhetoric can be perceived as inherently spatialized. Relatedly, Quintilian acknowledges that
the “‘where’ of rhetorical performances and artifacts is just as important as the message of a
rhetorical situation” (Gilyard & Nunley, 2004, p. 161). Indeed, if “the basic function of rhetoric
[is] the use of words by human agents to form attitudes or to induce actions in other human
agents” (Burke, 1950, p. 46), and language is understood more broadly to encompass modes
beyond alphabetic language (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996), then space, understood to primarily
include the “where” of rhetorical performances, has the capacity to be mobilized by human
agents as an available means of persuasion (Rhet. I.2, 1355b26f.).
In the contemporary discipline of rhetorical studies, rhetorics of space and place,
alternatively called spatial rhetorics, have become a recognized subfield. The development of
this subfield can be traced to the now widely accepted premise that material environments, their
organization and arrangement, and the affective attachments they produce function as powerful
arguments within contemporary cultural politics. Ede, Glenn, and Lunsford (1995) agree,
claiming that rhetorical traditions concerned with space, such as feminisms, “share a longstanding concern for public values and the public good, for creating spaces within which human
subjectivities, at least potentially, can be realized, celebrated, and expanded” (p. 248). In order to
create such spaces, rhetoric may be treated as an invitational practice—often collective—that
produces texts and speech acts that must be radically contextualized and examines style and
substance interdependently (Biesecker, 2014; Kohrs Campbell, 2014). In this understanding of
rhetoric, the traditional, classical notion of rhetoric as individual, agonistic use of “the available
means of persuasion” is relativized. Jarrett (2014) suggests that relativizing the available means
of persuasion occurs by “moving earthward in the gesture of locating oneself as a person writing
in a particular context” (p. 111). At the same time, Downs (2020) notes that rhetoric is
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“pervasive” (p. 460). Collectively, these understandings of rhetoric and rhetorical action reveal
how space itself can be understood as an available means of persuasion—one that is variously
invitational, agonistic, active, and passive—both a backdrop for all rhetorical action and an
active element in the rhetor’s deeply contextualized discursive activity. Rhetorical theories of
space question and explore the inevitable and various points of contact between what language
does in and through specific contexts of communication in the world and the constraints imposed
by geographical, material, political, public, private, theoretical, and discursive space. As such,
rhetorics of space adopt the perspective proposed by critical human geography that social
practice is inextricable from the production of space in its various forms, and they also examine
the ways in which socially-produced spaces participate in an iterative process of guiding social
actors to act and thereby produce, reconfigure, dismantle, and reconstruct spaces of rhetorical
action.
Because the aforementioned understandings of rhetoric and space are general and
inclusive, the specific ways in which rhetorical scholars and theorists have addressed the
intersection of space and rhetoric in the contemporary discipline span many issues, contexts, and
foci of rhetorical study. Approaches to visual rhetoric, digital rhetoric, feminist rhetoric, critical
and cultural rhetoric, narrative criticism, and multimodal composing are often employed with
special attention to their intersections with space and place, demonstrating awareness of the
relevance of spatial concerns in and across the complex areas of rhetorical action that attract
scholarly attention. Specifically, rhetorical scholars have attended to questions of space as it is
wrapped up in the unfolding of rhetorical situations (Bitzer, 1968). Mountford (2001) notes the
role of physical location in rhetorical situations, defining rhetorical space as “the geography of a
communicative event and, like all landscapes, may include both the cultural and material
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arrangement, whether intended or fortuitous, of a location” (p. 41). Elaborating the role of space
in rhetorical situations has also included considerations of kairotic space, which Price (2011)
defines as “the less formal, often unnoticed areas where knowledge is produced and power is
exchanged.” Sheard (1993) suggests that kairotic spaces encompass multiple elements of
“context,” including not just temporality but other factors including physical space and attitude
(p. 306). Under the conditions created by the digital age, “physical space” might be expanded to
include virtual space. Given this spatialized understanding of kairos, space is not treated as being
synonymous with the notion of context, but as a crucial element of context that intersects with
other conditions in order to create the opportune moment for a communicative event to achieve
its aims. This understanding of space coheres with various reconfigurations of the concept of the
rhetorical situation with special attention to space and spatial metaphors. For instance, Edbauer’s
(2004) expansion of the notion of rhetorical situations as flowing through a broader network of
rhetorical ecologies that are characterized by “viral intensities” lends the sense that the elements
of rhetorical situations, and those who navigate them, are caught up in a mobile, transitory sociospatial practice that holds persuasive power.
The rhetoric of geographical spaces and spatial ideas, as well as geopolitical spaces have
been central to rhetorical scholars’ ongoing questions about the mediation of identities. A
sprawling category of spatialized rhetorical study, the study of publics, counterpublics, and
private spaces, rests at the axis of geographical, social, cultural, and political space. Studies of
publics, counterpublics, and private spaces address issues of identity, agency, and advocacy;
presence, movements, and mobilities (Topinka, 2012); bodies and being (Jarratt, 2002; Maddux,
2016; Mountford, 2001); containment, borders, and boundaries; inclusion and exclusion; and
leadership, citational politics, and microaggressions, among others (Warner, 2002). Studies of
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how living and being in urban and rural spaces (Ackerman, 2003; Fleming, 2008); issues of
regionality and regionalization (J. Rice, 2012; Wood, 2012); national narratives, particularly as
they are materialized in places of public memory (Dickinson, Blair, & Ott, 2010; Poirot &
Watson, 2015; Wright, 2005), and notions and performances of transnationality participate in the
construction of identities to examine how people’s physical positioning in the material world and
in geopolitical constructions of space shape their lived experiences (Dingo, 2012, 2013, Wang,
2013). Closely related are studies of global rhetorics (Dingo & Scott, 2012) and the rhetorical
construction of decolonization and decolonizing paradigms as a means by which to interrogate
the intersections of histories and space (Helmbrecht, 2019). Finally, economies and economic
change have been considered as coercive or disciplining spaces, such as the rhetoric of
capitalism, neoliberalism, and communism (Colombini, 2019). These spaces function as sites of
study in terms of how they function as arguments in cultural politics.
Like in literacy research, spatial symbolism abounds in rhetorical studies and has been
employed to characterize the politics of location in the rhetorical “canon” and disciplinary
histories, subjectivities and normativity, on planes of understanding. Rhetorical scholarship
itself, understood to refer to definitions of rhetoric and the rhetorical tradition, theories and
methodologies, and pedagogies, is put in accessible terms by way of spatial metaphors that
characterize rhetorical scholarship and its specific components as “terrain,” a “landscape,” a “site
of historicized struggles” surrounded by “borderlands” (Anzaldua, 1987; Jarratt, 1990; Lorde,
1984; Lunsford, 2015; Trinh, 1991). Even the histories of the rhetorical canon are shaped by
conceptions of space and place and are themselves inherently spatialized, with the dominant
historical narratives of the development of the field and “the canon” excluding contributions
from scholars in non-Western parts of the world (Wu, 2002). The application of spatial
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symbolism to make sense of the practices, performances, and epistemological perspectives that
circulate in the discipline of rhetorical scholarship are indicative of the inextricability of space
from rhetoric’s attempts to define itself and its aims.
Rhetorical scholars engaged with rhetorics of space acknowledge that, while the concerns
with space outlined above have been attended to discretely in various studies, the boundaries
among these areas of spatial rhetoric are by no means opaque. Identities, cultures, ideologies, and
politics circulate and intersect under the conditions of globalization and the pervasiveness of new
digital media; given these conditions, different areas of spatialized rhetoric scholarship cannot be
characterized as discrete or separate. Perhaps the most important and obvious integration occurs
at the nexus of the visual medium, spatial rhetoric, and digital contexts. The Internet, conceived
of broadly as a social and ideological space with a constellation of cognitive, symbolic, and
material ties to the locations of the “real world,” participates in the circulation of rhetorical
agents, exigences, texts, constraints, and audiences that perpetually construct new rhetorics of
space and place and relationships between place and persuasion; rewrite the connections between
location and identity; lend new and changing spatial dimensions to communication; and enable
new communicative functions of spaces. Specifically, the rhetorics that emerge via Web 2.0
applications are “already infected by the viral intensities that are circulating in the social field,” if
the social field is presumed to refer to relations among actors in physical space (Edbauer, 2004,
p. 19). In other words, the rhetorics that may seem as though they are a product of the conditions
of Web 2.0 applications are in fact circulatory and boundary-defying, emerging from a plurality
of exigences, audiences, rhetors, and constraints that pivot from real, to digital, to networked
worlds over and over again. For instance, research concerned with urban spaces and networks
may also recognize the role of digital media and multimodality in mapping and representing
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urban spaces (Rice, 2008, 2012). Similarly, rhetoricians might engage in work similar to that of
Wang (2020), which applies a new materialist approach to local traditions of activist rhetoric in
order to simultaneously examine how these rhetorics emerge and assemble in place, and how
they transform and circulate in order to spark activism in transnational cyber-public spaces.
Nevertheless, while rhetorical scholars may acknowledge that visual and spatial rhetoric are
virtually inextricable, and many others regard digital and spatial rhetoric as having inevitable
points of contact, unlike the new socio-spatial theory of literacy, which attends to digital literacy
practices as inclusive of visual rhetoric, and to the broader category of digital literacy practices
as being inherently spatialized, rhetorical studies makes some key distinctions between digital
rhetoric and rhetorics of space. Digital rhetoric must, of course, attend to digital compositions as
its objects of study, whereas spatial rhetoric can be applied to texts that are created within,
across, and outside of digital mediums. As these intersections among spatial rhetoric and other
areas of rhetorical study make plain, there is a considerable degree of flexibility in how spatial
analyses are positioned in rhetorical studies. At the same time, rhetoricians concerned with
spatial rhetoric and rhetoric in new digital media have carefully considered the logical boundary
conditions for these subfields—a reflexive practice that literacy researchers may consider
applying towards socio-spatial literacy theory.
In each of the subfields of rhetoric mentioned above, the study of rhetoric is a critical tool
in revealing how power is wielded through discourse. Perhaps more so than discourse analysts
and literacy researchers, rhetorical scholars invite the perspectives of novelists, philosophers,
anthropologists, and architectural historians into the framing of their socio-spatial perspectives
on communicative events and rhetorical texts. These perspectives are important to opening up
the possibility for nuanced, multivariate readings of spatial rhetorics, which then increase the
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available analytical frameworks and tools for interpreting the social practices that spaces and
places invite, elicit, discourage, or prohibit. Moreover, rhetorical scholars concerned with space
and new digital media often attend to rhetoric and discourse specifically in light of their
implications for understandings of literacy, for people’s literacy practices, for spaces of literacy
practice, and for the teaching of reading, writing, and multimodal designing (see, for example,
Barnett, 2012; Grego & Thompson, 2007; Reynolds, 1996, 2004). Given this, understandings of
space utilized in rhetorical studies can be helpfully applied to the digital discursive texts of local
food organizations in order to explain how these texts interact with the dominant discourse of the
local and the global and invite website visitors to respond by acting in ways that reflect new
spatial ideas.

Discourse Analysis, Space, and Digital Media
As a subfield of modern linguistics, discourse analysis operates and extends from
assumptions and beliefs that are foundational to the overarching field of linguistics. The field of
linguistics defines language as “a purely human and noninstinctive method of communicating
ideas, emotions, and desires by means of a system of voluntarily produced symbols” (Sapir,
1921, p. 7). Linguists understand language as a collection of symbols that are used within an
abstract system that is mediated by a set of prescriptive rules. Effective studies of language seek
to understand and explain how specific rules shape the ongoing functionality of linguistic
systems (Swearingen, 1983). In order to explain the ways in which rules shape this functionality,
the field of linguistics has adopted the notion that language is nested. This hierarchy is framed
around two categories: structure and meaning. As the first three levels of the hierarchy,
phonology, morphology, and syntax are concerned with the structural features of language.
Semantics (word-level meaning), pragmatics (meaning contingent upon context and social
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intent), and discourse (meaning contingent upon the interaction of various linguistic, practical,
cultural, social, and historical factors) attend to questions of meaning and comprise the other half
of the hierarchy of language.
In her 1994 book, Approaches to Discourse, Deborah Schiffrin presents the three most
prevalent definitions of discourse within the field: discourse as language (or units of language)
above the sentence, discourse as language in use, and an integrated view of discourse as
utterances (p. 21, 39). These different definitions of discourse reveal the shortcomings of the sixlevel hierarchy mentioned above in the actual study of discourse: language above the sentence,
language in use, and discourse as utterances must all be accompanied by contextual information
if a researcher is to answer questions about their meaning. According to Schiffrin, to describe
language as if it progresses seamlessly from one level of a coherent hierarchy to the next is an
oversimplification. Rather than understanding discourse to simply be the sum of its syntactic
parts, discourse analysts must consider the social dimensions of language. Hymes (1975) argues
that “communication [. . .] must provide the frame of reference within which the place of
language in culture and society is to be assessed” (p. 4).
Based on these perspectives, the dominant approaches to the study of discourse situate
their primary concerns within or among one of two paradigms of discourse: the structuralist, or
formalist, paradigm, and the functionalist paradigm. The formalist paradigm perceives discourse
as language above or beyond the sentence and focuses on how the units of a given discourse
become meaningful in relation to each other within a defined linguistic structure, whereas the
functionalist paradigm is concerned with how language interacts with systems outside of itself,
viewing discourse as a system through which particular functions of language-in-use are realized
(Schiffrin, 1994, p. 23). The structuralist paradigm’s internal focus is predicated by the
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assumption that language can and should be studied as an autonomous system, which excludes
analysis of both social and cognitive functions as if they do not affect linguistic organization. In
contrast, functionalists, as indicated by their understanding of discourse, perceive that external
functions of language-in-use bear upon the internal structure of the linguistic system. As such,
analysts working with discourse from a functionalist position seek to do two things that
formalists do not: consider the ways that social and cultural context may bear upon the function
of discourse, and interpret data, rather than simply describe it. The two paradigms make different
assumptions about the nature of language and the goals of linguistics; as a result, they also define
discourse differently (Schiffrin, 1994, p. 20). However, as Schiffrin notes, it is most common for
researchers to employ approaches to discourse analysis that draw upon and integrate the
concerns of both the structuralist and functionalist paradigms.
Because the functionalist understanding of discourse establishes that discourse is more
than the sum of its syntactic parts, discourse analysis must consider the context surrounding
language, exterior to the actual linguistic system itself. In order to engage in socio-spatial
discourse analysis, then, an integrated view of discourse analysis must take up the structuralist
focus on the structure of texts and the functionalist concern with interpreting textual meaning in
a broader context, then read both elements of discourse through the meanings associated with
and produced by the important aspects of social life and the material world, including culture,
history, and ideology (Scollon & Scollon, 2003). This integrated view of the purposes of
discourse analysis lends itself to application of the widely supported claim that the nature of
discourse studies is semantic and pragmatic, a claim which accounts for not only purely
linguistic content, but also other interaction forms, which may be expressed through multiple or
non-linguistic semiotic modes, leading to the crucial conclusion that all discourse is multimodal
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(Alba-Juez, 2016; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001; Scollon & Scollon, 2001). Given this integrated
view of the purposes of discourse analysis, discourse analysts may study how 1) language, as a
system of patterns, is shaped by space in its various forms; 2) language, as a process borne out
through interaction, is mediated by space; 3) how specific topics or activities that produce
language patterns (e.g., legal discourse; educational discourse) are mediated by space, 4) how
patterns of language-in-use in broader contexts such as society or culture are influenced by
space, and 5) how language-in-use shapes and produces space (Alba-Juez, 2016).
Socio-spatial analyses of discourse can reveal how discourse at multiple levels, from the
syntactic all the way up to the highest level of discourse as a system of interrelated texts on a
particular topic or part of broader social patterns, participates in constructing cognitive
understandings of spatial concepts, physical and material spaces and places, and social and
political space. For instance, a semantic analysis integrated with a pragmatic approach’s
concerns with meaning, context, and communication, and its attendant concepts and knowledge
may be especially helpful to identifying and interrogating the linguistic and multimodal choices
that circulate in order to produce a dominant discourse of the local and the global in public texts.
There are also concepts important to semantics and pragmatics that are naturally conducive to
consideration from a spatial perspective. The semiotic phenomenon of indexicality, which refers
to signs pointing to some aspect of their context of occurrence, is easily situated in material and
other forms of space (Scollon & Scollon, 2003). As a subclass of indexicality, underdetermined
personal, place, and time deixis can also be analyzed to parse out the hidden, indirect, and
implied meanings of spatially-oriented words, such as there, here, coming, going, this, these,
that, and those. At the highest level of discourse, language-in-use can construct and circulate
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dominant models of spatial understanding that influence sociocultural norms and behavior and
geopolitical dynamics and decisions.
Because Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) considers the ideological and political
dimensions of language in the ways described above, it is particularly useful for socio-spatial
analyses of discourse. CDA understands language as “one element of the social process
dialectically interconnected with others” (Fairclough & Graham, 2002, p. 188). CDA is used to
analyze texts in order to uncover what “structures, strategies or other properties of text, talk,
verbal interaction or communicative events play a role” in establishing and reinforcing unequal
power relations at the nexus of social practice and linguistic practice (Van Dijk, 1993, p. 250).
Fairclough (1992) establishes a three-dimensional framework for the study of discourse. This
framework identifies three levels of analysis or interpretation of discourse that are layered over
each other: micro-level interpretation, or analysis of various textual and linguistic features;
meso-level analysis, or analysis “at the level of discursive practice,” which involves studying
issues of production and consumption; and macro-level analysis, or analysis of intertextual and
interdiscursive elements, considered in light of the broad, societal currents that circulate around
and in relation to the text being studied. Wodak’s (2004) framework for understanding the
interrelationship of discourses that exist within a social field is comparable to Fairclough’s
rendering of macro-level or intertextual analysis, allowing for the analysis of ideologies involved
in a set of discourses based on the systemic collection of sample texts on a topic. Perhaps more
so than Fairclough’s framework, Wodak’s facilitates understanding how macro-structures of
inequality are buttressed by and through discursive processes spanning many sites and texts. In
general, CDA is concerned with “demystifying ideologies and power through the systematic and
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retroductable investigation of [written, spoken, or visual] semiotic data,” an aim that can be
achieved through incorporation of spatial perspectives (Wodak & Meyer, 2008).
Because CDA does not adopt a specific method or limit its analysis to specific structures
of text or talk, CDA is well-suited for exploration of the intersections among discursive
structures, sociopolitical context, and renderings of space. Nevertheless, there are certain
linguistic markers and categories and theoretical concepts that are particularly useful for
consideration of spatial discourses and, specifically, the dominant discourse of the local and the
global. For instance, stress and intonation, word order, lexical style, coherence, speech acts,
rhetorical figures, and syntactic structures (linguistic markers), and the intrinsic logic and
composition of texts, actors (persons, pronominal structure), and symbolism in language and
graphics (linguistic categories) can be taken into account in order to uncover how ideologies of
space and social practice are produced and reproduced through forms of text and talk, both in
digital and non-digital situations of communication (Wodak & Meyer, 2008). In regard to
theoretical concepts, for instance, Fairclough’s (1992) theory of presuppositions can be applied
to the false dichotomies that characterize renderings of interrelated spatial concepts (e.g.,
local/global; rural/urban) in both methodologies for sociocultural research in literacy, rhetoric,
and discourse studies and public, digital texts. Presuppositions are taken-for-granted assumptions
on the part of a producer of a text more generally, but in Fairclough’s proposition,
presuppositions can be thought of as functioning intertextually. In this intertextual view, analysts
“assume the presupposed propositions are a way of incorporating the texts of others” (p. 283). In
these instances of presupposition, the other text incorporated is a “more nebulous ‘text’
corresponding to general opinion, what other people tend to say, [or] accumulated textual
experience” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 283). The dominant discourse of the local and the global that is
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employed in and sustained by literacy research often functions as presuppositions. This makes
this discourse difficult to challenge because it is accepted as common sense, supported by “the
discipline” as a whole and written into the primary historical narrative of the field. While perhaps
not motivated by a desire to manipulate, as if often assumed to be the case with use of
presuppositions, the notion of the global as more important and the local as irrelevant or
reductive can be inferred to be present as a premise of the arguments presented in favor of both
socio-spatial theory itself (Mills, 2016) and as the exigence for a wide range of socio-spatial
studies of literacy. The dominant discourse of the local and the global functions as “a more
nebulous ‘text’ corresponding to general opinion, what other people tend to say, [and]
accumulated textual experience” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 283).
Digital discourse analysis (DDA) is perhaps the approach that most effectively employs
the socio-spatial perspectives of critical human geography in the study of discourse, and
considerations of discourse in digital media are crucial to understanding and explaining the range
of ways that discourses construct, deconstruct, and remix space. Through DDA, traditional
approaches to the study of discourse—such as semantic analysis, pragmatics, and Critical
Discourse Analysis, for example—have been adapted to account for the conditions of
communication within new media, cyberculture, and networked digital environments (e.g., the
Internet, Web 2.0 applications, video games, etc.). Working from the functionalist definition of
discourse as “language-in-use” (Schiffrin, 1994), approaches to digital discourse increasingly
base their studies on the conception of discourse as being concerned with social practice
(Fairclough, 1992, p. 28), viewing it as the study of “the ways people build and manage their
social world using various semiotic systems” (Jones, Chik, & Hafner, 2015, p. 3). Specifically,
DDA is concerned with how “multimodal, multisemiotic resources are employed to enact
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identities, activities, and ideologies in the digital world as part of a larger social world” (GarcesConejos Blitvich & Bou-Franch, 2019; Gee, 2005).
Indeed, the act of building and managing social “worlds” is a socio-spatial process, and
DDA anchors itself in a unified theory of discourse analysis that incorporates concepts of
multimodality and multisemioticity, in addition to sociocultural, critical, and spatial theories of
literacy and discourse in order to attend to the specific digitally-mediated discursive practices
that participate in building and managing social worlds (Garces-Conejos Blitvich & Bou-Franch,
2019). DDA studies have examined linguistic variability, social diversity, issues of identity, and
community formation and maintenance (see, for example, Androutsopoulos, 2007; Anis, 2007;
Barron, 2006; Bieswanger, 2007; Ling, 2005; Shortis, 2007; Su, 2003; Tynes, et al., 2004; Yee,
et al., 2007). Discourse practices including self-presentation (Papacharissi, 2011), performances
of politeness (Garcés-Conejos Blitvich, 2010; Georgakopoulou, 2014), losing and repairing face,
constructions and deconstructions of gender, how media shape identities and discourses,
audience design (Androutsopoulos, 2014, 2015; Marwick & boyd, 2011; Tagg & Seargeant,
2014) and genres in communicative environments that occur within or are mediated by digital
tools have been a focus as well. The evolution of Web 2.0 media has elicited expansion of digital
discourse analysis into focusing on how users generate content, incorporate multiple semiotic
modes into content generation, and engage in interactive, participatory, and ephemeral discursive
acts and exchanges. Most recently, digital discourse analysts have begun to address the need for
more studies of discursive phenomena within Web 2.0 applications by focusing on the discursive
cultures, practices, and communities that form within and through blogs, wikis, social
networking sites, podcasting, folksonomies (such as tagging), and content hosting services
(Androutsopoulos, 2013; Barton, 2015; Bourlai & Herring, 2014; Herring, 2013; Herring &
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Paolillo, 2006; Marsh, 2015). Researchers focusing on discourse in Web 2.0 applications have
also identified the emergence of new phenomena, facilitated by the social conditions created by
Web 2.0 applications, that require further study. These include issues of translocality, or the
complex ways in which diverse local practices come together in global spaces; transmediality, or
how users transcend different media; and multimodal analyses of the sociocultural practices of
computer-mediated communication (Garces-Conejos Blitvich & Bou-Franch, 2019, p. 5).
Researchers calling for studies focusing on these three issues emphasize the importance of
developing ethically and critically strategic approaches to uncovering ideologies about media in
the digital world (Thurlow, 2018; Thurlow & Mroczek, 2011). The definitions of these
phenomena parallel conceptions of new mobilities, de/reterritorialization, and rhizomatic lines of
flight that concern socio-spatial literacy researchers, suggesting productive areas of overlap
between the epistemological perspectives that inform the study of language practices in
networked digital media in both disciplines.
In studying this wide range of social issues, digital discourse analysts have provided new
understandings of many properties of discourse in digital environments, both linguistic and
multimodal (though digital discourse analysts adopt the view that all discourse, including
linguistic, is multimodal). Researchers from various disciplines have also provided new
knowledge about how culture, identity, and ideology are performed, negotiated, constructed, and
deconstructed in and by discourse in digital environments (Blackledge, 2012; Bou-Franch &
Garcés-Conejos Blitvich, 2014; Garcés-Conejos Blitvich et al., 2013; Georgalou, 2016). In sum,
digital discourse analysis is integrative in such a way as to allow researchers to study and
interpret the meaning of language at all levels, then read those analyses through macro-analytic
frameworks, like those provided by CDA, and social theories of space. This approach to the
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study of discourse in digital environments provides crucial concepts and analytic frames for
approaching and explaining the ways that the dominant discourse of the local and the global is
revealed through the specific semantic, pragmatic, and multimodal discursive choices of local
food organizations, and how these digital discursive choices position these organizations in
relation to broader discourses of space in the social networks of Web 2.0 media.
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Chapter Two: The Digital Discourse of Local Food Organizations
As established in Chapter One, the notion of the local is foundational to the research
methodologies that were employed in order to develop a body of sociocultural theories of
literacy. Theoretically and pedagogically, the field of literacy studies would not exist as it does
today if not for researchers’ focus on the cultures of literacy practice in local contexts across the
world. With the evolution of new digital media and the Internet, both the manifestation of
literacy practices in space and the spatial realities into which they manifest have evolved and
changed since the social turn in literacy studies. These changes present opportunities for literacy
researchers and discourse analysts to examine the ways in which people experience the
emergence of texts affectively, aesthetically, and imaginatively in and across various types of
spaces for a range of social purposes.
The body of research focusing on this question—how people experience texts in various
ways, under what spatial conditions, and for what social purposes—has frequently focused on
how new digital media blur the boundaries between spatial categories that both non-researchers
and literacy researchers have, in the past, treated as discretely bounded and/or as possessing
defining qualities that set these spatial categories apart from each other (e.g. Allan, 2019; Barton
& Lee, 2012; Canagarajah, 2019; Leander & Bolt, 2012; Massey, 1994; Vieira, 2019). The
notions of “global” and “local” have been foremost among these spatial categories, with many
studies focusing on the implications of evolutions in new digital media for the relationship
between these spatial categories as they are involved in communicative and literacy practices. A
common theme in studies addressing the local and the global in relation to literacy practices is
the ways in which global flows, power, culture, and economies assert dominance over local
places, identities, people, culture, and economies.
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The corpus of socio-spatial literacy research that is concerned with the implications of the
global continues to be crucial to explaining and theorizing literacy in a world that increasingly
plays out in and around new digital media. Nevertheless, it is also crucial that other spatial
categories receive similar attention in the interest of explaining and theorizing literacy in a
digitized world. The notion of the local, having been debated and critiqued in terms of its
appropriateness as a conceptual and analytic category in methodologies for the study of literacy
practice, has not been examined in terms of the way its meaning—culturally, materially,
politically, and geographically—is changed through literacy practices that are often “decentered,
impersonal, and distributed” by nature of occurring in and responding to new social networks
and material assemblages that are a reality of the digital age (Canagarajah, 2019, p. 20).
These changed conditions of literacy practice are invitations to reexamine the meaning of
the notion of the local as it has been positioned in relation to the notion of a globalized world. As
thoroughly discussed in the previous chapter, a dominant discourse of the local has emerged over
the past half century through the process of repeatedly positioning this spatial concept under the
notion of the global or a globalized world in public discourse, popular media, and scholarly
research in disciplines including, but not limited to social geography, anthropology, discourse
studies, and literacy studies. At the same time, however, over the course of the past decade,
people’s behaviors and activities using Web 2.0 applications (e.g., Instagram, Twitter, online
forums, blogs) have functioned so as to articulate alternative narratives of the local through the
use of Web 2.0 media. One such activity is promoting the practice of supporting local food
systems, growers, and businesses through the strategic multimodal design of websites, blogs, and
social media pages.
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Why Local Food Organizations (LFOs)?
As mentioned in this project’s introduction, social networking platforms, which are now
considered to be integral aspects of Web 2.0, reveal the frequency with which users promote
local culture and consumption through photo sharing and hashtags. As part of the methodology
involved in this study, a search of businesses that self-identified as locally sourced was
conducted over various social networks and Internet sites in general. The degree to which local is
claimed as a self-identifier was revealed even in casual browsing of the social networking site
Instagram, where the hashtag supportlocal readily afforded an archive of the multitude of posts
related to this label. Browsing a multitude of posts in this archive revealed that #suppportlocal
has been applied to images posted on Instagram by people across the country: in Oregon, Ohio,
New Jersey, New York, and Texas, among many other states. The posts categorized under the
supportlocal hashtag function as individual portals to various Instagram user profiles that include
links to local food blogs and websites in those profiles’ bio statements. Browsing the posts
collected under #supportlocal allows the tracing of the virtual networks and “real-world”
networks of both individual LFOs and the overarching local food movement. The tracing of
social networks and the analysis of the similarities and differences in the digital discourse
employed across them reveal the emergence of a collection of alternative narratives of the notion
of the local.
But what is a “local food organization?” Local food organizations are community groups
that participate in the promotion and sustainment of local food systems. Local food systems
shorten the distance between food producers and consumers and are a response to the increasing
complexity and globalization of the food system (Low et al., 2015). Public interest in where food
comes from has been growing since the early 2000s, when “locally grown produce” ranked
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second in overall restaurant sales (National Restaurant Association, 2016). As food systems have
become increasingly complex and globalized over the past century, consumers have become
more interested in local food, engaged with direct-to-consumer markets (e.g., farmers’ markets;
community-supported agricultural programs), and responsive to marketing systems that are
dedicated solely to scaling up regional food systems and making these products available to more
people. Local food organizations participate in the local food system by tethering their public
identity to a particular geographical region or location (e.g., a town, a city, an urban center, or
geographically-delineated location like “the Wood River Valley of Idaho” or “Rocky Mountains
of Colorado”) and dedicating their mission and goals to educating, connecting, and supporting
the relationship between local food producers and consumers. Since “local” became a recognized
buzzword in 2006 and the local food trend was established through direct-to-consumer markets,
local food organizations have cropped up in every U.S. state and many towns, cities, and regions
around the world. Because the development of local food organizations coincided with the
development and dispersion of personal digital devices and evolution of Web 2.0 media, many
local food organizations centralize the use of websites, blogs, and social networking sites for the
promotion of their organizational mission.
Connected to specific geographical locations, LFOs’ websites provide an example of how
real geographical locations that are strongly associated with the notion of the local (e.g., a town,
city, or region) can be re-presented in order to persuade audiences to act in the interest of those
places by strategically navigating the affordances and constraints of Web 2.0 media. This shared
exigence, revealed through the multimodal content that constitutes each LFO’s Web 2.0
presence, appears to depend on the presentation of a coherent and distinct narrative of the local
in order to function persuasively to a multitude of possible audiences.
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Observing the similar textual features of the websites of various local food organizations
raised the following research questions: How do the texts created by LFOs construct a rhetoric of
the local in response to the conditions of new digital media? What can be revealed about the
dominant discourse of the local and the global by considering the salient textual features across
the Web 2.0 profiles of three LFOs? With the aim of identifying and explaining the multiple
ways in which a notion of the local can be created and redefined at the nexus of organizations
and Web 2.0 applications, this chapter describes and analyzes the digital discursive texts created
by three LFOs. Accordingly, this chapter presents the data and analysis and a discussion of the
analyzed data.

Presentation of Data: Three Local Food Websites
The data selected for this study come from the interactive websites and blogs of three
local food organizations that represent physical-geographical areas that those organizations’ web
writers have deemed “local” through their presentation of texts on their Web 2.0 sites. The three
LFOs represent the following geographical areas in the United States:
● The Local Food Alliance of the Wood River Valley, located in Ketchum, Idaho
● The Arkansas Local Food Network, located in Little Rock, Arkansas
● Food Well Alliance, located in Atlanta, Georgia
These LFOs were selected because they each observe similar discursive conventions that are
shared among local food organizations online, but they observe these conventions as if they
emerge through ongoing distributed practices that circulate in and around the economic,
environmental, and cultural needs of a specific, real-world local. Specifically, each LFO employs
a shared vocabulary, similar implementation of mini-genres common to organizational web
writing (e.g., a website mission and vision statement, invitational greetings, group member
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profiles, rhetorical questions), and spatial organization of multimodal texts (e.g. photos and
photo grids, videos, linked icons, graphs and charts) that suggest the following hold true: 1) the
concept and experience of “local” continues to hold currency in today’s global, digitized culture;
2) individuals and organizations craft their definitions of “local” in relation to “global” or distant
forces, concerns, and spatial dynamics; and 3) a concept of “local forces” intervenes into global
spaces in such a way as to exhibit similar attributes to those traditionally lent to the notion of
“global forces,” including new mobilities, de/reterritorialization, and social mediafication. As the
following analysis will demonstrate, these shared conventions, employed in unique ways based
on the localized goals of each LFO, point toward ways that the discursive texts of local food
organizations disrupt the multifarious dominant discourse of the local that typecasts it as a
passive, receding, ideologically conservative haven by which to escape from domineering,
circulating global flows. The three LFOs’ individual Web 2.0 profiles represent diverse
approaches to linguistic and visual style and different cultural regions of the United States and
categories of place: Ketchum, Idaho is a small, rural town (population 2,689 in the 2010 census);
Little Rock, Arkansas is a small city (population 193,524 in the 2010 census); and Atlanta,
Georgia is a large metropolitan area (population 5,268,860 in the 2010 census).
With the discursive conventions that will be analyzed established, the analysis now
moves to the navigation of the texts that comprise each LFO’s interactive website. The analysis
will demonstrate how the interrelationship of each website’s discursive elements (textual,
graphic, interactive) generate an alternative narrative of the local that destabilizes the
aforementioned dominant discourse of the local and affects how literacy has been and continues
to be theorized with regard to “folocal” (Swales, 2016) groups and their practices (see Chapter
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One for a detailed account of how prevailing notions of local and local practices have hindered
the advancement of socio-spatial literacy theory).

Local Food Alliance, The Wood River Valley, Ketchum, Idaho
The Local Food Alliance, hereafter referenced by the acronym Idaho LFA, is an
organization that seeks to connect residents of the Wood River Valley in Ketchum, Idaho with
fresh, locally, and regionally grown food (Figure 1). When navigating to the LFA’s website
Home page,6 visitors are greeted by a colorful banner image of people sitting across from each
other at a long, white-clothed table. The people foregrounded in the photo sit around the table,
smiling, laughing, and applauding, some turned toward each other. The table itself is sparsely
decorated with live plants, bunched in glass jars that are wrapped in strips of burlap. Each person
has a plate of half-eaten food. Decanters and glasses of water and wine are clustered all over the
table. These people are at an unspecified event that is nevertheless explained through printed
text, superimposed and vertically and horizontally aligned across the image: “Experience the
power of local food.” Directly beneath this text is a green, hyperlinked button encircling white,
capitalized text: “LEARN MORE.”

6

The website of the Local Food Alliance of Ketchum, Idaho can be found at the following URL:
https://www.localfoodalliance.org/. The website was accessed on March 15, 2020 for analysis and gathering of data.
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Figure 1: Map of Ketchum, Idaho and the Wood River Valley
Directly beneath the banner image is a single sentence, which indicates that this image is
foregrounded as a means by which to lend material dimensions to the Idaho LFA’s exigence:
“We envision a thriving community where people are nourished by fresh locally and regionally
grown food every day.” The spatial dimensions of the banner image in relation to the parameters
of the Home page and the text quoted above further emphasize the Idaho LFA’s intention of
drawing visitors into a constructed “experience” of local food. The point of view of the
photographer, and thus the point of view lent to the site visitor, positions the visitor as if they are
seated at the end of the long, crowded, local food-laden table that is featured in the banner photo
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(Figure 2). The text layered over the image, then, is suggestive of dual purposes: inviting the
visitor to “LEARN MORE” about what it means to experience the power of local food by
clicking on the green button overlaying the banner image and positioning the visitor in the
context of experiencing the power of local food through the point-of-view of the banner image.
These visual and spatial choices suggest that the Idaho LFA believes in the allure of participating
in the experience of local food, and that the first of the dual purposes of the banner image—
feeling included in the experience pictured—may persuade the visitor to engage with the second
of the dual purposes of the banner image—clicking on the green “LEARN MORE” button to
delve deeper into the Idaho LFA’s website, and thus the organization’s identity and mission.
These initial encounters within the space of the Idaho LFA’s website lay the foundation for a
rhetoric of the local that is inextricable from the social practices of connecting within a
community, making purchases, and exchanging information. The banner photo and its
superimposed text also lay groundwork for situating viewers in a broader context of the
discourse of the local by claiming that local food possesses some degree of power. The
multimodal rhetoric of the banner image and text suggests that the Idaho LFA perceives that the
concept and experience of the local holds social and cultural currency in today’s global, digitized
culture.
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Figure 2: The banner image on the Idaho LFA’s website homepage
By clicking on the “LEARN MORE” button that is centered over the Home page banner
image, the visitor is navigated to a new webpage within the Idaho LFA’s website: the About
page. The extensive prose text that dominates the About page fulfills the Home page’s promise
to provide more information about what it means to experience the power of local food. To fulfill
this promise, the “About” page provides one sentence summaries of “OUR MISSION” and
“OUR VISION.” The mission statement reads: “The mission of Local Food Alliance is to
educate, connect and collaborate with individuals, organizations, and businesses to bring locally
and regionally grown food to our community.” The vision statement indicates that this mission is
already a work-in-progress. It reads: “We are building a thriving community where people are
nourished by fresh locally and regionally grown food every day.” The vision statement reiterates
the text included beneath the Home page’s banner photo but uses a different verb tense.
Juxtaposed, the two statements read as follows:
We envision a thriving community where people are nourished by fresh locally and
regionally grown food every day.
We are building a thriving community where people are nourished by fresh locally and
regionally grown food every day.
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The former statement presents the Idaho LFA’s vision in the indefinite present tense
(“We envision”), suggesting that the work of the LFA is in the stages of imagination. In contrast,
the vision statement presented on the website’s About page suggests that the work of the Idaho
LFA is present and ongoing (“We are building”), that the “thriving community” is under
construction, and that this work is recursive, happening “every day.” Given that the Home page
invites visitors to “experience” the power of local food and navigates to the website’s About
page when visitors click the “learn more” button, it seems that the Idaho LFA recognizes that
immersing the visitor in their organization’s identity—who they are, what they seek to do, and
why they seek to do it—is crucial to motivating the visitor to participate in this experience of
local food. Moreover, the fact that this invitation to experience the power of local food is
extended to virtual audiences online suggests that the Idaho LFA considers a diaspora of
interested parties who make visits to their website but may or may not live physically “local” to
the Idaho Wood River Valley Region as being potential “builders” of their already-in-progress
vision of a thriving community nourished by locally and regionally grown food.
The Idaho LFA indicates that it views informing and educating visitors about the “why”
of local food as a crucial means by which to engage visitors in experiencing the power of local
food. This is exemplified by the About page’s interplay of print text and informational graphics.
Using colors that connote nature and produce—deep brown, red, orange, yellow, and shades of
green—the About page presents two graphics. One graphic is a flow chart creating a visual of the
steps to a sustainable local food system; the other graphic is a nested hierarchy in the shape of an
apple, showing the influences, from local to more distant, that lend themselves to change. These
graphics and the adjacent text elaborate on the organization’s mission as well, explaining why
the organization’s mission is important. Spatially, both graphics are positioned adjacent to a
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block of print text. The sustainable local food system flow chart is juxtaposed with a rhetorical
question: “WHY LOCAL FOOD?”. The flowchart provides a visual representation of the LFA’s
answer to the rhetorical question using six words, each with a corresponding color and symbol
(see Figure 3). These six words are produce, process, distribute, access, consume, and recover.
At the center of the circular flowchart are the words SUSTAINABLE LOCAL FOOD SYSTEM.
The positioning of these six verbs surrounding the phrase SUSTAINABLE LOCAL FOOD
SYSTEM relies on visitors’ familiarity with the genre of flowcharts, revealing the Idaho LFA’s
assumption that visitors will understand that the acts signified through the six surrounding verbs
must be performed in the specific order in which they appear in the flowchart in order to achieve
a sustainable local food system. That these six verbs are in the present tense while they are
organized in an unbroken circle functions rhetorically as well; the combination of the
continuous-present tense verbs and their visual-spatial organization suggests that the acts
signified through the collective text of the flowchart must be ongoing and cyclical in order for
the local food system to be sustained. This begins to give the sense that the Idaho LFA
understands the local as being constructed through social acts.

Figure 3: Flow chart of a sustainable local food system on the Idaho LFA’s “About Us” page
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If the graphic described above portrays the Idaho LFA’s vision of the concrete actions
that will create a sustainable local food system, the second graphic, a nested hierarchy in the
shape of an apple, designates where those concrete actions are located (see Figure 4). The
graphic is introduced by an adjacent block of prose text, entitled, “At the core of change.” This
phrase directs the reader to the core of the apple graphic, which encompasses the phrase,
“LOCAL FOOD.” The core is wrapped within five layers that comprise the rest of the apple.
Encircling the core of “local food” is a layer that reads, “Individual,” then a layer that reads,
“Community,” then, “Economy,” “Environment,” and, finally, “Change.” The text adjacent to
the apple explains the Idaho LFA’s role in leveraging local and regional food for change to “the
individual, economic, and environmental health of the Wood River Valley.” Presumably, then,
the domains and actors signified by the levels of the hierarchy in the apple graphic are dependent
on the resilience of the core of “local food.” But the graphic implies that local food effects
change for vague, decontextualized individuals, communities, economies, and environments. The
generality of each of the terms in the hierarchy leaves it up to the visitor to interpret which
individuals, communities, economies, and environments local food has the power to change. This
suggests that the Idaho LFA envisions the possibilities for change through the power of local
food as being open-ended socio-spatially, not confined to the local place of Ketchum, Idaho, but
potentially residing “at the core of change” for other locals, or even for global iterations of the
domains and actors included in the apple hierarchy, such as the global economy, global food
systems, or the environment as it refers to the natural world. If visitors read the final paragraph
of the adjacent block of text, however, they will find that the vagueness of the apple graphic may
be a rhetorical strategy. The final paragraph of the adjacent print text contextualizes the Idaho
LFA’s vision for change through local food within a broader kairotic moment, stating:
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“Changing our food system is no easy feat. But it is critical to combat local and global problems
including obesity and diabetes, food insecurity, animal mistreatment, environmental degradation,
and climate change.” This paragraph uses the collective “our,” presumptively positioning visitors
as always-already a part of this community, a part of the Idaho LFA’s mission and vision. By
including visitors in the collective “our,” then reading this constructed collectivity through the
final sentences in the paragraph, which refers to “combat[ing] local and global problems,” the
meaning of “changing our food system” becomes vague. A collective audience of actors
interested in changing “our” food system may read “food system” to signify either the local food
system of the Wood River Valley, or the global system, based on their positionality in relation to
the Wood River Valley and on the following sentence, which insists “it is critical to combat local
and global problems.” In other words, as visitors engage with the Idaho LFA’s mission and
vision in more detail, they are introduced to the idea that local food is not just a “powerful lever
of change” for local regions, economies, and individuals: it is crucial for individual, economic,
and environmental change on a global scale as well. Given these discursive choices, it becomes
clear that the “About Us” page of the Idaho LFA website is designed to justify local food as a
resource for change for contexts beyond the boundaries of the geographical region of the Wood
River Valley of Idaho, and as a solution to problems that are global concerns, such as “rural
economies, the health of individuals and communities, [. . .] fair labor practices, animal welfare,
and environmental sustainability.” In doing this, the rhetorical choices of the organization’s
About page, specifically, its implementation of a greeting, mission and vision statements, and
multimodal graphics, function invitationally, inviting the visitor to experience the meaning of the
local as it is rendered by the Idaho LFA. The open-endedness and immersive nature of the Home
page linked to the About page renders the notion and experience of the local as simultaneously
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inclusive, agentive, malleable, and hyper-visible. This defies the dominant discourse of the local
that portrays it as being subsumed and made invisible and irrelevant by global forces. In other
words, the Idaho LFA begins to reveal that it understands the “local” as being a force that can
intervene into global spaces, reflecting a common narrative strain of LFO Web 2.0 profiles.

Figure 4: Hierarchy showing the areas of change effected through local food
Like on the website’s Home page, across the other six webpages that comprise the Idaho
LFA’s website, photographs are the main text form used to bolster the organization’s mission to
“educate, connect and collaborate with individuals, organizations, and businesses to bring locally
and regionally grown food to our community.” Photos are used in combination with other spatial
aspects of the website and prose text in three key ways: to give the visitor a sense of being
caught up in a dynamic social network; to ground this network in the lives and goals of real local
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food “heroes”; and to demonstrate the LFA’s adeptness at identifying and responding to local
food needs with a sense of urgency and precision. The photographs that fill the LFA’s website
feature local people, local produce, and the region showing the LFA’s mission-in-action: “a
thriving community where people are nourished by fresh locally and regionally grown food
every day.”
The bottom half of Idaho LFA’s “About Us” web page features a grid comprising twelve
photos that showcase the people, places, and things that play a role in the twelve “Initiatives”
that support the organization’s mission (Figure 5). Each photo is accompanied by print text that
only appears when visitors hover their cursor over a specific photo. The print text appears
superimposed over the photos, set against a semi-opaque white background, and assigns each
photo in the grid to one of four initiative categories: “Collaborations,” “Community Solutions,”
“Outreach & Awareness,” or “Children & Schools.” These initiative categories highlight the
different social domains with which the work of the Idaho LFA intersects. By connecting each
initiative category with a photo of people, places, and produce from the real geographical
location of the Wood River Valley, the photo grid lends material dimensions to the work of the
Idaho LFA that position visitors within the web of interrelations that sustains the work of the
Idaho LFA in the local community of the Wood River Valley.
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Figure 5: “Initiatives” photo grid on the Idaho LFA’s “About Us” web page
The sense that the primary goal of the digital discourse of the Idaho LFA is to appeal to
visitors’ desire for an organic, harmonious experience of nature in a networked local community
is further emphasized by the section of testimonials that are centered directly beneath the
“Initiatives” photo grid on the “About Us” page. These testimonials, which the visitor can scroll
through by clicking right or left arrow icons on either side of the text of each testimonial, consist
of one to two sentences attributed to individuals who have been affected by the work of the
Idaho LFA. At present, there are two testimonials included on the Idaho LFA’s “About Us”
page: one from a local food grower, and one from the Blaine County Commissioner. The
testimonials read as follows:
“Thank you, Local Food Alliance, for bringing together the many organizations and
individuals in our valley who support the local food system. LFA provides a needed
service to our community.” Julie Johnson, NourishMe & Julie Foods
“Local Food Alliance . . . is on and pushing the leading edge of dynamic social and
economic changes that are increasingly important in an ever-widening circle of
acceptance.” Larry Shoen, Blaine County Commissioner
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As testimonials, these statements suggest an external motivation by each “witness,” a
sense of urgency of a situation that compelled them to share their authentic narrative of the
impact of the Idaho LFA on a local and global scale. The differing foci of these testimonials
speak to hidden power dynamics that may shape the Idaho LFA’s exigencies, rhetorical agency,
and discursive choices in representing their organizational identity and mission to visitors
through their Web 2.0 presence. For example, Julie Johnson’s testimonial expresses gratitude to
the Idaho LFA for their service in creating a network of partners who support the local food
system for the Wood River Valley community. This testimonial emphasizes the local impacts of
the LFA’s work, highlighting the LFA’s service of building connections and creating a network
as one of the foremost benefits that the organization provides the local community, even above
their promotion of local food itself. These emphases stand in contrast to those of Blaine County
Commissioner Larry Shoen’s testimonial, which focuses on concerns that may be associated
with more global narratives of what constitutes “making a difference.” Shoen emphasizes the
LFA’s place at the “lead” in pushing dynamic social and economic changes. This work, his
testimonial implies, is important because it has a place in “an ever-widening circle of
acceptance.” Rather than focus on the concrete changes and achievements the Idaho LFA has
accomplished in his county and local community, Shoen evaluates the work of the LFA by
placing it in a global context, comparing it to that which is “the leading edge” in circles beyond
the Wood River Valley. It is significant, if not surprising, that a testimonial with these emphases
comes from a government official. The contrast between the focus on a local citizen, grower, and
material participant in the local food movement and an employee of the government whose
concerns are arguably focused on more distant sources of power, funding, and support reveal
quite different conceptions of a notion of the local as a geographical place, a sociocultural
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construct, and an economic entity. Moreover, the Idaho LFA’s choice to include both of these
testimonials on their website suggests a need to project an ethos that covers both local and distant
ground: to appeal to visitors who may find the tenor of Johnson’s testimonial more compelling,
while simultaneously appealing to those who will find Commissioner Shoen’s testimonial more
persuasive. In other words, the Idaho LFA seems to acknowledge that their mission of bolstering
and strengthening their local community, geography, and economy through the local food
movement is fulfilled by appealing to more distant sponsors who may support the education,
connection, and collaboration praised in Johnson’s testimonial through financial means and,
possibly, association with powerful institutions that hold sway in local and global systems of
power. This rhetorical choice demonstrates the specific ways that the Idaho LFA perceives the
concept and experience of “local” holds currency in a broader, global context, that its currency
may change or be viewed differently depending on the visitor’s positionality in relation to global
forces. Nevertheless, and though they frame the local’s progressiveness and agency in terms of
different core values, these testimonials further support the claim that the discursive texts of
LFOs disrupt the dominant discourse of the local that typecasts it as a passive backdrop to the
activeness of global forces.
The “Food Heroes” webpage on the Idaho LFA’s website gives further insight into the
interplay of local and global concerns that motivate the individuals and organizations that form
the Idaho LFA’s local food movement network to participate in this work. When visitors
navigate to the “Food Heroes” page, they are greeted by the LFA’s definition of “Food Heroes”:
“Locals who drive our community food movement. LFA celebrates those in our community who,
in ways large and small, leverage food toward healthier people, a stronger local economy and a
cleaner environment.” Beneath this explanation of what constitutes a “Food Hero” is a two-
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column grid of square photos portraying sixty-five individuals, families, or organizations that
have been counted among the LFA’s Food Heroes (Figure 6). Each Food Hero’s name and the
name of their business or organization is included in print text beneath their photo. The “Food
Heroes” webpage supports the Idaho LFA’s multiple claims to value and support networking,
collaborating, and connecting by providing evidence of the organization’s meaningful
connections with a significant portion of the local food movement’s individual participants.
Similar to the “Initiatives” photo grid, the foregrounding of photos further draws visitors into the
identity of the community that the Idaho LFA represents by introducing them to real community
members and participants in the local food movement. These photos simulate the experience of
meeting and linking to this thriving community of people who are nourished by fresh, local food
in the real-world.

Figure 6: Photos of Local Food Heroes on the Idaho LFA’s website
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While the spatial and visual construction of the “Food Heroes” page lends credibility to
the Idaho LFA by providing evidence of their extensive connectedness within the community,
the coherence of the term “Food Heroes” and the intended symbolism of the use of this term in
relation to the Idaho LFA’s mission and vision are not entirely clear. If the Idaho LFA uses the
term “Heroes” according to its denotative meaning, it may be assumed that “Food Heroes” is
meant to characterize participants in the local food movement as having exhibited courage,
outstanding achievement, or noble qualities in their leveraging of local food to benefit the local
community’s health, economy, and environment. But conventional usage of the term “hero”
associates it with a person who exhibits good qualities and, mythologically, one who exhibits
superhuman strengths and character in order to rise up against an evil foe. The positioning of
participants in the local food movement as “heroes” of local food implies that these heroes are
engaged in a conflict with that which does not support or contribute to the growth and
sustainment of the local food movement. Based on the implied message of other texts on the
Idaho LFA’s website, such as the apple graphic (Figure 4) and explanatory text on the “About
Us” webpage, the “evil foe” with which the “Food Heroes” do battle is the global food system.
When visitors click on a photo of a specific Food Hero, they are navigated to a webpage
that presents a print-text interview with each Local Food Hero. Both the interview questions,
written by the Idaho LFA, and the Food Heroes’ responses provide evidence of the perceived
tension between the local food movement, as it is characterized by the Idaho LFA, and global
systems of power. Specifically, the Food Heroes interviews demonstrate the Idaho LFA’s goal of
explaining and exploring each Food Hero’s opinions, experiences, behaviors, and relationships
toward the local food movement, food as a concept, “food hero” as a concept, and areas for
change where food is concerned in the Wood River Valley. While the main “Food Heroes”
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webpage emphasizes the Food Heroes’ contributions to the local food movement, the questions
asked in the interviews demonstrate an interplay between identifying and tackling local and
global problems. The Food Heroes’ responses to these questions reveal a collective perspective
on the local food movement, as a proposed solution to several local and global problems, as
affecting much more than just food and food systems. While each set of interview questions is
individualized in order to showcase the kind of work the interviewee/Food Hero does in the local
food movement, there are three questions that the Idaho LFA consistently asks across the 64
interviews included on the Food Heroes webpage. These interview questions read as follows:
Who is your food hero?
What is your biggest wish for food system change?
What change would you like to see in the Wood River Valley in terms of food?
The Food Heroes’ responses to the three interview questions listed above reflect similar values
toward food, the environment, the Wood River Valley as a community, and the region’s
economy. While the Food Heroes interviews focus heavily on the people, places, and products of
the Wood River Valley, their responses to the question, “Who is your food hero?” construct a
larger map, one that reveals a network among Food Heroes that reaches much further than the
geographical boundaries of the Wood River Valley region of Idaho. For instance, Mark
Caraluzzi, head chef for Sun Valley Community School’s café and restaurant consultant,
constructs a map of connections that stretches temporally and spatially, and includes his parents
and family, and food writers from decades past and from across the world (Figure 7). Caraluzzi’s
response to this question reveals the “complex web of relations” that characterizes the notion of
“local” as something more like an experience that draws upon and reciprocates with cultures and
places on a global scale (Massey, 2005). In a sense, then, Caraluzzi’s list of food heroes suggests
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that, to become a local food hero, one requires knowledge, experiences, and relationships that
circulate in global realities.

Figure 7: Mark Caraluzzi’s Food Heroes Map
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Whereas many Food Heroes’ responses to the interview question above reveal that their
local food “heroism” is indebted to the mobilities and social networks enabled by global flows,
the Food Heroes’ responses to the question, “What is your biggest wish for food system
change?” reflect an interplay of—perhaps unconscious—conflicting values concerning the
notions of local and global. Food Hero Chrissie Huss responds to the question, “What is your
biggest wish for food system change?” with the following:
My biggest wish is to see more access to local food for a wider spectrum of the
population. I think getting local food into our schools is a huge priority. If we can get the
next generation growing and eating fresh fruits and vegetables, we will make great strides
in steering away from the processed food industry.
Huss’s response reflects the unique tension between local and global that simultaneously rejects
global food systems but also professes a desire for local food to become a global norm. Huss
states a desire to “see more access to local food for a wider spectrum of the population.” The
phrases “more access” and “wider spectrum” imply that Huss wishes for access to local food to
become a global norm, for people all over the world to experience and participate in a local food
system.
Karen Bossick, a reporter covering “the local food beat” in the Wood River Valley
region, reflects a similar tension in her response to the question, “What change would you like to
see in the Wood River Valley in terms of food?” She states,
My prayer would be that we can somehow make the price of locally grown items so
comparable to that of imported food that everyone can avail themselves of fresh, local
foods. It’s a shame when people have to fill their bellies with other, much less nutritious
food, to avoid going hungry.
Bossick’s “prayer” implies an underlying desire for locally grown items to come to resemble the
global food system in one specific way: affordability. Bossick exposes the implicit feeling that in
order to disrupt the current global food system and become the norm around the world, local
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food systems must come to resemble some of the most appealing and accessible aspects of the
global food system. This need exposes the complicated interplay of global and local functions
and forces, and disrupts, however implicitly, the reductive characterization of the notions of
“local” and “global” as being, respectively, “good” and “bad.” Mimicking the affordability of
products in the global food system—a positive aspect of the global food system—is, Bossick
implies, a potentially productive way to minimize the negative aspects of local food systems,
which, notably, are not explicitly addressed in the texts comprising the Idaho LFA’s website.
But there are other feelings implicit in the responses above—and the way the interview
questions are worded—that reveal another aspect of the Food Heroes’ perceptions of local food
and the local food movement: uncertainty. Huss responds, “If we can get the next generation
growing and eating fresh fruits and vegetables, we will make great strides in steering away from
the processed food industry.” Bossick states, “My prayer would be that we can somehow make
the price of locally grown items [. . .] comparable.” The use of the word wish in the interview
question, Huss’s use of if . . . we will, and Bossick’s use of the word prayer suggest an unspoken
recognition that making the local food movement a widespread, mainstream phenomenon, and
even one that becomes the norm in the Wood River Valley, is by no means guaranteed, and that
achieving this goal will constitute a significant challenge—one in which the details of
implementation seem hard to envision or imagine. Indeed, in response to the question, “What is
your biggest wish for food system change?” the Klimes Family states,
We don’t see the food system changing any time soon. People who want good quality,
nutrient-dense food will have to find it. Farmers in the big picture tend to go to the
government offices and find out what crops have the best subsidies. That is how they
decide what to grow. We don’t plan on growing in size nor do we seek a government
hand out. We grow food because it’s enjoyable and we can look in the mirror and not be
ashamed.
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This response reveals that Huss and Bossick’s uncertainty about the possibilities for food system
change may be tethered to the reality that powerful institutions favor practices that bolster the
global food system. The Klimes’s response to this question about food system change implies an
understanding that changing the food system would require change at a global level, rather than a
local level. Despite the Klimes’s certainty that food system change will not come any time soon,
they associate their choice not to participate in the practices of the global food system with the
affective state of being unashamed, implying that participation in the practices that bolster the
global food system are a shameful act.
The Klimes’s association of global food system practices with shame refract a belief
about the relationship between local and global practices and concerns that is implied in the
wording of the interview questions. The question, “What is your definition of ‘good food’?” is
asked twenty-three times across the sixty-four Food Heroes interviews. While the wording,
“What is your definition of ‘good food’?” is used most consistently in the Food Heroes
interviews, in some iterations of this question, the word “good” is replaced with “local.” This
suggests conflation of “local” with that which is ethically “good,” removing ethical nuances from
the notion of the local. Replacing “good” with “local” in this interview question also reiterates
the juxtaposition of “local” with “global,” wherein if local food is good, then food that is a
product of the global food system is presumably bad. In affirmation of the Klimes’s family
perception of local food growing practices being associated with integrity and global food
growing practices being associated with shamefulness, eleven of the twenty-three responses to
the question, “What is your definition of ‘good food’?” state that good food is food that is grown
without genetic modification, chemicals, pesticides or growth hormones, with as little
intervention as possible. Four of those eleven interviewees state that these food practices result in
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food that is produced “the way nature intended it.” The anthropomorphizing of nature calls up
cultural traditions that reify nature as a deity, and, by nature of this association, further imply that
the food growing practices of local farmers are ethically good, and those global food growing
practices, such as genetic modification and use of pesticides, are ethically bad.
Considered collectively, the Food Heroes’ responses to these interview questions suggest
an understanding of local place, practices, and processes as ethically superior to those associated
with and supported and sustained by global systems. At the same time, the responses suggest a
tension with global practices and systems that recognizes these practices and systems as being
inherently bad, but mimics some of them as an inevitable step for the overarching goal of
establishing thriving local food systems on a global scale. Considered in the context of the other
local food websites that are analyzed in succeeding pages, it becomes clear that comparisons
between the local and the global that highlight the ethical nature of the local are conventional
features of local food websites. For instance, each LFO analyzed here communicates an
understanding of the value of that which is local through statements that make use of the
comparative construction, such as the following:
Local produce is fresher, tastier and more nutritious because it is usually sold within 24
hours of being harvested. (Local Food Alliance, Ketchum, Idaho)
The end goal? Thriving community gardens and urban farms providing greater access to
locally grown food across the metro Atlanta Region, which translates to healthier people,
environments, and communities. (Food Well Alliance, Atlanta, Georgia)
Healthy, accessible local food and viable local farming operations are cornerstones of a
more sustainable community. (Arkansas Local Food Network, Little Rock, Arkansas)
The comparative construction as it is employed in statements like the ones above across the LFO
websites does not make the basis of comparison explicit. Nevertheless, the comparatives imply
that local food is understood to have the effect of facilitating better health, taste, access, and
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sustainability than these communities experienced at a previous time. This might be read as an
implication that the previous state of these communities in terms of food quality, access, and
sustainability was shaped by food that was not local but was instead a product of global cultural
and economic flows. Rather than justify the value of local food discretely, the LFOs recognize
that their case for local food is always already being considered in the context of the
conveniences of the global food system and that, as such, the benefits of local food over and
against global food must be made explicit.
Overall, both the testimonials and the Food Heroes interviews included on the Idaho
LFA’s website juggle a complex interplay of rhetorical aims. The visual and spatial presentation
of these mini-genres of Web 2.0 writing are meant to function invitationally, cultivating an
immersive experience of the local place and people of the Wood River Valley that draws the
visitor into the harmonious experience of local food in the community. At the same time, the
prose text that is subverted to visual images reveals the conflicts inherent in the local food
movement—ethical and political challenges that come with its relationship to economic
concerns, bureaucratic hoops, and the dominance of the global food system. The impulse to
obscure these stark realities of the local food movement behind more alluring images of nature,
collaboration, and quality food is characteristic of LFO websites on a broad scale. The shared
purpose of this rhetorical choice is based on an assumption that site visitors will be more likely
to support the local food movement if invited into a clean, healthy, natural, harmonious
experience, free of ethical ramifications and concerns about the impact of one’s choices as a
consumer. In other words, constructing multiple narratives of the local and taking advantage of
the ways in which Web 2.0 media enables the foregrounding of more desirable narratives
through certain modes and media and backgrounding of others is conventional to LFO web
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writing. The positioning of multiple narrative strains of the local within the Idaho LFA’s website
also effectively portrays the broader discourse of the local that circulates across global digital
contexts through the network of LFO websites that is built and facilitated through Web 2.0 media
mechanisms.
In the context of the Idaho LFA’s website specifically, these tensions between
conceptions of the local and of the global are further complicated by the organization’s
prominent placing of links to its social media pages. The visual and spatial emphasis on these
external links suggests that the organization’s dynamic social network extends beyond the real
people, places, and material resources of the Wood River Valley through more globalized forms
of linkage. The website’s footer includes links to the LFA’s four social media accounts on
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Pinterest. Clicking on these links navigates visitors away from
the Idaho LFA’s website altogether and into other, external Web 2.0 media. These links
symbolize the Idaho LFA’s connection to virtual networks beyond those portrayed through the
texts on its website and function so as to transport visitors into a new network of connections.
For example, in exactly three clicks, visitors can navigate from the Idaho LFA’s website, to the
organization’s Instagram profile, to a post from the Idaho LFA’s Instagram account, to an
archive of over 40 million posts from Instagram users around the world that are tagged under the
hashtag #shoplocal. The inclusion of these social media links and the broader spheres of linkage
they promote suggest that the Idaho LFA’s website addresses a more dispersed audience, rather
than a predetermined audience that is tethered to and defined by its mutual ties to the
geographical region that the Idaho LFA serves. For businesses and non-profit organizations,
social media accounts also function as a means by which to remain socially and politically
relevant, connect with new followers, and carve out a niche within the broader space of the
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Internet, which makes competing products and brands readily available to potential followers,
customers, and supporters. Furthermore, the Idaho LFA’s presence on four social media
platforms reveals sophisticated awareness of the mechanisms of globalization at work in how the
local food “movement” is spread and taken up: Local Food Alliance needs global networks to
spread its message and invite more and more people to join its movement. The organization’s use
of each of these social media platforms to build a network that transcends their physically-local
community suggests their perception of global platforms for networking and communication as
playing an integrative role in creating and sustaining a narrative of “the local” that appeals to,
attracts, and connects with audiences from around the world. Moreover, it reveals the
situatedness of the local food movement within global conversations, that the local requires use
of the global in order to spread awareness of its identity, mission, goals, and even its existence.
This need is true across LFO websites and is indicative of one of the foremost goals of the local
food movement: to lead visitors into participation in the broader discourse of the local in global
digital contexts external to individual LFO websites. This need is demonstrated through the ways
that the Idaho LFA uses genres of Web 2.0 media, specifically banner images, mission and
vision statements, informational graphics, photo grids and testimonials, and social media linkage
to craft multiple narratives of the local that compete with and undermine the dominant discourse
of the local that portrays it as a passive, receding, ideologically conservative haven that is being
subsumed by the global. By enabling the foregrounding of visual and spatial modes of
representation and experience and promoting the experience of linkage from text to text, Web 2.0
media allow LFOs to cultivate and immerse visitors in alternative narratives of the local.
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Rhetorical Analysis
The rhetorical choices of the Idaho LFA throughout their website demonstrate that, as
rhetors creating content in a complex of rhetorical situations that intersect with their Web 2.0
texts, the Idaho LFA is both aware of the advantages of situating their construction of the local
within the dominant discourse of the local (as it has been defined in the Introduction and Chapter
One of this dissertation), and of the rhetorical power of strategic disruptions of the dominant
discourse of the local as a form of counter-rhetoric. While, as Luke (1995) points out, not all
texts “contribute in the same way to the construction of social subjectivities,” the Idaho LFA’s
linguistic and spatial rhetorical choices reveal how dominant discourses construct people’s
understandings of the concepts and experiences that constitute their realities, both social and
spatial. As demonstrated through the preceding pages of analysis, the Idaho LFA uses
invitational visual rhetoric within the spatial constraints of the organization’s website to
construct a rhetoric of the local as an affective experience for visitors; to obscure combative,
agonistic, and political functions of the local as a tool for economic gain behind that invitational
visual rhetoric; and uses the Web 2.0 process of linkage to gradually and invisibly lead visitors
into participation in the broader discourse of the local in global digital contexts external to the
Idaho LFA’s website and mission. These choices both invoke the dominant discourse of the local
and global that positions them as stratified, in conflict, and as variously static and conservative
(the local), and dominant, circulating, and subsuming (the global), and disrupt and undermine
this dominant discourse by demonstrating concrete ways that the local is active, agentive, mobile
and circulating, and making interventions into global space in such a way as to posit local space
as a key site of new and emerging literacy practices within networked digital spaces and Web 2.0
media.
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In this broad and somewhat generalized rendering of the local is an apparent conflict
among the Idaho LFA’s sense of its own identity-as-rhetor, multiple exigencies, a nebulous
audience, and awareness of the situatedness of its local food website within a sprawling, global
network of local food movements that construct their own rhetorics of the local in relation to
their geographical communities and the amalgamation of rhetorics of the local in networked
digital spaces. These conflicts most evidently play out in the Idaho LFA’s apparently intentional
construction of the local as an invitational, organic, harmonious state-of-being through the
website’s photos, and the tacit ways in which these visual texts obfuscate a more agonistic
rhetoric that demands support of the local as a powerful force intervening into global spaces of
political, economic, and sociocultural conflict. Put another way, according to the rhetoric of the
Idaho LFA’s Web 2.0 texts, the local as a socio-spatial concept is accreted with layers of
identities that are variously compatible and in conflict, but that are always relevant sites of digital
literacy practice.
The Idaho LFA’s website leverages the advantages of Web 2.0 media to immerse site
visitors visually and, by way of visual rhetoric, spatially in the local as multiple things at once: a
concrete, physical, material place that can hold the global at bay; an as-yet-unrealized ideal, to be
attained through collective and harmonious social action; and a perpetual state of performativity,
wherein the local is constructed and curated through the rhetorical choices of the Idaho LFA on
and within their website and social media profiles. The Idaho LFA constructs the local as an
affective experience through visual rhetoric that presents the local as an experience and state-ofbeing. The foregrounding of photos of the real spaces and places of the Wood River Valley, and
the strategic positioning of the visitor’s point of view toward these photos as being alwaysalready-situated within the community experiences portrayed by the photos gives the sense that
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the visitor has already been given entry into the vibrant community that is facilitated by local
food in the Wood River Valley. Viewing these photos from this strategic positioning allows
visitors to feel the local as an affective and sensory experience, imagine themselves as “seated at
the table,” standing at the foot of the mountains, smelling the scents of the surrounding crops and
trees. A crucial element of the rhetoric, then, is seamlessly integrating the visitor’s sensibilities
and affect into the real and imagined place of the Wood River Valley, using this as a way to
appeal to the visitor’s emotions by making them feel as if they have a connection to this local
place of the Idaho Wood River Valley. This positioning through visual rhetoric creates a
narrative of the local that says it is peaceful, ethical, community-oriented, and forward-thinking,
effectively grounding the visitor in this real-world local place and distancing them from other
identities and concerns that may pertain to other locals. This simultaneously affirms and
undermines the dominant discourse of the local: Massey (2005) acknowledges that the local is, in
common sense usage, public texts, and political discourse, understood as being “the” site of lived
experience, of place-making, of the crystallization of identities, histories, and cultures that extend
across time, the site of belonging and real, sensory experience in connection with the physical
and symbolic world. At the same time, though, the Idaho LFA’s rhetorical texts undermine
certain aspects of the dominant discourse of the local; Massey (1994) also characterizes the local
as a conservative safe-haven, the spatial reality that protects people’s identities and ideologies
from the progressive and liberal-minded intrusions propagated by global flows. But the Idaho
LFA positions the local as forward-thinking, open-ended, evolving, ideologically progressive,
inclusive. To position the local as a space of belonging for the nebulous audiences who may
encounter it through the Idaho LFA’s website is to undermine the notion that the local is not an
evolving and progressive site of spatial and social practice.
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Furthermore, a key function of the invitational visual rhetoric described above in
constructing the rhetoric of the local is to obscure functions of the local that position it as a
combative, agonistic political tool for economic gain. The nature of Web 2.0 media is to
foreground and maximize visual texts; the Idaho LFA takes advantage of these inherent features
of Web 2.0 media in order to foreground the most inviting and appealing elements of the local—
its ties to the natural world, its capacity for facilitating meaningful connections—to convince
visitors of the legitimacy of the organization’s mission and vision. Indeed, by the time visitors
navigate to the “About Us” page and read the mission and vision statements, the visual texts of
the website’s “Home” page should have already effectively made them feel as if they were
always already a part of the Idaho LFA’s mission and vision, included and important, present
and positioned in the emerging and affective experience of the local as a state-of-being, given
credibility through the visual evidence of its roots in a real geographical local place and
community. This positioning involves a constant and repetitive act of identifying and
maximizing the kairotic moment, which is tethered to the complex and dominating agendas of
the global, framed by the Idaho LFA’s digital discourse as global economies, food systems,
regulating institutions, financial resources, and public policy. But these points of contact between
the rhetoric of the local and the intervening forces of the global are effectively obfuscated by the
visual rhetoric of the website. This shields visitors from feeling the brunt of the agonistic
underbelly of the Idaho LFA’s overarching mission and vision. The strategic experience of space
and place facilitated by the visual texts of the website obscures the fact that visitors are being
directed toward specific social actions. The visual texts present an invitational façade that covers
an intent-to-change. The Idaho LFA’s website appears to encourage visitors to construct their
own reading path, to learn more at their leisure, when they are truly being directed toward taking
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specific steps to support the Idaho LFA’s agenda through digital-social capital (e.g., likes,
sharing) and financial means (i.e., purchasing local produce). This undermines the strain of the
dominant discourse of the local that positions it as passive and static in relation to the flows and
molding mechanisms of the global; in this rhetorical construction, the local constructs itself in
relation to its evaluation of the abuses of the global, then intervenes into global space to posit its
own notion of its identity and capacity for evolution in a Web 2.0-dominant time. For instance,
whereas, in 2005, Massey called the local “a politically conservative haven” to protect from the
invasively progressive global, the Idaho LFA shows how this dominant discourse of the local
has, or can be, manipulated and changed by highlighting the aspects of the global—specifically,
global capitalism—that make it the new politically conservative haven. However, through the
wording of its mission and visions statements, testimonials, food hero interview questions and
responses, and emphasis on social media linkage, the Idaho LFA reveals that its use of rhetoric
is, in fact, with the intent to change visitors’ attitudes, values, and behaviors. The agonistic goals
of the rhetoric of the local, as presented by the Idaho LFA, are obscured by the ethical front
presented through the visual rhetoric, then slowly revealed as visitors navigate the website via
forms of linkage.
Finally, the digital process of linkage pulls visitors deeper into the broader network in
which the Idaho LFA participates. The website’s foregrounding of links to its social media
encourages visitors to engage with the broader discourse of local food in Web 2.0 spaces,
accreting layers of this rhetoric of the local over the visitor’s digital travels and imprint. At the
same time, visitors leave their imprint on spaces of local food discourse, adding to the complex
web of relations that construct this rhetoric of the local. The external links to social media make
it plain that the Idaho LFA’s rhetoric of the local is inextricable from the discourses of the local
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that are created and circulated in global networks, suggesting that the local can be understood as
having mobilities and mutable boundaries that are constructed and negotiated both in real-world
locals and through an extensive network of participants.
Overall, the Idaho LFA shows how rhetoric can be used to simultaneously invite and
demand specific social acts, which constitute an entwining of cultural practices, representations,
and imaginations, in order to organize local space into a persuasive narrative—one that compels
people to act. The Idaho LFA’s narrative of the local shows that both local and global are
attributed complex and contradictory meanings as people live, perform, and define them in the
interest of their own social and political goals and ideologies. These agentive acts of the local
suggest that it is a rich site for uncovering and understanding literacy practices from a sociospatial perspective, and that literacy researchers may benefit from similar efforts to identify and
explain evolving understandings of the local and the global in public texts and everyday usage
that present a counternarrative to the discourses of the local and the global that form the
foundation of certain theories, methodologies, and bodies of research.
Discourse Analysis
Fairclough (1992) characterizes intertextuality as a concept that “points to the
productivity of texts, to how texts can transform prior texts and restructure existing conventions
(genres, discourses) to generate new ones” (p. 270). But Fairclough argues that an intertextual
analysis must incorporate a “theory of power relations and how they shape (and are shaped by)
social structures and practices” (p. 271). As Luke (1995) points out, these power relations are
reflected in who has the agency to produce and circulate particular discourses, in which texts are
circulated, and through which channels those texts are circulated. If spaces are considered from a
similar perspective, wherein spaces can transform prior spaces and restructure existing features
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of space to generate new ones, but spaces are shaped by and shape power relations, then the
socio-spatial rhetoric of the Idaho LFA’s construction of the local and the global in relation to
the dominant discourse of the local and the global can be read through an intertextual lens. The
digital discursive texts of the Idaho LFA, presented through the visual and multimodal texts that
constitute their organization’s website, is a systematic and subversive disruption of the “common
sense” understanding of the local and the global that informs the discourse of the local and the
global that is taken up and circulated by more powerful institutions and their forms of
communication—like mass media news articles, public policy, and published research within
academic discourse.
As a grassroots organization with a mission and vision, network of volunteers and
stakeholders, and funding sources that are mostly confined to the geographical boundaries of a
local community, in the power matrix created by the institutions and organizations that inculcate
the dominant discourse of the local and the global (those mentioned above), the Idaho LFA is a
relatively less powerful institution. The very nature of its existence and its work is an attempt to
push back against the abuses of global systems, as evidenced through the Local Food Heroes
interviews and the local food web graphics and explanatory texts that constitute the “About Us”
page of the organization’s website. Though perhaps not necessary in the context of the Idaho
LFA’s attempts to meet its primary goals, as stated in its mission and vision, Web 2.0 media
provide communicative channels and semiotic modes of representation that reposition local
organizations like the Idaho LFA as always-imminently meaningful contributors to the dominant
discourses that circulate surrounding socio-spatial realities. The democratic aspects of
communication facilitated by Web 2.0 media allow organizations like the Idaho LFA to
participate in the counternarrative of the local that circulates via these networked digital
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channels, using mechanisms like the hashtag, for example, to push back against the dominant
discourses of the local and the global that function so as to position organizations like the Idaho
LFA in specific ways in relation to funding and power. The Idaho LFA’s discursive choices in
the texts of its website suggest awareness of its positioning in relation to this dominant discourse,
its place in a network of similar organizations that disrupt that dominant discourse by
strategically using Web 2.0 media, and the advantages of these participations in terms of
achieving specific goals for their geographically-local place in the world.
The semantic and pragmatic discursive knowledge reflected in the Idaho LFA’s mission
and vision statements, testimonials, interview questions and answers, and digital graphics reveal
a complex narrative of the relationship between the notions of local and global as spatial
concepts, wherein the dominant discourse of the global as a totalizing, oppressive force is
brought into question by way of an emerging, layered, and intertextual narrative of the local as
agentized, active, and networking. One way of viewing the discursive construction of this
interplay of the local and the global is through Fairclough’s (1992) theory of presuppositions.
These taken-for-granted assumptions on the part of the Idaho LFA function intertextually with
the dominant discourse of the local and the global, wherein the “presupposed proposition” that
the global is a domineering, oppressive force that must be countered by the local food movement
undergirds the discourse of the Idaho LFA. The dominant discourse of the local and the global
functions as “a more nebulous ‘text’ corresponding to general opinion, what other people tend to
say, [and] accumulated textual experience” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 283).
In what might be characterized as a protest against the dominant discourse of the local as
a static, receding spatial reality in the context of globalization and the digitization of social,
economic, and political life, the Idaho LFA’s Web 2.0 presence exhibits mobility, circulation,
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spatial interconnectedness, and multimodality. The Idaho LFA’s use of the technological and
social facets (Herring, 2007) of Web 2.0 applications as a means to exhibit and sustain the
culture of the local communities represented by their networked, digital content pushes back
against the differential power geometries of a world that favors the global as an epistemological
perspective and state-of-being. It is crucial for socio-spatial researchers to take up the idea that
the power struggles of the real world are reproduced in the social spaces of the Internet—that
digital communication and representation does not constitute a complete break with the past and
the physically “real”—and that these struggles often revolve around issues of space. The analysis
of the digital discourse of the Idaho LFA presented in the preceding pages posits that the
adoption of the networked digital medium as a delivery mechanism for the discourse of a
specifically local culture and economic reality is a translocal phenomenon that simultaneously
draws upon and undermines the power geometries of the global space of the Internet. This
practice is important because it reveals that the Internet, while understood to be a global space, is
in fact a constellation of localities with migration flows from the local to the global space, and
vice-versa, enabling the reimagination of old and creation of new localities that function and
thrive in a global, digital world.

Food Well Alliance, Atlanta, Georgia
The Food Well Alliance of Atlanta, Georgia7 (hereafter referred to as the Atlanta FWA)
is, according to the organization’s website Home page, “a collaborative network of local leaders
working together to build thriving community gardens and urban farms.” The Food Well

7

The Food Well Alliance of Atlanta, Georgia’s website can be accessed at https://www.foodwellalliance.org/.
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Alliance does this work in and across the 56 cities and five Georgia counties that constitute the
Atlanta MSA, or metropolitan statistical area, a geographical region with high population density
and close economic ties throughout the area (Figure 8). Designated by the Atlanta FWA as
simply “metro Atlanta,” the geographical area is introduced to site visitors through a header
photo on the website’s Home page, which spans the width of the entire webpage (Figure 8). The
header photo portrays what appears to be a moment of instruction. A single person is
foregrounded at the very center of the photo, with only their upper back pictured. This person
appears to be speaking to a group of five people. The five people, backgrounded in the photo, are
facing the camera and looking directly at the speaker, whose right hand is raised and extended
toward the backgrounded people, as though the speaker is educating or instructing. A closer look
at the back of the speaker’s shirt reveals that it says, “Small Farm Central.” Because businesses
often ask their employees and volunteers to wear clothing that bears the business’s name or logo,
it can be assumed that the speaker is a grower, producer, or volunteer for Small Farm Central.
The setting of the photo, which consists of plants peeking out from beneath a white canopied
greenhouse, suggests that the people to whom the farmer is speaking are either preparing to
volunteer, go to work, or receive education about the local food movement.
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Figure 8: A map of the Atlanta metro area
A site visitor might interpret these meanings from the scene that is portrayed with the
help of print text that is layered over the bottom of the header photo. Situated in a dark brown
rectangle, the print text invites, “Let’s Grow Together.” An analysis of other key visual,
linguistic, and spatial elements of the Atlanta FWA’s website reveals that a theme of growth
through place-based collaboration is posited as the overarching goal of the local food movement
in metro Atlanta. This theme is cultivated through foregrounded photos, videos, and prose text
that adhere to a striking color scheme of rich brown, bright orange, and an array of greens to
portray the people, places, and produce of metro Atlanta sharing and being shared. The website
footer, which spans the entire width of each webpage, is a picture of soil, visually and spatially
“rooting” the multimodal texts of the Atlanta FWA’s website in the soil and earth of metro
Atlanta. This visual choice is strategic: drawing a visual connection between the footer of a
website and real, physical ground and soil in real-world contexts reminds site visitors that the
website of the Atlanta FWA is not an untethered and abstract virtual space. Rather, the website
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and the local food movement it portrays and supports is rooted and grounded in the real, physical
earth and place of Atlanta. These visual and spatial choices construct a cohesive visual narrative
of the Food Well Alliance’s commitment to what it calls “the local food movement” in and for
the place of metro Atlanta.

Figure 9: The banner image on the Atlanta FWA’s website Home page
Similar to the Idaho LFA, this local food organization’s understanding of the notion of
“the local” in “the local food movement” is elaborated in the composition of a vision statement,
positioned in the middle of the website homepage. The vision statement reads:
As an Alliance, we believe that locally-grown food is a tool to build healthier
communities and that thriving gardens and farms strengthen the heart of cities – but we
need your help to support local growers, and provide local governments and city
residents with the tools they need to protect food-producing spaces.
Together, we can create healthier communities in metro Atlanta.
Join us and make a difference.
The rendering of locally-grown food as symbolizing “a tool”—an instrument that aids in the
completion of a task—transforms and subverts common sense perceptions of edible goods. The
semantic properties that are being transferred to locally-grown food are the foundation upon
which the rhetorical effect of this expressive choice is built. By changing the semantic category
for edible goods, “locally-grown food” becomes a concept that can be leveraged in the interest of
creating and sustaining something: the city of Atlanta, and the sociocultural community that
thrives there. While site visitors’ preconceived notions of locally-grown food may associate it
with tastiness, freshness, and trendiness, the Atlanta FWA uses this transferal of semantic
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properties to expand visitors’ understanding of locally-grown food so as to include its
sociopolitical and geospatial functions. This shift rewrites the narrative of locally-grown food
and positions it persuasively as something utilitarian—a tool that is crucial to “strengthening the
heart of cities.”
Positioning locally-grown food as a symbolic “tool” may also be read as a technique to
persuade site visitors, who are directly addressed through the visual stress of bolded text in the
core beliefs statement above, to act in response to these beliefs in a specific way. By reframing
“locally-grown food” in terms of its transformative power for sociopolitical and geospatial
dynamics in metro Atlanta, the Atlanta FWA positions locally-grown food so as to persuade site
visitors to “join [them] and make a difference.” The declarative and imperative statements in the
stressed text of the core beliefs statement reveal that, while the Atlanta FWA perceives that
locally-grown food can be leveraged to strengthen metro Atlanta, the help of site visitors is
crucial to successful leveraging of locally-grown food for the purposes named in the core beliefs
statement. This suggests that, while the Atlanta FWA values and benefits from the rich local
networks of employees, volunteers, and other supporters who are visually showcased throughout
the website, the help of a more nebulous, global network is crucial to the success of the
organization’s mission. The conditions of Web 2.0 applications make it so that the stressed text
in the Atlanta FWA’s core beliefs statement is directed to an audience that cannot be quantified,
demarcated, or defined in terms of common identity-markers. The site visitor who engages the
assertion that, “We need your help” could be from Atlanta or a variety of other locations, near or
far from Atlanta geographically. These appeals implicitly reveal that the work of the Atlanta
FWA—and the “together-ness” that is emphasized in the core beliefs statement—requires both
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local and global networks in order to “support local growers and provide local governments and
city residents with the tools they need to protect food-producing spaces.”
The final sentence, an imperative sentence, of the core beliefs statement also reveals an
underlying conjecture of the Atlanta FWA. Given that the two sentences preceding this
imperative sentence make assertions about the power of local food and the Atlanta FWA’s need
for help from those who read the core beliefs statement, the fact that the final sentence, “Join us
and make a difference,” is styled as a command to readers suggests an already implicit
assumption that readers will be persuaded by the organization’s case for the power of local food.
The discourse of the statement of core belief can also be read in relation to a one-minute
video that is positioned just above the core belief statement on the Home page of the Atlanta
FWA website. Spatially, the video is horizontally-centered, occupying most of the on-screen
space, and far outsizing the printed text and other photographs on the “Home” page that surround
it. Titled, “Let’s Grow Together!”, the video’s thumbnail image, which is the first image that site
visitors will see, displays two people with gardening glove-clad hands, holding onto the same
potted plant (Figure 10). The gardeners in the thumbnail image are surrounded by plants in the
foreground and background of the image. They are presumably, as the title of the video indicates,
“growing together.” When the site visitor pushes the play button, the image of the two gardeners
disappears in a fade to black and is replaced with footage of the Atlanta skyline. Ambient music
fades in and, after a few seconds, is overlaid with the following voiceover:
Together, we are an Alliance. Urban farmers. Community gardeners. Elected officials.
Leaders and neighbors. We are the groundbreakers and movement makers changing our
cities. Relying on the power of food to forge the way. Street by street, we are working to
create a sustainable future that keeps green spaces sacred. But we must start planning for
food now. We want all 54 cities in the metro Atlanta, from East Point to Alpharetta, to be
equipped for the future with a city agriculture plan. Join the Alliance and help us build
thriving community gardens and urban farms across metro Atlanta. For our region, for
our communities, for all wellbeing.
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Figure 10: Thumbnail cover image for the Atlanta FWA’s “Well for All” video
Both discursively and visually, the video reiterates the mission and core beliefs of the
Atlanta FWA, but it repositions them audially and visually so as to actually situate viewers in the
metro Atlanta area and among the “urban farmers, community gardeners, elected officials, and
leaders and neighbors” who come together to comprise the Alliance. As the viewer “descends”
into Atlanta from the position of an opening aerial shot of the Atlanta skyline, the video
voiceover recategorizes the farmers, gardeners, elected officials, and leaders and neighbors
named at the beginning of the video into a collectivity. Together, they are all “groundbreakers”
and “movement makers” engaging in the mutual work of “changing our cities.” By naming
specific categories of social action and placing actors from different social domains into the same
categories of “groundbreakers” and “movement makers,” the video creators dissolve any
perceived boundaries between these groups, most notably farmers and gardeners and elected
officials and leaders. They are all repositioned in terms of space and materiality, engaging in the
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vague work of breaking ground and making movements. By placing them together in a nebulous
category, the video implicitly suggests that boundaries do not exist when these stakeholders work
collaboratively to change their shared city. This recategorization is amplified through the use of
the inclusive first-person plural to signify that viewers are already assumed to be, at least in the
Atlanta FWA’s ideal vision, in support of the organization’s mission and goals. Like in the core
beliefs statement, “The power of local food” is the catalyst for the dissolution of boundaries and
the formation of these collectivities. Invoking the core belief statement’s symbolic rendering of
“local food” as a tool, the video voiceover posits food as an implement that can be leveraged to
“forge the way.” At the same time, “forge” might be read as the act of creating new relationships
or new conditions, through the power of food, for the city of Atlanta. “Forge the way” is
suggestive of moving forward, into a future that is characterized by certain conditions for metro
Atlanta and the people of the city.
The second half of the video then shifts from framing more generalized goals and spatial
relationships to anchoring the viewer in the place of Atlanta and a concrete vision for the city.
“Street by street,” the voiceover states, “we are working to create a sustainable future that keeps
green spaces sacred,” with “green spaces” signifying spaces in the city that are used for growing
local produce. Considered in the context of the rest of the video and the surrounding texts on the
Atlanta FWA’s Home page, the ordering of words in the independent clause above suggests that
the imminent priority of the organization is explicitly local and specific, rather than global and
abstract. The idea that the Atlanta FWA is working to “create a sustainable future that keeps
green spaces sacred” implies that the more global work of creating a sustainable future is
subverted to the more local work of keeping the green spaces of metro Atlanta sacred. This
assigns the network of “groundbreakers” and “movement makers”—people who come from
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different social domains in the context of Atlanta—the responsibility of orchestrating a global
vision for sustainability that places keeping green spaces sacred as a central priority.
The use of the word “sacred” to modify “green spaces” also explains the Atlanta FWA’s
understanding of the spatial realities that lend meaning to its local place. “Sacred” denotes
holiness and worthiness of respect because of a connection to the divine. In this sentence, green
spaces are meant to be kept sacred; the Atlanta FWA seems to understand sacredness as
intrinsic—an existing condition of “green spaces.” Alternatively, nonreligious usage of the term
“sacred” can refer to something important that must remain untouched or unaltered, as in a
sacred routine. The use of “sacred” to characterize the “green spaces” of Atlanta frames them as
being set apart from other forms of space in the city. The reason for this is revealed in the next
sentence: “But we must start planning for food now.” Green spaces are food-producing spaces in
the city of Atlanta, crucial to a plan for food that extends into the future. In this sense, then,
“green spaces” are sacred because of their economic potential, rather than because of their
association with any conventional usage of the term “sacred.”
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Figure 11: “Groundbreakers and Movement Makers” in the “Well for All” video
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The video pivots to its final point by repositioning the idea of a “sustainable future,”
“planning for food,” and “keeping green spaces sacred” into a concrete, quantifiable vision for
local food in Atlanta: “We want all 54 cities in metro Atlanta, from East Point to Alpharetta, to
be equipped for the future with a city agriculture plan.” This sentence gives concrete dimensions
to the video’s earlier, abstract allusions to the need for a cohesive approach to securing the future
of local food in Atlanta. The concrete language in this portion of the video distances the image of
the Atlanta FWA’s goals and identity from the alluringly vague image of the local food
movement that is conjured by statements about “relying on the power of food to forge the way”
and “keeping green spaces sacred.” The vagueness of the place- and nature-based rhetoric in the
first half of the video cultivates images of harmony, connection, and respect for people, nature,
and place that are designed to make viewers feel invigorated and hopeful in order to prime them
for the idea that, in order to sustain this vision and aesthetic, a city agriculture plan is necessary.
This rhetorical intent is further indicated by the fact that the statement of need for a city
agriculture plan is immediately followed by a command to viewers: “Join the Alliance and help
us build thriving community gardens and urban farms across metro Atlanta. For our region, for
our communities, for all wellbeing.” This statement constitutes the video’s final transition,
creating distance between the political undertones of the stated need for a city agriculture plan to
ground viewers’ impressions of the Atlanta FWA in the real spaces of metro Atlanta, those
“thriving community gardens and urban farms” throughout the city. The emphasis on the spaces
of the city of Atlanta and the future wellbeing of the city and its people in terms of food is
anchored in an understanding of local food and place as simultaneously invitational and
commanding, general and specific, and passive and agentive. The video’s concluding command
to viewers reveals the Atlanta FWA’s belief that the video’s collective rhetorical message will
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convince viewers of the urgency of the organization’s work so that they respond by joining in the
Alliance’s efforts to create a sustainable future for Atlanta in terms of food.
While the video presents the real local spaces inside the parameters of the metro area of
Atlanta as persuasive elements, the video’s final sentence comprising the voiceover positions the
goals and mission of the Atlanta FWA in an interplay of local and global outcomes: “For our
region, for our communities, for all wellbeing.” The semantic and pragmatic properties of the
notions of space, food, and the active work of community participants emphasize the mission of
the Atlanta FWA as being in and for the metro Atlanta area, for “our region” and “our
communities.” But the video’s final statement, “For all wellbeing,” gives the sense that a more
global vision undergirds the localized mission and work of the Atlanta FWA as well. The
syntactic ambiguity of the phrase—“For all wellbeing”—functions invitationally: it is unclear to
whom “all” refers, allowing viewers to broadly interpret who or what might be included in the
“all” that is afforded the state of being “well” thanks to the existence of thriving community
gardens and urban farms. Concluding the video with the indefinitely inclusive “For all
wellbeing” invites viewers to imagine themselves, their communities, and their futures as having
the potential to experience the state of wellbeing that the Atlanta FWA believes locally-grown
food can cultivate. This rhetorical choice alludes to the organization’s awareness of the more
general and widespread local food movement, which is positioned in and across local food
organization websites as being in the best interest of all communities, all regions, and all people
around the world. Similar to the Idaho LFA’s Food Heroes interviews and social media linkage,
then, the Atlanta FWA implies awareness that the global circulation and reach of the local food
movement is crucial to the success and sustainability of local places. In other words, the local is
perceived and positioned as having resonance and power when it intervenes into global realities,
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and it is apparent that the belief in the goodness of the local food movement for a global “all”
fuels the work of the Atlanta FWA.
The video then builds upon the rhetoric of “for all wellbeing” to present another
command to viewers, conveyed in prose text:
Donate Online
CROWDRISE.COM/FOOD-WELL-ALLIANCE
This final statement in conjunction with the final phrase in the video’s voiceover communicates
the overarching goal of the video: persuading viewers, through multimodal rhetoric that makes a
case for local place and local food as future-oriented, unifying, and change-making for all, to
donate to support the organization’s mission. Indeed, requests for donations are foregrounded
across the website’s “Home” page, but the most visually and spatially prominent request—
framed as a command—appears just above the webpage’s footer. The print-text invitation states:
Your support is a critical lifeline to keep growers growing and local food flowing for
those who need it most. Consider making a donation today!
In the spatial layout of the “Home” page, this command to consider donating appears just below
a large, horizontally-centered photo of two people, kneeling in the dirt and digging into buckets
holding young plants with glove-clad hands. Both the buckets and the people’s shirts read, “Food
Well Alliance.” Read in the context of the command to consider donating and the sentence
preceding this command, the photo may be interpreted as portraying a justification for and
evidence of the Atlanta FWA’s worthiness of receiving donations. The people in the photo
provide evidence of the Atlanta FWA’s real, tangible work in the city, of their involvement in
nurturing “green spaces” from the roots up. The photo shows real “growers growing” and “local
food flowing,” allowing visitors to visualize the actual work their donations will support. The
scene portrayed in the photo, then, can be read as a directive to visitors as they interpret the
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meaning of “consider” in the command to “consider donating today.” Common sense
understandings of “consider” take it to mean not only to ponder taking a specific course of
action, but also to think carefully about something before making a decision. It can be assumed
that the Atlanta FWA’s command to “consider making a donation today” is meant to direct the
visitor’s attention back to the photo, wherein the scene of hard work and growth for the local
food movement may persuade visitors that donating today is a worthwhile pursuit.
While the spatial positioning and visual rhetoric of the photo on the Home page is
designed to influence visitors’ response to the command to consider donating, the sentence
preceding this command is another example of what can be assumed to be intentional syntactic
ambiguity: “Your support is a critical lifeline to keep growers growing and local food flowing
for those who need it most.” The phrase “for those who need it most” refers to no specific
populations or demographics, nor to the people of Atlanta at all, positioning the visitor’s support,
local growers and the act of growing, and local food and its flows as place-neutral. Similar to the
ambiguity of the video’s final statement of, “For all wellbeing,” the ambiguity of this appeal for
visitors’ support on behalf of “those who need it most” may be particularly persuasive to visitors
who are more interested in the global benefits of local food over the needs and identity of the city
of Atlanta. The appeal for support and donations reveals the Atlanta FWA’s awareness that some
visitors may not have ties to Atlanta, but that they may be interested in supporting the possibility
of the local food movement as a global phenomenon.
While the Atlanta FWA asks visitors for donations, other aspects of the website’s print
text, the quality of its visual design, and the scope of its content reveal that the organization is
well-positioned to provide funding to local growers. Perusal of the website’s other internal
webpages reveals that this local food organization is heavily networked and supported in metro
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Atlanta through a robust volunteer program, a large, professionalized staff, and substantial
funding from external sources. Unlike the Arkansas LFN website, which comprises only six
internal webpages, and the Idaho LFA’s website, which comprises eight internal webpages, the
Atlanta FWA comprises a sprawling seventeen webpages that include multiple professionally
produced videos, high resolution photographs of real people and places associated with the
organization, and an original website design. The differences in the caliber and scope of each
local food organization’s website could reasonably be read through knowledge of the
geopolitical places to which they are tethered; the state of Arkansas is primarily made up of
sparsely populated, economically slow rural towns, whereas the city of Atlanta is the ninthlargest metropolitan statistical area in the U.S. Access to sources of funding that are required to
build a high caliber website are presumably easier to come by in a metropolitan area than in a
sparsely populated region that comprises economically disadvantaged rural areas. Moreover,
urban areas are more likely to be host to headquarters for multinational corporations and global
conglomerates—key sources of funding that may have no vested interest in the wellbeing of a
local economy beyond its support for their business. In other words, the quality of the Atlanta
FWA’s website in comparison to those of the Idaho LFA and that of the Arkansas LFN reiterate
that robust local food movements may often be powered by global forces and sources, though
this revelation may be concealed behind a strong rhetoric of the power of local food itself and the
everyday “groundbreakers and movement makers” who wield it, as in the Atlanta FWA’s digital
discourse.
Indeed, the Atlanta FWA highlights the source of financial support that funds its work in
its website footer. Centered white font overlays a close-up image of rich, brown soil: “The James
M. Cox Foundation.” A statement follows the name of the foundation. It reads:
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The creation of Food Well Alliance was made possible through funding from our
founding benefactor, the James M. Cox Foundation and through the vision of Jim
Kennedy and Bill Bolling. Together, they saw an opportunity to connect members of
Atlanta’s local food movement to collectively build a healthier community. Food Well
Alliance exists to bring this vision to life.
The James M. Cox Foundation is a branch of Cox Enterprises, a privately-held global
conglomerate that is headquartered in Atlanta. Jim Kennedy is the chair of Cox Enterprises and
grandson of James M. Cox. Forbes ranks him as number 61 on their list of the 400 richest
Americans in 2020 with a net worth of $8.2 billion (Dolan, Peterson-Withorn, & Wang, 2020).
Bill Bolling founded the Atlanta Community Food Bank in 1979 and spent his career working on
issues of food insecurity, poverty, and housing throughout Georgia (Rivera & Prescott, 2018). In
other words, the Atlanta FWA, its vision, and the many projects and programs it supports were
created and are sustained by a corporate group that is invested in both global and local concerns.
However, it appears that the founding and funding of the Food Well Alliance would not have
been possible without the local perspective that Bill Bolling gained through his decades of work
in and with the Atlanta community. The Atlanta FWA’s website makes it clear that its vision for
a networked local food movement would not exist without its roots in this global conglomerate,
but that the funding provided by this distant sponsor only becomes practically effective when
tethered to a perspective borne from life lived and work done in the local community over time.
While the local food movement in some regions may not exist in such complex forms without
global sponsors, the work that such organizations do would not make any difference in
sustaining local economies and identities without the vision of people who are intimately
involved with the local places that LFOs represent.
Overall, discrepancies in quality of visual web design and access to financial support
from global sponsors are characteristic of LFO websites more broadly. As demonstrated in the
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differences among the Atlanta FWA, Idaho LFA, and Arkansas LFN website designs highlighted
above, these differences affect individual LFOs’ ability to construct an invitational, authentic,
and meaningful narrative of the local that resonates with site visitors in such a way as to
persuade them to support the organization’s mission and vision. These differences also shape the
specific ways in which different LFOs engage the dominant discourse of the local, revealing how
features of Web 2.0 media—particularly the emphasis on high-caliber visual content—can act as
another gatekeeping mechanism in an organization’s efforts to undermine or rewrite the
dominant discourse of the local and the global in relation to their own socio-spatial identity and
positionality in a broader local food movement. To compensate for lack of funding and support
for high-quality visual web content, many LFOs participate in a shared vocabulary—using
evocative spatial language similar to that employed in the Atlanta FWA’s “For all Wellbeing”
video. Language that attempts to situate viewers in the LFO’s local place, that positions
participants in new spatial relationships (e.g., “groundbreakers” and “movement makers”), that
anthropomorphizes local food, that assigns currency to certain kinds of local spaces (e.g., “sacred
green spaces”) may be read as attempts to signal the LFO’s awareness of their positioning in a
network of LFOs that use Web 2.0 media in similar ways to rewrite dominant narratives of local
and global space.
Rhetorical Analysis
The Atlanta FWA’s rhetorical choices throughout its website simultaneously recapitulate
and undermine the dominant discourse of the local and global in the context of complex sociospatial dynamics that stem from the organization’s origins, identity, and vision. The Atlanta
FWA’s website design foregrounds visual and multimodal texts in order to construct a rhetoric of
the local as a transformative, collaborative, future-centered force for restoration of local place; as
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simultaneously agentized and boundary-breaking; and as a negation of the dominant discourse’s
positioning of the local and the global in a false dichotomy. In general, and like the Idaho LFA’s
website texts, the Atlanta FWA’s website texts exemplify a balancing act of undermining and
invoking the dominant discourse of the local and the global. However, because of its access to
the power afforded by global sponsors, the Atlanta FWA negates the specific discursive strain
that dichotomizes the local and the global. Instead, the Atlanta FWA posits global flows as a
necessary force for the realization of a sustainable, socioeconomically thriving future for the
local place of Atlanta. But once this future is realized, the organization’s website texts imply, the
need for the assistance and support of globalizing forces will no longer be needed. In the Atlanta
FWA’s rendering of the local and the global, then, these spatial realities are understood to
constitute a complex web of relations of real people, physical spaces, natural resources, products,
political leaders, and global sponsors that mediate an intrinsically mutable relationship between
the local and the global.
Like the Idaho LFA, the Atlanta FWA draws visitors into an affective experience of the
local place it represents as a means of persuasion. Rather than rely on digital forms of linkage
that situate visitors in the organization’s network of participants or visual imagery that portrays
the local as a space of harmonious connectedness, though, the Atlanta FWA presents evidence of
the real-world impact of its mission and vision through visual texts as a means by which to
persuade visitors to actively support the local food movement. The header photo that spans the
website’s Home page portrays participants in the local food movement learning and
collaborating; the photo at the bottom of the same webpage that accompanies a request for
donations shows real volunteers hard at work helping plants grow and thrive. The “Let’s Grow
Together!” video portrays people collaborating throughout real spaces in the Atlanta metro area,
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working together to create a sustainable future through the power of local food. These images
function as evidence for visitors to consider in light of other texts on the website’s Home page.
Given that one of the final direct addresses to visitors on the site’s Home page is a command to
“consider making a donation,” situated spatially as though it is a photo caption, these visual texts
might be read as pieces of evidence for visitors to consider and evaluate as they decide whether
to make a donation. By immersing visitors in images of the Atlanta FWA’s stated mission and
vision in action in the present, transforming local spaces through collaborative efforts, this local
food organization makes a case for why it is worthy of receiving financial support from those
who visit the website. This rhetorical choice—positioning images and video as evidence to
support the organization’s claims to its own identity and exigence—reveals an understanding of
the local as having resonance when the particularities of not only its transformative potential, but
of its precedent of transformation are presented visually in Web 2.0 spaces.
Using visual texts to construct an image of the local as a site of concrete present acts that
are poised to have future resonance reveals the Atlanta FWA’s understanding of the local as the
crucial agent in the pursuit of a sustainable future of wellbeing for all. In presenting this
understanding of the local, the rhetoric of the website also deemphasizes the dominant discursive
strain that emphasizes an unbreakable tension between local and global forces by employing
metaphors and symbolic language that imply that the realization of this sustainable future
depends on the dissolution of socio-spatial boundaries. For instance, like the Idaho LFA, the
Atlanta FWA renders local food as a “tool” that can be implemented to invoke the
counternarrative of the local as agentized and active. Food, grown in the “green spaces” of the
city of Atlanta, is a localizing force: it “brings people closer to their food,” facilitates
storytelling, “builds healthier communities,” and “strengthens the heart of cities”— acts that can
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be read as regressing boundaries, real and abstract, between people and places. But the Atlanta
FWA emphasizes that the tool of local food is only effective when it is wielded by a
collaborative network of participants and stakeholders who are invested in the local food
movement. Inclusive language used throughout the website incorporates people, institutions,
resources, and a vision, dispersed geographically locally and distantly, into a collective of
“groundbreakers and movement makers” that is the ultimate agent of change. Rather than
highlight the particularities of the work of individual “Food Heroes” who come together to form
a network like the Idaho LFA, the Atlanta FWA groups its participants and stakeholders into a
nebulous collective that is united around a shared mission and vision for local food and the future
of Atlanta. In this rendering of local food as a tool to be put to work for change, the image of the
local as products to be sold is backgrounded, and real people and spaces are foregrounded. This
implies that the Atlanta FWA understands the local as being defined by relationships and
collaboration in and for the spaces of the local place of metro Atlanta.
In the localizing socio-spatial process catalyzed by locally-grown food, the local is also
presented as being in a perpetual state of construction. The Home page photos of people working
in community gardens (Figure 9) and print text statements that cultivate a central theme of
growth suggest an understanding of the local that disrupts the dominant discourse’s
understanding of it as socioculturally stagnant and anti-progressive. Rather, the local is presented
as the site where futures that hold wellbeing for all are in the process of being realized. At the
same time, however, the “Let’s Grow Together!” video anchors the Atlanta FWA’s progressive
vision in existing realities—the “green spaces” of the city—that must be kept “sacred” and
“protected.” While this fixation on preservation might be read as a reiteration of the dominant
discourse of the local as a conservative haven that protects local culture and identity from the
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heterogeneity perpetuated by global flows, the interplay of the local as host to sacred spaces that
must be preserved and as the subject of new plans that must be realized is another example of the
FWA’s resistance to this dominant discourse of the local. To preserve and protect and progress
reveals a complex and nuanced spatial imagination that holds the local as both a unique site of
the particularities of lived experience and an agentive, active participant in creating social futures
and economic conditions that sustain and support an evolving experience of living and being in
the Atlanta metro area. Characterized by particularity-in-action, the Atlanta FWA’s vision goes
“street by street” to create this sustainable future, digging deeply into the real physical spaces of
this locality.
By placing emphasis on the boundary-dissolving capabilities of local-global collaboration
at the site of real local places, the Atlanta FWA effectively distances its identity and mission
from the dominant discursive strain that asserts the local as a positive, ethical response to the
negative, unethical aspects of the global. Unlike the Idaho LFA’s presentation of the abuses of
globalizing processes as the source of urgency for supporting the local food movement, the
Atlanta FWA’s website presents a villain that resides within the local place of Atlanta itself: the
possibility of stagnation, stratification, and deterioration of the “green spaces” of the Atlanta
metro area. Instead of ambiguous global forces, the “groundbreakers and movement makers” of
the Atlanta FWA work to prevent the realization of a future that is not “for all wellbeing” in
Atlanta. In this rendering of the local, global processes are not a force to be shut out but are a
resource to collaborate with in order to bring about the wellbeing for “all” that is realized
through locally-grown food. In this sense, the Atlanta FWA presents a progressive sense of place
that is host to an interplay of local and global forces, wherein the local vision can take
precedence and, when necessary, undermine the global. These dynamics suggest that, in people’s
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understandings of the local and the global, there are a range of possible relationships based on an
array of possible meanings attributed to both the local and the global that may undergird people’s
literacy practices. For literacy researchers, it may be necessary to uncover which understandings
of the local and the global are being invoked in different situations of literacy practice, and how
these understandings shape people’s socio-spatial behaviors around literacy.
Discourse Analysis
The digital discursive texts of the Atlanta FWA, presented through the visual and
multimodal texts that constitute their website, circulate so as to simultaneously reiterate and
disrupt the dominant discourse of the local and the global that positions the global as powerful,
domineering, and circulating, and the local as passive and static. At the same time, the digital
discourse of the Atlanta FWA also undermines the dominant discursive strain that positions the
local and the global as being situated in a dichotomy that can only be dissolved when one spatial
reality dominates and subsumes the other. Rather, through linguistic choices and multimodal
discourse, the Atlanta FWA positions the local and the global as inextricable.
The vague and indirect language and syntactic ambiguity employed in the Atlanta FWA’s
discursive constructions of its vision, most obviously showcased in the “Let’s Grow Together!”
video, are indicative of underlying ideologies that need demystified in order to understand the
Atlanta FWA’s sense of spatial identity and its positioning in broader discourses of the local
food movement. The use of abstract descriptions of the work of social actors—those
“groundbreakers and movement makers” referenced in the video—fail to give viewers a concrete
understanding of who fuels this movement and, given the organization’s ties to the James M.
Cox Foundation and Cox Enterprises, whose vision is being realized through this work for the
city of Atlanta. Moreover, the syntactic underdetermination of the personal deixis indexed in the
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FWA’s request for donations to “keep local food flowing for those who need it most” distances
viewers from knowledge of who, exactly, this vision for a sustainable future for a nebulous “all”
is benefitting, and in what ways. Rather than provide clear statements of the local people and
entities that will experience a change in their wellbeing as a result of the work of the Atlanta
FWA through syntactic clarity, the organization relies on the multimodal discourse of its photos
and videos to index its vision and goals in the particular spaces and places of Atlanta that will
benefit from this work. These discursive choices are suggestive of the Atlanta FWA’s
situatedness in a power matrix, wherein the localized vision of the FWA both arises from and is
perpetually mediated by a global and distant sponsor—the James M. Cox Foundation and Cox
Enterprises—who gives back to communities “where Cox Enterprises does business.” It can be
assumed that if this global conglomerate did not do business in Atlanta, the FWA may not exist
at all. This local-global relationship may explain some of the Atlanta FWA’s discursive choices,
including the vagueness surrounding who benefits from the organization’s work, and the
emphasis on dissolving boundaries between actors in different social domains and across spatial
scales.
At the same time, and unlike the Idaho LFA, the Atlanta FWA’s discourse embraces its
situatedness in this power matrix by highlighting global issues and conversations in which it
participates. The website’s Home page portrays the organization’s response to the COVID-19
crisis in a video and showcases a series of short documentaries that “bring the experiences of
Black agrarians in Atlanta to the forefront.” The choice to highlight its positioning in relation to
global issues and participation in the broader discourses surrounding the local food movement
through visual, multimodal texts rather than print reveals the Atlanta FWA’s understanding of
broader conventions in use of Web 2.0 media for organizational branding and identity: that
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visual-audial-spatial storytelling is conducive to grappling with and making sense of complex
spatial realities and relationships. It also reveals another broader trend in the digital discourse of
local food organizations that supports partnering with global sponsors and participating in global
conversations through Web 2.0 applications in order to advance and realize a localized vision
with concrete, attainable goals.
This counternarrative of the local and the global places these spatial categories in an
ethically-neutral relationship because of the Atlanta FWA’s specific positioning in relation to
sources of power. This positioning may also explain how and why the Atlanta FWA’s Web 2.0
presence is capable of exhibiting a strategic interplay of sophisticated and rhetorically effective
visual design that is leveraged so as to catapult site visitors into the real and imagined spaces of
the city of Atlanta. The use of Web 2.0 media to immerse visitors in an emerging narrative of a
present-future vision for real local spaces is a protest against the current conditions of time-space
compression. Unlike the Idaho LFA’s complete rejection of the relevance of the global to the
sustainment of the local, however, the Atlanta FWA anchors this radical protest in the alreadyexisting and essential intersection of local people, place, space, resources, and the vision,
funding, and leadership of a globalizing force (the global conglomerate, Cox Enterprises). The
absence of moralizing spatial language (e.g., local food is good food; the global food system is
bad) and overwhelming emphasis on the potential of states of being and social relationships that
are associated with local place for helping a nebulous population of persons and places “be
well,” the Atlanta FWA remixes the narrative of the local and the global that proposes that the
global domineers over and subsumes the local. In fact, in the specific case of the Atlanta FWA,
the tie to a global sponsor is essential to sustaining and amplifying the local spaces of Atlanta.
Nevertheless, the “Let’s Grow Together!” video advocates for the creation of a future for food in
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Atlanta that would drastically decrease that local place’s need for the intervention and support of
global forces. By collaborating with the James M. Cox Foundation, the Atlanta FWA works
toward a socio-spatial future that does not require the foundation’s sponsorship. This gradual
rising of the local through the discourse of the FWA to render global forces obsolete reflects a
progressive spatial imagination, one that readily acknowledges that local places will collide with
global flows, but that these dynamics change and evolve with the passing of time and with the
local’s efforts to intervene into global space. Literacy researchers might look to the ways in
which the meaning and understanding of these spatial concepts change and morph over time,
affecting how people practice literacy in Web 2.0 spaces that center on a complex relationship
among various spatial realities and ideas.

Arkansas Local Food Network, Little Rock, Arkansas
The Arkansas Local Food Network8 is an organization that promotes connections
between Arkansas farms, businesses, and residents in order to grow the local economy of the
region (Figure 12). Located in Little Rock, Arkansas, the Arkansas Local Food Network,
referred to here by the acronym Arkansas LFN, represents its organizational identity with a
graphic and print text logo in the upper left-hand corner of its website (Figure 13). This black
and white logo states the name of the organization and, below that, “Eat local. Grow local.” The
print text portion of the logo is accompanied by a graphic of white farming implements and
eating utensils set against a black background. The two-word imperative sentences that comprise
the print-text portion of the Arkansas LFN’s logo immediately give visitors a sense of the

8

The website of the Arkansas Local Food Network can be found at the following URL:
https://arkansaslocalfoodnetwork.org/.
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purpose of the organization’s website: to support the eating and growing of local food, and to
persuade others to eat and grow local food as well.

Figure 12: Map of the state of Arkansas
A colorful banner image appears horizontally-centered in the space below the
organization’s logo on the Home page. This image presents a close-up photo of white, green,
orange, and red produce. Beneath this banner photo, the Arkansas LFN greets visitors with a
large “Welcome!” in green font that complements the colors of the produce in the banner photo
just above. The Arkansas LFN then states its mission in a single sentence beneath the welcome:
“Arkansas Local Food Network serves our community by connecting Arkansas to resilient farms
and businesses to grow our local economy.” If they choose to scroll further down the Home
page, visitors are then invited to “VISIT THE ONLINE MARKET” via capitalized, hyperlinked
print text below the mission statement.
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Figure 13: The Arkansas LFN’s logo and mission statement
When considered in relation to the organization’s logo and the link to the online market,
the Arkansas LFN’s mission can be interpreted as primarily economic. The Arkansas LFN
inverts the conventional structure of an organizational mission statement, which often begins
with the organization’s overarching or long-term goal, by stating their long-term goal at the end
of the mission statement. The organization instead foregrounds how it fulfills its mission
(“Arkansas Local Food Network serves our community by connecting Arkansas to resilient
farms and businesses”) at the beginning of the sentence, subverting and obscuring the crux of its
mission by placing it at the end of the mission statement. In the broader context of web writing
for organizations, a more conventional phrasing of the Arkansas LFN’s mission would read, “To
grow our local economy by connecting Arkansas to resilient farms and businesses.” While
unconventional in the broader genre of online organizational mission statements, the Arkansas
LFN’s choice to subvert the core component of the organization’s mission to the tangible action
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by which the mission is fulfilled shows an awareness of the conventions of constructing online
mission statements for local food organizations specifically. For instance, like the Arkansas
LFN, the Idaho LFA and the Atlanta FWA construct their mission statements so as to foreground
the social benefits of the local food movement for a specified community and obscure the fact
that the primary goal of their organizational mission is directly tied to the fate of the specified
community’s economy.
In addition to obscuring the primary goal of the Arkansas LFN’s mission, the vague use
of plural possessive pronouns further obscures who the agents are in the context of enacting and
achieving the organization’s mission—and bring into question whether site visitors are invited to
participate in fulfilling the Arkansas LFN’s mission. The mission statement positions “Arkansas
Local Food Network” as the agents engaged in the work of serving “our” community and
“connecting Arkansas to resilient farms and businesses to grow our local economy.” This is one
way in which the Arkansas LFN appears to differ in its understanding of its organizational
identity from other local food organizations: its mission statement does not suggest that it is
invested in giving site visitors the sense that they are invited to participate in the work of the
Arkansas LFN or to imagine themselves as being situated in the community that this local food
organization serves. The plural possessive pronoun in this mission statement clearly refers to the
Arkansas Local Food Network; there is not syntactic ambiguity surrounding the use of this
pronoun that may give site visitors the impression that they are included in the actions conveyed
by the organizational mission. As such, unlike the mission statements of the Idaho LFA and the
Atlanta FWA, it does not appear that the mission statement of the Arkansas LFN is designed to
function persuasively or even invitationally. Instead, it intends to function purely informatively.
At the same time, this mission statement also draws boundaries: the specification of “connecting
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Arkansas to resilient farms and businesses to grow our local economy” makes it clear that this
local food organization is speaking to an audience that is geographically local as well. In other
words, this organization’s participation in the local food movement is oriented toward an
exclusively local scale of social action.
The circumscriptive nature of the Arkansas LFN’s mission statement is further explained
when read next to the two imperative sentences that make up half of the organization’s logo. The
sentences read, “Eat local. Grow local.” The ordering of these directives seems illogical: how
can one eat local prior to growing local? Placing the imperative, “Eat local” before, “Grow local”
suggests that the Arkansas LFN’s primary audience is those members of their geographicallylocal community who may be persuaded to purchase locally-grown food. Moreover, the inverted
order of the two imperative sentences is undermined by the message conveyed by the graphic
that comprises the other half of the organization’s logo. This rectangular, black-and-white
graphic features six tools, in the following order from left to right: a shovel, a hoe, a rake, a fork,
a knife, and a spoon. The ordering of the tools in the graphic acknowledges the logical
progression from farming and growing to eating, which suggests that the Arkansas LFN has
made the rhetorical choice to defy logic in the print-text portion of their logo in order to persuade
visitors to act in a specific way. This reading of the print-text in the organization’s logo in light
of the message conveyed by the adjacent graphic and the similar inversion in the mission
statement analyzed previously further emphasizes that growing the local economy through
purchase of local food is the crux of the Arkansas LFN’s mission. This central goal is further
punctuated by the more obvious link to “VISIT THE ONLINE MARKET,” which is placed at
the center of the Home page beneath the mission statement, in enlarged, black, underlined, and
capitalized font. The interplay of these three visual and textual discursive features of the
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Arkansas LFN’s Home page has the rhetorical effect of constructing the notion of the local more
overtly as a product, an economic entity, a commodity to be resourced in the effort to grow a
local economy over and against interventions from globalized food sourcers and businesses. The
emphasis on visiting the online market and foregrounding the more passive eating of locallygrown food over the active growing of local food suggests that the Arkansas LFN is crafting a
rhetoric of the local as a consumable product that is a means to an end of growing the local
economy—attached to no greater social outcomes. This construction of the local undermines the
rhetoric of the local promoted by the Idaho LFA, which focuses on constructing a vision of the
local as organic, natural, and the nexus of harmonious community life through hard, purposeful
work by all participating agents in that geographical region, and that of the Atlanta FWA, which
presents the local as being about nurturing and growing people, places, and their relationships.
The print text, images, links, and icons that constitute the six internal webpages that
comprise the rest of the Arkansas LFN’s website bolster the rhetorical construction of the local
as a commodity through their primary focus on explaining and providing access to the previously
mentioned online farmers market. For instance, the webpage entitled “Our History” consists of
three paragraphs that focus on explaining how the founders of the Arkansas LFN came to
organize and promote online direct sales and cooperative purchasing as a means by which to
expand sales of fresh food from Arkansas farms. The end of the second paragraph emphasizes
the implementation of online, or “Internet” sales as being “an opportunity for direct sales to local
folks” and “a step in the right direction for farm viability.” In other words, the Arkansas LFN
perceives the expansion of its operations to a globalized, Web 2.0 platform as the pivotal
moment in its organizational history. This move, perhaps predictably, resulted in the growth of
local food sales, and as the phrase “a step in the right direction for farm viability” suggests, the
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growing of the local economy. The Arkansas LFN’s choice to focus its description of its history
on the process of mobilizing globalizing digital media in order to change the course of local
farms, sales of locally-grown food and, thus, the local economy suggests that, without the
mediation of these resources, the organization would be unable to fulfill its localized mission.
Moreover, the foregrounding of the Internet market over the in-person farmers market
throughout the Arkansas LFN’s website indicates that this local food organization believes that
the path to sustaining a local economy requires the use of global networks, like online markets.
Presumably, without the network created through the Arkansas LFN’s partial migration to an
online context, the organization would not have grown and thrived in the ways that it has over
the past decade.
Finally, the choice to construct a narrative of the history of the Arkansas LFN that
promotes the online farmers market can be read as an attempt to persuade site visitors to act in a
specific way. The history of the Arkansas LFN that is conveyed in the three paragraphs that
comprise the content on that webpage is evidently a selective history. But rather than make a
case for the ethos of their organization or appeal to visitors to participate in their mission by
providing an immersive experience of their organizational identity and brand, the Arkansas LFN
seems to expect that site visitors will be persuaded to shop locally simply through repeated
references to the online market and multiple placements of links to the online market.
The notion that continually encountering references to the online market will be an effective tool
to persuade visitors to act so as to support the Arkansas LFN’s mission contrasts the rhetorical
strategies of other local food websites, including that of the Idaho LFA and the Atlanta FWA,
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whose rhetorical choices imply the belief that visitors will be persuaded to act based on evidence
of their ethics, social impact, and partnerships with local and global stakeholders.

Figure 14: The product list on the Arkansas LFN’s Online Farmers Market
Indeed, the Arkansas LFN’s commitment to persuading site visitors to participate in
growing the local economy is amplified through three webpages dedicated to helping site visitors
support the organization with their money. For instance, the “BUY LOCAL NOW” link in the
website’s navigation menu is one of two of the site’s webpages that navigates visitors directly to
the online market. However, instead of navigating to the Home page of the online market, the
“BUY LOCAL NOW” link connects visitors directly to the “Product List” page of the online
market website (Figure 14). On this page of the online market, visitors can select local produce
and place orders. In the context of the other links in the website’s navigation menu, the visual
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styling of the “BUY LOCAL NOW” link in all capitalized letters suggests that the Arkansas
LFN views it as the most important for visitors to notice and engage with. In addition to the
“BUY LOCAL NOW” link, the Home, Donate, and Services webpages each promote and
provide access to sites that allow visitors to support the Arkansas LFN through financial
donations or the purchase of local food. This dispersal of links to the online farmers market
across several webpages reinforces the organization’s primary goal of mobilizing visitors to
purchase local food.
These spatial, visual, and discursive choices construct a rhetoric of the local as
commodity and economic cornerstone, but it does not appear that the Arkansas LFN has given
thoughtful consideration to the implications of this rhetoric for visitors’ engagement with their
organizational identity specifically and with the concept of the local in general. The
organization’s website makes few apparent overtures toward site visitors beyond the visually and
spatially foregrounded links to the online farmers market. Unlike the Idaho LFA and the Atlanta
FWA, whose websites rely on polished, professional-grade multimodal texts to make systematic
ethical and emotional appeals to site visitors, the Arkansas LFN does not attempt to appeal to site
visitors using a well-curated web design or visual evidence of the organization’s identity and
brand. The absence of these conventional aspects of the digital rhetoric of local food
organizations on the Arkansas LFN’s website suggests that this local food organization believes
that its claim that the local economy will flourish when visitors purchase local food will have the
same persuasive effects as the complex multimodal design of other local food websites. The
Arkansas LFN’s failure to observe these conventions of organizational web design and the
broader digital discourse of local food organizations suggests that the organization may be
unaware of its positioning in the context of a wider network of local food organizations that
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traverses Web 2.0 media. On the other hand, it is possible that this local food organization’s
website design is informed by core goals that differ from those of the Idaho LFA and the Atlanta
FWA as local food organizations. To some extent, it may be assumed that, unlike the Idaho LFA
and the Atlanta FWA, whose commitment to participating in the broader, global local food
movement is evidenced through their use of social media platforms, hashtags, and other
linguistic choices, the Arkansas LFN is not interested in fulfilling the dual purposes of promoting
the interests of its local place and region and participating in the broader local food movement’s
circulation of counternarratives about the local through Web 2.0 media.
The Arkansas LFN’s divergence from the multimodal design conventions for local food
websites also suggests that the organization has not fully considered the needs and expectations
of a range of possible audiences that may engage with their website. For instance, the first
impression site visitors get when visiting the Arkansas LFN’s Home page is that the primary
goal of their interaction with the organization’s website is to make sales. This stands in contrast
to the Home pages of the Idaho LFA and the Atlanta FWA, which foreground images that are
designed to make visitors feel included in a community, invited into a shared vision, and
engaged with a coherent organizational identity and ethos. As visitors navigate the Arkansas
LFN’s website, they will engage with no coherent ethos, as the Arkansas LFN explains very little
about their organizational history, mission, and vision apart from the history of the online
market, provides no information about real participants in their local food network, and says
nothing about with whom the organization networks. In terms of visual rhetoric, the main pages
of the website include no photos or videos of real people and places associated with the Arkansas
LFN to whom site visitors might feel a connection. Instead, the Arkansas LFN relies on stock
photos and graphics (Figure 14). These print and visual rhetorical choices do nothing to build a
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rapport between visitors and the Arkansas LFN that may be more effective at mobilizing visitors
to purchase local food than a barrage of links to the organization’s online farmers market.
The lack of clarity surrounding these rhetorical choices on the Arkansas LFN’s website is
further complicated by the organization’s use of sustainability-related terminology across their
website. For instance, the Arkansas LFN employs the conventional concepts of “community,”
“transparency,” and “food justice” to frame and position their core values and history (Figure
15). The Arkansas LFN’s use of these local food movement buzzwords indicates that the
organization is aware of its situatedness in a broader discourse of local food organizations and a
local food movement, but unsure about how to make selective and strategic discursive and
rhetorical choices in order to carve out their identity as one iteration of a local food organization
with a unique vision of the local in a particular place. In fact, the way that the Arkansas LFN
elaborates on each of their core values communicates a decontextualized view of their own
mission and identity. Below three photographs that signify the Arkansas LFN’s interpretation of
these core values, the organization states how it attempts to implement its values (Figure 15):
Community: We strive to connect farms to tables and people to their communities.
Transparency: We strive to provide customers with a variety of choices and share all the
information we have about vendors’ growing and production practices.
Food Justice: We strive to make nutritious and delicious food available for all people.
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Figure 15: Stock photos on the Arkansas LFNs “About” page
Unlike many LFOs, the Arkansas LFN does not connect explanation of its core values to the
notion of “local” at any point. The omission of any reference to the role of the local in explaining
the Arkansas LFN’s core values may be explained by the first paragraph on the “Our History”
page of the organization’s website. This paragraph states that the Arkansas LFN was established
in 2006 and originally called the Arkansas Sustainability Network (ASN). The mission of the
ASN was to “develop more sustainable communities through education, and innovation, and to
encourage community collaboration and progress towards a healthy social, economic, and
environmental future.” The framing of the Arkansas LFN’s core values evince the organization’s
history as the Arkansas Sustainability Network, given their general statement of commitment to
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community practices that are sustainable, rather than to cultivating a strong sense of a local
identity among community members, vendors, and producers. The Arkansas LFN anchors its
present purpose in the history of more general efforts to support a sustainable economy in
Arkansas, a goal that can only be achieved by way of an Arkansas Local Food Network. While
this local food organization may hold a deep commitment to the local culture, place, and people
of Arkansas, this commitment is not evidenced through the texts that comprise the organization’s
website and is instead overshadowed by statements about economic needs and goals. In the case
of this local food organization, a commitment to sustaining the local is, first and foremost,
economic in nature. While this may be true of many LFOs, the Arkansas LFN is perhaps a
minority in framing its organizational identity around its economic goals, rather than obscuring
this exigence behind strong claims about community connectedness, education, and emotional
ties to the region.
In addition to detaching their core values from notions of the local, the Arkansas LFN
also makes no reference to the specific place, communities, and people of Arkansas in framing
these core values. The use of the general “people” in each core value statement raises questions
again about who the organization’s imagined audience is and repositions the organizational
mission into an ambiguous network of “farms,” “tables,” “people,” “communities,” “customers,”
“choices,” “vendors,” and “food.” These discursive choices combined with the visual rhetoric of
the Arkansas LFN’s website render the entire website something of an anomaly in the broader
context of the web presence of local food organizations. Whereas these organizations typically
rely on the sensory experience and ethical connotations of the local in combination with the
identity of that organization’s specific geographical community as the driving force behind their
organizational ethos, the Arkansas LFN’s website is largely devoid of the textual and visual
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markers of a strong place-based identity and absent a systematic rhetoric of the local. In contrast
to the Idaho LFA and the Atlanta FWA’s attention to parsing out the particularities of the sociospatial networks that constitute their iterations of the local food movement, the Arkansas LFN
frames its socio-spatial network as a generalized web of unspecified relations among unidentified
participants, either local or global.
Perhaps the most obvious difference between the Arkansas LFN’s website and those of
the Idaho LFA and the Atlanta FWA is its inclusion of an online market. While the main pages
of the Arkansas LFN website give little insight into the culture and identity of the organization,
the region and communities it supports, and its understanding of the local, the online farmers
market accessed through the main site’s “BUY LOCAL NOW” link provides some of the
contextual information that the main website lacks. When visitors click on this link, they are
navigated to an external webpage where they can view local products, make purchases, and
“meet” local food producers. In keeping with the exigence of the rest of the organization’s
website, rather than navigating visitors to the online market’s Home page, the BUY LOCAL
NOW link navigates directly to a “What’s New” in local produce page. This page displays
products and prices along with a bright green “+” icon that visitors can click to add an item to
their online shopping cart. Though evidently designed for the primary purpose of commerce, the
online farmers market also observes some of the rhetorical conventions of local food websites
that the Arkansas LFN’s main website does not. For instance, visitors can navigate to a “Meet
Your Producers” page, which displays photos representing local farmers who sell their goods
through the online farmers market. Similar to the Idaho LFA’s “Food Heroes” webpage, the
“Meet Your Producers” page is formatted into a photo grid with accompanying text that indicates
the name of the producer represented by each photo and their location in Arkansas. Visitors can
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click on individual photos to “learn about each farmer, inform yourself about their growing
practices, personal stories, products and more!” However, when visitors click on different photos
in order to “meet the producers,” they will find that the promised information about each farmer
is provided to varying degrees. Some profiles provide a single sentence of context about the
farmer, while others provide paragraphs of history, values, and farming practices. The visual
quality of this webpage stands in contrast to the Idaho LFA’s similar “Food Heroes” webpage as
well. Some of the farmers listed in the photo grid on the Meet Your Producer page have no
accompanying photo; other farmers are accompanied by a photo of a logo; very few are
accompanied by a photo of the actual farmers themselves. The inconsistencies within the Meet
Your Producers grid suggests that motivating participation in this context-providing function of
the online farmers market may be challenging, and that curating the visual design of this
webpage is not a top priority for the Arkansas LFN. Despite these differences in the Arkansas
LFN’s approach to introducing its farmers and the Idaho LFA’s approach, the Arkansas LFN’s
effort to include this information on its online market suggests that its designers expect their site
visitors to spend more of their time interacting with the online market itself than with the
webpages of their main website. Accordingly, the designers have placed the majority of the
background information about the participants in their local food movement here in light of that
expectation. In a sense, then, the organization knows that its visitors value the local as a means
by which to support the local economy before contemplating other meanings of the local.
The example of the Arkansas LFN’s website reveals the extent to which access to
funding and global sponsors affects an organization’s ability to effectively leverage the features
of Web 2.0 media (multimodal design; audiovisual texts; social media linkage; sophisticated
spatial layout and design) to construct a public identity and narrative of the local. When
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examining the Web 2.0 texts of LFOs and similar organizations, in order to identify and
understand how spatial identities, narratives, and dominant discourses are negotiated therein,
researchers should consider how these material dimensions are revealed and implicated through
the multimodal texts, visual design, and spatial organization and linkage of an organization’s
Web 2.0 presence. Moreover, researchers might consider how the discourse of a website’s prose
texts—specifically, observation of discursive conventions and implementation of mini-genres
such as mission and vision statements, participant profiles, and testimonials—implicitly reveals
economic disparities among LFOs and, as a result, renders organizations differentially positioned
in relation to social and cultural capital across real and virtual spaces of communication and
commerce. Taken together, analysis of these features can help researchers understand an
organization’s ability to participate socially, economically, and rhetorically in the broader
network of LFOs in Web 2.0 spaces.
Rhetorical Analysis
The visual, spatial, and discursive choices across the Arkansas LFN’s website construct a
rhetoric of the local as a commodity and catalyst for economic growth. However, when
considered in the broader context of the conventional digital discursive practices of local food
websites, this rhetorical construction of the local appears to be unreflective and even
unintentional; suggests that this local food organization bears no interest in participating in
broader local food movement networks, such as those created and sustained through Web 2.0
applications; but, at the same time, decontextualizes the organization’s message from the aspects
of its local place that may otherwise make a compelling case for supporting its mission by
buying local. Despite its inattention to the dynamics of web writing for LFOs, as evidenced
through the rhetoric of the Arkansas LFN’s website, this LFO still, albeit perhaps inadvertently,
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participates in disrupting the dominant discourse of the local and the global by the very nature of
its presence in and across Web 2.0 spaces.
The rhetorical texts of the Arkansas LFN’s website suggest that deep consideration of the
meaning of the local—both to the local food organization itself, its participants, and site
visitors—did not factor into the creation and design of this local food website. The easy elision
of “local” with other sustainability-related concepts suggests that the differences among these
terms do not affect how the organization relates to its local place, its mission, and the broader
local food movement. Whereas the Atlanta FWA’s rhetorical construction of the local seems to
locate the spatial concept’s meaning primarily in people and their actions, and the Idaho LFA
seems to locate the meaning of the local in nature and geographical place, the Arkansas LFN’s
understanding of the local frames it as a broader, vaguer, intrinsically mutable category. For
instance, the organization’s logo slogan, which states, “Eat local. Grow local,” prompts a
question: Grow what local? “Grow local” could be read from the assumption that “grow local” is
meant to be inclusive of the many ways that a community can “grow local” by way of a social
network. Local farmers and manufacturers produce locally-grown food; local restaurant owners
serve locally-produced food; people living in the local area purchase locally-grown food and eat
at restaurants that serve locally-grown food; all of these practices stimulate the local economy.
When this inclusive interpretation of “grow local” is read in light of the mission statement’s
designation of an audience of people who are local to Arkansas, the organization’s rendering of
the local can be understood as a product marketed to the people who already inhabit and
experience it. This reading reveals dynamics at play that the websites of the Idaho LFA and the
Atlanta FWA do not. Presumably, the very nature of living in, being “from,” and having ties to a
particular place would inculcate a desire to lend support in those who possess those ties. But
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local food organizations, as revealed by the Arkansas LFN, are tasked with the responsibility of
explaining why their products—food grown within a reasonable distance from those local
people’s homes—should appeal to local people over and against products sourced by the global
food system. This reveals the distance from meaningful understandings of the local among
everyday people, revealing the need for critical spatial perspectives in educational settings. The
need to do this also suggests that, for many underfunded local food organizations like the
Arkansas LFN, their real-world networks within their local community are simply not equipped
to sustain the local food movement in their region. Digital channels are then required in order to
build a network that can truly sustain the local food movement and local economy in the
Arkansas region. This is yet another example of a local food organization co-opting globalizing
digital tools in order to affect local, tangible change.
Moreover, the design choices on the Arkansas LFN’s website suggest that it is either
unaware of its situatedness in a broader discourse of local food movements, or that it bears no
interest in participating in this discourse through the way it constructs its website. In fact, the
Arkansas LFN subverts the conventions of the broader discourse of local food organization
websites by presenting the crux of its message using print text. This stands in contrast to other
local food websites, which rely on visual and multimodal representations of the local to
communicate the perception of the local as a commodity. Multimodal representation removes the
need to make explicit the fact that the local is a commodity, allowing these websites to instead
foreground some of the more appealing aspects of the local, such as its connection to nature, its
hosting of social connection and collaboration, and its healthfulness. Though smaller in scale
than the Idaho LFA and the Atlanta FWA’s websites, the Arkansas LFN’s website is, in some
ways, more revealing. The absence of more complex and layered rhetorical strategies on the
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Arkansas LFN’s website reveals the fundamental spatial dynamics that are at play when LFOs
co-opt Web 2.0 tools for localized goals. The Arkansas LFN’s focus on persuading website
visitors to buy local food to support the local economy may feel unrefined, but this is likely
because it foregoes the pretense that other well-funded and thus intricately designed LFO
websites put great effort into curating. While these websites foreground building community
partnerships, providing education on food and health, and creating sustainable futures, these
messages merely obscure the central goal of every local food website: selling local food and
products in order to grow and sustain a local economy.
Finally, in addition to giving no sense that it is aware of its inadvertent participation in
the broader discourse of local food movements, the Arkansas LFN’s website also fails to fully
contextualize its own iteration of the movement in a distinct local place. The organization
provides very little information, print or visual, about its identity, why it is committed to the
work of sustaining the local economy through locally-grown food, or who its stakeholders are.
These linguistic and multimodal design choices suggest that the Arkansas LFN’s work does not
involve critical consideration of the notions of the local and the global and their relationship to
each other. These choices also suggest that the organization does not perceive that a strong
spatial narrative and identity plays a role in people’s experiences and choices in Web 2.0 spaces.
Instead, the Arkansas LFN’s decontextualization of its place-based mission through the rhetoric
of its website reveals that the organization understands Web 2.0 media as providing resources,
such as immediate access to an online market, that neutralize the need for persuasion through
place-based rhetoric. This decontextualization suggests that socio-spatial literacy theory should
consider the ways that Web 2.0 media can be used to disrupt organizations’ material ties to realworld spaces and places and their attendant sociocultural identities and practices in order to
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construct alternative spatial narratives that shape the mission, goals, and identity of those
organizations across real world and Web 2.0 social networks.
The Arkansas LFN’s rhetoric on its website can also reinforce the fact that issues of
access—both geographical and political—to financial resources shape people’s relationships to
spatial ideas and realities, even in online spaces. At the same time, the Arkansas LFN’s website
reveals how Web 2.0 media can, in some instances, serve as an equalizing force, removing
certain inequities that may be associated with one’s geographical location and that location’s
economy. Web 2.0 media allow organizations like the Arkansas LFN, who lack substantial
funding, local political support, and large networks of local stakeholders, to access resources that
can enable them to advance their mission and goals in the same ways as other, more adequately
funded and supported organizations. In other ways, however, the Arkansas LFN’s website
reveals how, in Web 2.0 spaces, the phenomena associated with socio-spatial literacies, such as
new mobilities, de/reterritorialization, and social mediafication are accessed differentially
contingent upon an organization’s access to power and funding in the “real” world. Lack of
access, as exhibited by the Arkansas LFN’s website, can result in the creation of multimodal
texts that exhibit an anemic spatial imagination and little critical awareness of how these
dynamics actively shape the organization’s mission and achievement of its overarching goals.
For socio-spatial literacy theory, these choices reveal how real-world organizations can
simultaneously disrupt material ties to flows of power and reinforce the trace of the very real
material effects of those flows of power across an organization’s experiences in real-world and
Web 2.0 networks.
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Discourse Analysis
The digital discourse of the Arkansas LFN, by nature of its noticeable departures from
the conventions of digital discourse for local food websites, reveals certain things about the
complex spatial dynamics at play when people and organizations explore and remix their spatial
realities through the use of Web 2.0 media. As the Arkansas LFN website’s failure to observe
common conventions of multimodal discourse for LFOs and choice of discursive markers that
lack rootedness reveal, Web 2.0 media can allow organizations that are positioned with lesser
access to sources of power to rewrite dominant narratives about the spatial realities they perceive
and experience, including their understandings and experiences of the local and the global.
The Arkansas LFN’s inability to observe the conventions of multimodal discourse for
LFOs across its website reveals that the organization’s access to sources of power is limited,
unlike the Idaho LFA and Atlanta FWA. The Arkansas LFN’s website makes no suggestion that
it is sponsored by some global source of power, like the Atlanta FWA’s sponsorship by the
global conglomerate, Cox Enterprises, and the Idaho LFA’s collaboration with the Sun Valley
Institute. In fact, the Arkansas LFN mentions that it nearly had to close its doors in the 2019
fiscal year due to insolvency, a challenge that has certainly affected the organization’s ability to
emulate the multimodal rhetoric and quality of design that characterize many other LFO
websites. These challenges are apparent when one navigates through the Arkansas LFN’s
website and compares its spatial and visual layout to that of the Idaho LFA and Atlanta FWA
websites: the Arkansas LFN’s website is visually sparse, and makes clumsy use of negative
space, photos, fonts, linkage, and graphic design in comparison to the visually-rich websites of
the other two LFO websites analyzed here. In order to curate visually effective websites,
organizations often need substantial funding for employees or contractors who have expertise in
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these areas. Moreover, websites that support greater capabilities with the visual resources
afforded by Web 2.0 applications often require higher monthly subscription fees. In other words,
the ability to use visual resources persuasively in online spaces is largely contingent upon
economic security. Local food organizations that have financial security—like the Idaho LFA
and Atlanta FWA—have access to more resources that enable them to observe the conventions
for multimodal composing in Web 2.0 spaces that represent local food organizations and appeal
to audiences that are accustomed to interacting with well-curated, interactive websites. The
differences in the visual quality, usability, and multimodal layers across each website indicate
that where there is financial support from distant sponsors (Brandt, 1998), that support is not an
evenly distributed resource for each of the LFOs.
Though they acquire the financial support needed to sustain their work through different
channels, the LFOs are alike in their connectedness to and dependence upon global sources of
funding and of generating revenue. The Arkansas LFN’s aggressive promotion of its online
market and celebration of online sales as “a step in the right direction for farm viability”
emphasizes that globalizing forces are crucial to sustaining local places and economies for
organizations that do not have access to financial capital from global sponsors. The Arkansas
LFN’s approach to using Web 2.0 media to promote sales of local food to support its local
economy reveals that stereotypically inclusive socioeconomic movements such as the local food
movement are not equally accessible to local food organizations. These inequities suggest an
awareness that global resources can be co-opted so as to sustain and make visible the value of
local processes and products, but that disrupting the dominant discourse of the local and the
global is not as simple as repudiating global flows and forces that perpetuate them—that global
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flows allow LFOs to successfully rewrite existing complicated narratives about the local and the
global.
Although the Arkansas LFN’s website makes visible its online farmers market and
mission of growing the local economy, its discursive choices also obscure and subvert the
dominant discourse of the local and the global by simply declining to actively address it in any
way. For instance, the Arkansas LFN’s use of plural possessive pronouns in its mission statement
tie the organization to a circumscriptively place-based notion of the local, but then the
organization fails to cultivate any robust place-based rhetoric through printed text, photos, or
videos of important aspects of Arkansas. The plural possessive pronouns in the mission
statement are inclusive only to the Arkansas LFN itself and do not offer vague invitations to site
visitors to envision themselves as included participants in the organization’s mission or the
community it serves, like the Idaho LFA and Atlanta FWA’s mission statements do. Whereas
other LFOs seem to consider the implications of the use of the word “local” as a rhetorical tool
throughout their websites, the Arkansas LFN does not. By excluding site visitors from their
organizational mission and tethering their sense of the local to a place-based understanding, the
Arkansas LFN reiterates the dominant discursive strain that elides “local” with “being-in-place.”
At the same time, the organization’s website gives no sense of being-in-place, leaving site
visitors floating in a spatially-nebulous relationship to the organization and its website. Web 2.0
media function as representational spaces, comprising multimodal signs that are socially,
culturally, and historically produced, and embodying the social, cultural, and historical context in
which they are created (Lefevbre, 1991, p. 38; Whittingham, 2019, p. 60). Whereas the spatial
practices of the other two LFOs analyzed here reveal “encoded patterns that provide members of
the social space with an understanding of the predictable expectations of performance” through
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linguistic and visual references to the real spaces and places of the localities they represent, the
Arkansas LFN’s website texts deemphasize the bidirectional relationship between its online and
offline activity. While these discursive choices might be read as a failure to consider the
advantages of indexing their website’s multimodal texts in a range of real-world contexts, they
can also be read as an acknowledgement that Web 2.0 media enables organizations to choose the
extent to which they will cultivate a unique spatial narrative and participate in the existing spatial
dynamics that circulate across Web 2.0 media.
Despite these limitations, the existence of the Arkansas LFN’s online market—an
anomaly in the context of the other two local food websites studied here—reveals the positioning
of Web 2.0 tools as an equalizing force for local, real-world organizations to pursue access to
powerful sponsors and sources of funding that their local connections and network may not
provide. Local places that may often be rendered invisible in their real-world, geographicallylocal communities can navigate the channels available through Web 2.0 media to increase their
visibility, both to people in their geographically-local networks and to a broader, more nebulous
network of people who may have an interest in the local food movement. For socio-spatial
literacy theory, the Arkansas LFN’s discursive choices emphasize the importance of identifying
material traces from real-world spatial realities into and across Web 2.0 spaces and considering
how these flows of materiality construct the spatial dynamics that users navigate and experience
through Web 2.0 media.

Discussion
The analysis presented herein has traced the similarities and differences in the digital
discourse employed across three LFOs and the connections among their individual websites,
social media presence, and broader social networks that participate in conversations about the
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notions of the local and global through Web 2.0 media. These similarities and differences among
each LFO’s approach to leveraging the features of Web 2.0 media reveal the emergence of a
collection of alternative narratives of the local. In their own way, each LFO has attempted to
strategically use the features of Web 2.0 media in order to persuade site visitors to support the
local food movement through their specific rendering of a narrative of the local. The ways that
LFOs leverage these discursive features reveal both the organization’s conception of the local
and the extent to which it views itself as participating in a broader network of organizations that
grapple with their own conceptions of the local in relation to the dominant discourse of the local.
Based on the analysis presented here, researchers can look to the ways in which organizations
leverage the following specific features of Web 2.0 media to better understand the emergence of
these spatial narratives:
•

A mission and vision statement that invite site visitors to imagine themselves as
experiencing a specific vision of the local

•

Home page greetings that invite site visitors to participate in constructing the
organization’s narrative of the local

•

Associating local food and local growing with that which is ethically good
through both linguistic choices and visual rhetoric

•

Anthropomorphizing local food, local spaces, and nature so as to implicitly
associate them with ethicality

•

Testimonials from real participants in the local food movement so as to make site
visitors feel connected to the LFO’s community

•

Prominent featuring of photos and videos that draw visitors into the LFO’s
specific story of the local
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•

Linkage to social networking sites and blogs that promote delving deeper into the
broader network of the local food movement.

These aims and goals of LFOs are achieved specifically through the Web 2.0 features listed
above, which are designed to encourage site visitors to view themselves as participating in the
construction of the LFO’s continually unfolding story through acts such as open-ended
navigation, visual and sensory immersion in the real local through photos and videos, and
commenting, liking, tagging, and sharing posts and content from the LFO’s sites. As site visitors
navigate an LFO’s website and engage each new text, a new piece of that organization’s
narrative of the local is layered onto the visitor’s experience of both the LFO and its
understanding of the local. Through the process of affective navigation, sensory engagement, and
linkage across webpages and sites—key features of Web 2.0 media—a compelling narrative of
the local emerges.
At the same time, there are significant differences among the LFO websites presented
here, particularly between the Arkansas LFN’s website and those of the other two LFOs. Based
on the analysis of the Arkansas LFN’s socioeconomic situation in comparison to the Idaho LFA
and the Atlanta FWA, researchers may consider that the ways in which an organization uses Web
2.0 features can point to real-world inequities that are often reproduced in Web 2.0 spaces.
Richness of visual design, inclusion of high-quality multimodal texts such as photos and videos,
cohesive branding and identity through logos, color schemes, and other visual and spatial design
attributes can reveal power dynamics at play in an LFO’s understanding of spaces and spatial
experiences across real and virtual contexts. These dynamics emphasize how, for many
organizations, Web 2.0 media can be simultaneously inclusive and exclusionary, gatekeeping
access to participation, networking, and visibility. These are spatial dynamics at play, and they
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are spatial dynamics that affect how an organization presents and understands its own spatial
experiences and identity through its Web 2.0 presence.
In considering alternative narratives of the local, researchers can also view the web
presence of individual LFOs as representative of “the simultaneity of stories-so-far.” Through
their leveraging of Web 2.0 media to present their unique perspectives on the notion and
experience of the local, these sites and the individual texts that comprise them reveal the many
meanings of the local that circulate through Web 2.0 networks to press back against totalizing
narratives of this spatial concept. Through features that are unique to Web 2.0 media, such as
tagging, hashtagging, and sharing, these narratives of the local meet and intersect to form a
network of alternative narratives. Through these mechanisms, the many notions of the local are
made visible to global audiences as well. The plurality and multiplicity of this network of
narratives subverts the dominant discourse of the local that reduces it to a single, static
definition. Through analysis of the Idaho LFA, the Atlanta FWA, and the Arkansas LFN’s
website texts, the notion of the local is revealed to be simultaneously invitational, combative,
harmonious, performative, agentive, inclusive, exclusionary, and emerging, often undermining
and sometimes recapitulating the dominant discourse of the local. Through the mechanisms of
Web 2.0 media highlighted here, these multiple rhetorics of the local emerge simultaneously and
are layered atop each other, revealing the complexity of people’s experiences and understandings
of these spatial relationships. This, in and of itself, subverts the dominant discourse of the local,
which relies on an unchanging, reductive, and one-dimensional narrative of the local to shape
and constrain social practices and relationships.
These spatial narratives do not emerge in a vacuum. They are connected to the circulating
discourses of the local and the global that are both dominant—endorsed by scholars,
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policymakers, mass media, history, and tradition—and subversive—asserted by grassroots
organizations, local business owners, and individual activists, consumers, and social media users.
These connections are revealed in many ways, both online and in real-world situations, but are
made most visible through the mechanisms of Web 2.0 media that have been analyzed here.
Through analysis of implementation of these features of Web 2.0 media, researchers can
discover how LFOs rewrite dominant discourses and totalizing narratives of spatial ideas through
their individual and shared experiences.
In terms of socio-spatial literacy theory, the shared conventions for discursive texts as
demonstrated by the three LFO websites yet differing interpretations and applications of the
notion of local as highlighted above are indicative of three emergent themes: the concept and
experience of “local” (when understood as signifying a geographically-local place) still holds
currency in evolving ways that signify a new wave of sociocultural, political, and economic
relevance in today’s globalized, digitized social reality; individuals and organizations craft their
definitions of the local in relation to global or distant forces, concerns, and spatial dynamics; and
a concept of “local forces” intervenes into global spaces in such a way as to exhibit similar
attributes to those traditionally lent to the notion of “global forces,” including new mobilities,
deterritorialization, and social mediafication. These themes are not only evident in the discursive
texts presented on each website, but also in the ways in which each LFO elaborates its
understanding of “local” as it disperses its texts across the space of the website. For literacy
researchers, these themes hold resonance in that they suggest that the socio-spatial geographies
that host distributed, patterned literacy practices include digital geographies across Web 2.0
media (Ash, Kitchin, & Leszczynski, 2018; Vasudevan, 2010). As evidenced by this analysis of
the digital discourse of LFOs across Web 2.0 spaces, it is important to read these virtual spaces
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in light of not only their unique social conditions, but also in terms of their relationship to and
positionality within “real-world” social geographies. In examining these social geographies, it is
important to study how people and organizations use Web 2.0 media to engage with the
dominant discourses about the spaces and places that host literacy practices and are shaped by
those literacy practices and the underattended to materialities of literacy, space, and digital
media. As is made evident in the analyses of the rhetoric and discourse of the three local food
websites, examining these connections reveals power dynamics at play in people’s uses of
literacy across real-world and Web 2.0 media, as well as potential areas for expansion of sociospatial literacy theory. These connections can be uncovered through close analysis of an
organization’s use of the features of Web 2.0 media, specifically multimodal design, audiovisual
texts, blogs, shared mini-genres such as mission and vision statements, participant profiles, and
testimonials.
In terms of the existing principles of socio-spatial literacy theory and the areas of sociospatial literacy research that are informed by them, the concept of “local” as it is cultivated
across the three LFO websites is framed as intervening into global space (in the sense of a
discursive space and in the sense of a sociocultural, economic space) in such a way as to exhibit
similar attributes to those traditionally lent to the notion of “global forces,” including new
mobilities, deterritorialization, and social mediafication. Researchers might consider examining
the Web 2.0 profiles of LFOs and similar organizations in terms of how their discursive features
function individually and collectively so as to exhibit or exemplify these attributes. For instance,
in a post entitled, “Why Local?” the Arkansas LFN Blog gives a sense of what new mobilities
look like when generated by local processes in a local place:
Did you know that when you buy locally grown produce, you’re making a choice to do
something that’s better for you and your family, but that also benefits your community
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and the environment? Well it’s true. Not only do you prevent the negative consequences
that come from shipping, trucking and flying produce long distances, but you also boost
the health and economic and cultural vitality of your community in ways you might not
have thought about. (Blog, Arkansas Local Food Network)
Similarly, the language used in the “Well for All” video displayed on the Atlanta FWA website
and analyzed previously conveys the organization’s perception of the local as pushing back
against global forces by exhibiting similar agency in both real and virtual space. The words of
the video’s voiceover, when considered in relation to the video clips of inner-city spaces of
Atlanta, the Atlanta skyline, and urban farms that are located on previously condemned
properties in impoverished parts of the city, communicate an understanding of “local” as a
mobilizing force, facilitating what might be called micro-mobilities: new ways of moving within
local spaces. The mobilities associated with “local” in the video’s voiceover—onward,
groundbreakers, movement makers, afterthoughts, forgotten—reframe the notion of mobilities as
a movement deeper into the materialities of already-known spaces, equipped with knowledge
and resources pirated from global sources and spaces. Moreover, both the statement from the
Arkansas LFN’s “Why Local?” blog post (excerpted above) and the message conveyed by the
Atlanta FWA’s “Well for All” video indicate that the practice of supporting local in the context
of buying locally-grown food is an act of reterritorialization (Appadurai, 1990; Deleuze &
Guattari, 1980). In this sense, local bodies—those people who support the local food
movement—engage in the ongoing work of recoding flows of capital into the local economy
and, thus, the sustainment of the local—afterthoughts, forgotten—places of Little Rock and
Atlanta. By sharing this narrative that invites site visitors to participate in acts of
reterritorialization in those local places, the LFOs use Web 2.0 tools as lines of flight that
function to reinvigorate flows of desire back into that which is understood to be “local.” By coopting global tools for this express purpose, local food organizations make a case for the notion
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of local as a spatial, cultural, and economic concept that intervenes back into global space so as
to assert its own economic interests and re-situate local culture and identity in terms of the
interests and needs as defined by the networks of people, materials, and spaces that comprise
local place. Researchers can look at Web 2.0 texts such as blog posts and promotional videos in
terms of their specific linguistic features, visual imagery, and spatial organization in order to map
out the complex web of rhetorical and discursive connections that cohere to construct the sociospatial narratives that display new mobilities and acts of reterritorialization. In other words, the
specific, individual features of Web 2.0 media and their implementation are important to
understanding and explaining these organizations’ interactions with dominant discourses of
space. Researchers must attend to them through close, fine-tuned analysis in order to construct a
complete picture of the ways in which these dominant discourses circulate and are undermined in
and across networked digital media.
The LFOs analyzed here also participate in the global process of social mediafication of
culture, communication, and commerce to circulate the organizations’ understanding of and
vision for the local. The socio-spatial networks portrayed through photos and videos on the LFO
websites are place-bound—they are tethered to the geographical places that the LFOs serve. The
LFOs expand these networks beyond the actual boundaries of their geographically local
communities and regions by curating a robust social media presence on Twitter, Facebook,
Pinterest, Linkedin, and, most notably, Instagram. Each organization’s choice to curate a
presence on multiple social media platforms and feature links to these pages on their websites
demonstrates awareness of the changing ways in which economic needs are met in local places,
and the indispensability of globalized digital tools to meeting these needs.
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Similar to the social media profiles of the LFOs, the blogs embedded in each
organization’s website seem to play a role in making visible the existence of these LFOs and the
local places they represent in a broader context of the discourse of local place and local food
movements. Miller and Shepherd (2004) state: “Validation increasingly comes through
mediation, that is, from the access and attention and intensification that media provide” (p. 6).
This claim is reminiscent of Baudrillard’s (1981) assertion that the relations between the real and
the simulated have reversed so that, rather than representing the real, the simulation has come to
constitute the real. It might be similarly claimed that the global has come to constitute the local
and its culture, communication, and commerce. In the context of local food organizations,
becoming and remaining visible to real people, residing locally and distantly, requires that the
LFOs generate new blog and social media content, share it, and circulate it. But at the same time
that globalized tools constitute the existence of local places and LFOs, in the process of being
constituted through globalized tools, these local organizations undermine de-localization by
redirecting readers back to their local communities. For instance, an April 2017 post on the
Arkansas LFN’s blog explains how to start a small backyard garden for beginners. The post’s
concluding list of tips for starting a spring garden states:
It can be tempting to click a couple of Pinterest links and think you have it all figured out,
but online articles are usually very generalized and don’t take into account the specifics
of a region (and our weather is no picnic to navigate). Whether it’s talking to a friend
who’s a seasoned gardener or chatting with an employee at a local co-op, make sure you
get a few tips from local growers!
The directives to the reader in the post above exemplify the impulse of blogs to promote and
facilitate opportunities for the “interaction between body, experience, knowledge, and memory”
(Fleitz, 2009). Each of the LFOs foster these interactions by using their blogs to spread
information and knowledge, encourage skill-building and habit-forming through how-tos and
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tutorials, promote events, and facilitate connectivity and collaboration among different
stakeholders and community partners. These interactions are a spatial practice: they exemplify
how the social mediafication of discursive practices has a hand in the spatial orders of
communication (Mills, 2016). However, this social mediafication does not move
deterministically. Through the content they post to their blogs, the LFOs make decisions about
how the social mediafication of their discursive practices acts to reconfigure the spatial
organization of their social relationships, ideas, texts, images, and capital across spatial scales. In
this context, the notion of social mediafication of discursive practices is unique. The notion has
been associated with influencing the clustering of literacy practices based on the shared interests
of users over and against the clustering of literacy practices based on geographical proximity. In
the case of LFOs, the globalization of discursive practices through social mediafication enables
the LFOs to resist and undermine the globalization of food sourcing and production in the
interest of sustaining their local economy.
Researchers may consider analyzing the ways in which LFOs and similar organizations
implement social media linkage and networking through their websites. For instance, like in the
analysis presented here, researchers might consider where social media links are positioned
spatially on an organization’s website, how those links are presented visually (e.g., as logos,
prose text, etc.), and whether and to what extent social media linkage is promoted through other
means on an organization’s website. The prominence of internal blogs, promotion of blog
content, and emphasis on Web 2.0 features within internal blogs (commenting, sharing, liking,
linking to social media) can also reveal how invested an organization is in participating in the
more global network of LFOs and the local food movement that transcends both geographical
boundaries and the boundaries between types of Web 2.0 media. Considering these factors can
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reveal the extent to which an organization is invested in building a network beyond its
geographically-local community, the purpose and function of building such a network, and the
extent to which an organization participates in social movements and discourses of space and
place that extend across social networking sites, types of Web 2.0 media, and geographical
space. These practices can reveal more about an organization’s understanding and experiences of
space and place. Analyzing these practices can also more deeply contextualize the spatial
narratives that an organization constructs and presents on its individual website in broader
networks of spatial discourse and in relation to the dominant discourses of space that shape
people’s social realities.
The three emergent themes analyzed above (which have been summed up as 1) the
concept and experience of local continues to hold currency in today’s global, digitized culture; 2)
individuals and organizations craft their definitions of local in relation to global or distant forces,
concerns, and spatial dynamics; and 3) a concept of local forces intervenes into global spaces in
such a way as to exhibit similar attributes to those traditionally lent to the notion of global forces,
including new mobilities, deterritorialization, and social mediafication) point toward ways that
the discursive texts of local food organizations disrupt the dominant discourse of the local that
typecasts it as a passive, receding, ideologically conservative haven by which to escape from the
global. Specifically, the LFOs disrupt the dominant discourse of the local by making plain its
states of being and agency that are commonly deemphasized in scholarship and public discourse.
The LFO websites make recurring use of the terms network, develop, connect/ing, collaborating,
communities, growing, and sharing. In the context of LFO websites, these terms are spatialized,
and they are used specifically to show how these organizations navigate and operate within and
across the spaces that they have attached their organizational identities to. In addition to
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attributing the aforementioned characteristics to the notion of the local, the LFOs transgress a
spatial divide that often appears in place-based or spatialized research that deals with the notion
of local place: rural and urban. The LFOs demonstrate a common interest in an effort to achieve
similar social and economic goals in both rural and urban places. Certain initiatives supported
and maintained by these organizations have traditionally been associated with rural places or
urban places, such as growing and sharing local food (rural) or mobilizing capital by connecting
different types of organizations to funding and other important resources (urban). Through the
local food movement, rural/urban divides diminish; it appears that those who advocate this food
systems and economic model for the places they call home are, however inadvertently,
advocating for rural and urban places to gain access to the same resources. Moreover, whereas
urban areas in the U.S. are often associated with globalization and cosmopolitanism, local food
initiatives urge even those massive and sprawling areas toward more intimate knowledge of their
inner spaces, the possibilities for their land, and alternative options for sustainment of their
economies.
Across each of the websites, the notion of a local food movement alludes to a new
spatialized way of thinking about the notion of the local itself: rather than consider the local food
movement as being a movement against that which is already global, it might be considered to
be a movement into a new relationship between local and global cultures, economies, and
systems. Whereas globalization is a forceful, dominating process fueled by those powerful
institutions that dominate society, global is something else: a mindset, a state of being, a way of
interpreting the world of social, economic, and cultural relationships in space. In this sense, to be
local is, paradoxically, to be global, and vice versa, and to be either is to examine the forces of
both globalization and localization, take what is needed to create healthier, more connected,
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sustainable communities, and leave the rest. The local food movement, which often encourages
its audiences to “think globally, act locally,” exhibits this mindset toward the spatial realities of
our world through the discursive texts it shares with its audiences from all places and spaces.
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Chapter Three: Implications for Literacy Education
Reiterating the Significance of Space in Pedagogies of Place
The introduction to this dissertation presented the example of the state of New York’s
decision to regulate food products that are labelled “local” as evidence of the contested nature of
spatial terminology in a world that is constantly contesting the viability of the various kinds of
spaces that are defined by that terminology. This regulation of the definition of “local,” because
of its haphazard usage as a descriptor for physical products sourced in relation to certain
geographical locations, makes plain the instability of the spaces in which we live and act. More
so, however, the debates surrounding and subsequent regulation of the term “local” highlight a
culturally deficient relationship to space and language, wherein people rarely engage with spatial
realities and possibilities beyond taking them for granted. This example attests to the need for
people, from consumers to politicians to literacy researchers, to negotiate their understanding of
the affordances of space, in order to identify and further consider the possibilities for their
actions toward space through language. Understanding the social, cultural, political, and
economic implications of the spaces people create and that influence them can equip all people
to participate critically, ethically, and actively in the construction of the social expectations and
political sanctioning of those spaces (Soja & Hooper, 1993). Thinking and communicating
critically about space is a political act—one that matters for the safety and autonomy of people’s
bodies, voices, homes, livelihood, expression of beliefs, and community lives.
The claim that all people must possess the ability to think and communicate critically
about space is not a new one (Foucault, 1977; hooks, 1994; Lefebvre, 1991), but this notion can
be employed to integrate a new critical spatial perspective into existing place-based pedagogies
for literacy education. The generations of “digital natives” for whom digital communication and
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Web 2.0 has been naturalized need to be spatially literate in order to navigate, critique, and
understand the spaces that they construct and deconstruct through their discursive activity
(Prensky, 2001). More specifically, the demands of the new digital landscape require users to be
spatially literate so as to engage critically in digital discourse and become cognizant of the
implications of the relationships between digital discourse and the construction of spaces in both
the “real” and digital world. An understanding of the material and political nature of spatial
categories, including the notions of local and global realities, which are often employed
rhetorically in order to persuade people to act in specific ways, are a crucial part of this critical
spatial literacy.
The analysis of the digital discursive texts of local food organizations in the previous
chapter demonstrates the ways in which people are invested in reconstituting definitions of
spatial categories and scales that are wrapped up in shaping their sociocultural, economic, and
material realities. These acts of reconstitution through Web 2.0 applications indicate that the
practice of identifying, explaining, analyzing, and critiquing the points of connection between
people, discursive activity, and space can be implemented through classroom activities for the
purpose of equipping students with critical spatial literacies for their futures. Given the
reconstitution demonstrated through analysis of digital discourse on Web 2.0 platforms, this
chapter proposes that literacy educators teach students to deconstruct and reconstitute dominant
narratives about spatial concepts, containers, and scales for four main reasons:
1. Students can navigate space conscious of its active role in enabling and constraining their
social activities, and conscious of the constraints that their social activities may place on
the qualities of space.
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2. Students can understand the politics of space and comprehend these politics as having a
hand in the distribution of literacy practices.
3. Students can make decisions about how to respond to situations in which the conditions
of certain spaces are used to control or co-opt cultures, economies, resources,
language(s), and space itself.
4. Students can make decisions about how to interact with certain types of space to affect
change in the world.
5. Students can problematize spatial terms, concepts, and narratives which tend to elicit
certain ways of thinking and/or dominate public consciousness about the people and ideas
those terms/concepts are applied to (e.g., local, global, private property, territory, region,
nation, public space).
The discursive texts of LFOs provide a meaningful example of one of the many ways in which
people can interact with space and spatial concepts so as to change actual social and economic
conditions in the world. A critical spatial perspective for place-based literacy pedagogy can help
students mobilize and be mobilized by space in similar ways. For students to study and
investigate the relationship between local and global phenomena in constructing the spaces in
which they live, learn, work, and vote is for them to assume a particular way of viewing the
world for their futures. Through such an understanding of how space is constructed and
performed, students can travel down new avenues for understanding and interrogating networks
of power that circulate through and around the spaces and spatial scales of their world and the
spaces of their schools.
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Current Trends in Place-Based Pedagogies and Literacy Education
The notion of place has been important to literacy pedagogy for several decades. Placebased, place-conscious, community inquiry, and critical place have been used in educational and
literacy research to describe approaches to literacy learning in school that foster a connection
between students’ experiences with school-based literacy and experiences with literacy in their
out-of-school lives (Mills & Comber, 2013). These approaches are predicated on the assumption
that students’ experiences of place in their lives can be mobilized for rich literacy learning in the
classroom, can help alleviate some of the pressures and challenges of school-based literacy
learning, and can impress upon students the value of the knowledge and abilities they acquire
and practice in non-school contexts. While there is variation in the terminology used to describe
the pedagogical approaches that incorporate and foreground concerns with the role of place in
students’ literacy learning and education, place-conscious pedagogy has often been treated as an
“umbrella term” for the various pedagogies concerned with the role of place. In keeping with this
convention, the term place-conscious pedagogies will be used as an umbrella term for these
approaches for the duration of this chapter.
Place-conscious pedagogies are designed to ask students to analyze, critique, participate
in, study, write about, and remix the meaning they discover in their out-of-school participations
in their local communities and in global communities. While adapted to accommodate specific
learning goals and outcomes according to local educational concerns and policies, Mills and
Comber (2013) describe this pedagogical approach as generally having the following concerns:
1. Place-conscious literacy pedagogies are inherently critical: they “concern[s] the critical
dimension of consciousness in literacy classrooms that position children as active agents
who transform social, material, and ecological places” (p. 415).
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2. Place-conscious literacy pedagogies are concerned with the effects of existing spatial
categories—e.g., rural, urban—and the experience-based attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors
they engender on literacy education and students’ literacy practices.
3. Place-conscious literacy pedagogies are historical: they urge students to develop content
knowledge of places, geographies, regions, communities, and the environment, and the
relationship between these spatial categories and their cultures.
4. Place-conscious literacy pedagogies promote multiliteracies and multimodality: they
enable students to communicate their findings using and exploring the affordances of
digital technologies for global audiences and represent their findings using multiple
semiotic resources.
5. Place-conscious literacy pedagogies bring about change in the material world: they
promote local spatial transformation through contestation of deficit discourses about
places by “equip[ping] students with repertoires of powerful and social and semiotic
practices, such as spatial design, negotiation, and consultation with experts, to achieve
material change of their local place” (Mills & Comber, 2013, p. 416).
While existing place-conscious pedagogies are anchored in ambitious goals for students’
learning in and about space and place, in general, students’ in-depth engagement with
opportunities to remake and redesign spaces have been rare in school classrooms. Common
teaching practices for engaging students with space and place have been heavily focused on the
notions of students’ “place in the world,” the communities they live in, the concept of “where
they are from,” the notion of home, and issues within students’ local communities (Mills &
Comber, 2013). These considerations of place are important, as they introduce students to the
many ways that literacy is wrapped up in consciousness and experience of place. However, such
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place-conscious learning activities tend to promote descriptive analysis of place over prescriptive
analysis (Comber, 2015).
Nevertheless, literacy researchers are aware of and promote those rarer efforts by
educators to incorporate classroom activities that engage students in critical consideration of
space and spatial analysis in the classroom. In a classroom study conducted by Leander (2002),
for instance, two teachers implemented a “Derogatory Terms Activity” that had students engage
in discussions of race, language, and cultural identity. In this activity, students identified and
recorded examples of derogatory terms used to describe certain groups of people and wrote them
on a banner that was then hung from one of the classroom walls. The teacher then read the terms
aloud and facilitated a discussion among the students about destabilizing identities and social
spaces, marginalization, and the “undercurrent” of these stereotypes in setting the tone for
classroom culture. Similarly, in a study conducted by Sheehy (1999), a seventh-grade classroom
project engaged students in understanding and critiquing a planned closure of their school
building. The project asked students to use language to reveal the socio-political nature of the
school closure; students responded to surveys about the closure, prepared and presented public
speeches, participated in classroom dialogue, and met with the school board. Somerville’s (2007)
work traced how Western narratives and storytelling of place can sometimes deny people’s
connection to earthly phenomena and instead position those phenomena as sites to be exploited
for economic gain; this work emphasized the reality that the earth shapes language and the land
is transformed through our representations, pointing toward awareness of a mutually constitutive
relationship between language-in-use and the formation of space (Mills & Comber, 2013, p. 416;
cf. Schiffrin, 1994). In the context of urban locales, place-conscious pedagogies have been
mobilized to engage teachers and students in contesting deficit discourses about their school
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communities and engaging in literacy practices to transform local spaces. The project Urban
Renewal from the Inside Out in an impoverished suburb of Adelaide, South Australia facilitated
such place-conscious activity by connecting teachers, researchers, and students in an effort to
redesign an area of the school grounds (Comber & Nixon, 2008).
What these classroom projects and activities have in common is a distinct effort to not
only spatialize students’ literacy practices, but to cultivate student awareness of the spatiality of
their literacy practices. These projects ask students to assume a critical consciousness toward the
relationship between the creation and manipulation of space and the power of language by
positioning them as “active agents who transform social, material, and ecological places” (Freire,
1970; Mills & Comber, 2013, p. 417). Such activities, however, could benefit from facilitating a
more direct engagement with how spaces are shaped and formed by literacy, and how existing
spaces enable or constrain literacy in certain ways, at certain times, for certain people. Making
visible this fundamental dynamic between space and literacy can have implications for students’
present and future skills, abilities, and commitment to social, political, and environmental action
on a simultaneously local and global scale. Moreover, such an approach can reveal the fluidity
between local and global flows in students’ lives, giving them awareness of what forces shape
their public and private experiences, where these forces come from, and why. Knowing the
touchpoints between local and global forces can help students know where to turn or where to
begin when they want to effect change in their personal or community lives.
Place-conscious pedagogies give literacy educators a conceptual framework within which
to connect literacy education to real-world concerns and issues in ways that resonate with
students. As exemplified through the projects and activities described above, place-conscious
pedagogies can be used to attune students to the relevance of the relationships between space,
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place, and their life experiences of culture, identity, and politics. However, classroom projects
and activities exhibiting a scope and focus similar to the ones described above are still rare in
formal educational contexts. While the rarity of such activities can be partially attributed to
restrictive state standards and other challenging conditions of the U.S. education system,
scholarly conversations about classroom practice must work harder to make projects and
activities like the ones described above more accessible to practitioners. In order to do this,
researchers must make clearer connections between some of the more abstract, complicated
theoretical notions that inform socio-spatial literacies and concrete ways of shaping school-based
conceptions of literacy and learning spaces. The socio-spatial concepts that have given rise to
innovative, critical spatialized classroom practices are quite complex. Literacy research must
identify specific ways that teachers can “harness the relevant mobilities in students’ lives,”
“deterritorialize literacy practices within the curriculum,” and “take up and modify literacy
practices that are found in rhizomatic networks of social media practices” in their classrooms
(Mills, 2016, pp. 111-12). In other words, what is especially needed for schools and teachers are
pedagogical tools that enable them to not only give credence to literacy practices that are
considered as being made more visible through the principles of socio-spatial literacy theory, but
to also provide examples of real, implementable classroom activities that are inculcated by this
theoretical orientation toward space, students’ literacy practices, and learning.
With this claim in mind, the remainder of this chapter proposes a heuristic for criticalspatialized literacy research that teachers may use to engage students in considerations of space
in their classrooms. The purpose of this heuristic is to enable individual literacy educators to
craft classroom activities and teaching philosophies that incorporate considerations of space,
place, culture, identity, and power in order to prepare their students for spatially-contested social
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futures. Crucial to this heuristic is a progressive understanding of spatial scales (e.g., national,
regional) and spatial containers (e.g., rural, urban, home, classroom), including the notions of the
local and the global. Existing place-conscious pedagogies emphasize the notion of the local as
the nexus for learning about the social, political, environmental/ecological, and economic
dimensions of the creation and use of places and spaces in students’ communities and regions as
a means by which to acquaint youth with the “skills and dispositions needed to regenerate and
sustain communities” or, in other words, effect change on a local scale (Gruenewald & Smith,
2008, p. xvi). According to these place-conscious pedagogies, nurturing young learners’
understanding of “the world through their communicative and representational interactions with
the immediate environment” takes necessary priority “over and against abstract global
phenomena” (Mills & Comber, 2013, p. 417). This spatial perspective might be modified to
prioritize giving students opportunities to trace and interrogate the “abstract global phenomena”
that shape their immediate environment through online interactions as if they are appendages of
the local, immediate environment.
Mills and Comber (2013) claim, “Literacy research that ignores place may become
abstract, disembodied, and decontextualized from local and global geographies, with their
affordances and constraints for meaningful social action” (p. 415). Important to place-conscious
pedagogies is an understanding of the Internet as a local and global geography that exhibits
affordances and constraints for meaningful social action, taken up in response to “abstract global
phenomena” in students’ local, immediate environments. By attuning students to the spatiality of
literacy in both physical and networked, digital environments, place-conscious education can
expand to continue nurturing students’ critical consciousness and drive to achieve material
change in the world.
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Incorporating a Critical Spatial Perspective for Place-Conscious Pedagogy
Literacy researchers can invoke a critical model of spatial literacy to help students
understand and interrogate the role of space in their everyday lives and, often, the role that space
is compelled to play in their everyday lives by other intersecting sociocultural forces. A critical
spatial perspective must enable students to make connections between discursive activity in the
global contexts of networked, digital spaces and in the local contexts of students’ immediate,
physical environments, and equip students to interrogate the ways in which the connections
among discursive activities in different spaces shape spatial relationships and dynamics in
people’s lives. Imperative to this perspective is an analytical positioning that orients students to
conceiving of the realm of global, digital discursive activity as acting upon and reacting to the
realm of local, face-to-face discursive activity, and vice versa. Being equipped with the tools to
uncover the hidden spatial dynamics and relationships that give rise to the social, material,
cultural, and political realities of their lives will help students identify the power dynamics that
shape their experiences. To have the ability to identify the power dynamics that shape their
experiences will help students enact change in their world by responding to issues of space. To
have the ability to do this in both networked digital spaces and local, “real world” spaces is
crucial to students’ “social futures” (Cazden et al., 1996).
Claiming that spatial literacy is a fundamental form of literacy (if literacy is presumed to
mean “ability” or “comprehensive knowledge”) and that we must build spatially literate
societies, scholars attuned to the aforementioned (Chapter One) “spatial turn” in geographical
and information sciences advocate for a critical, spatial literacy education (Bednarz & Kemp,
2011). Bednarz (2008) argues, “Being able to think in, with, and through space, that is, to be
spatially proficient, is increasingly valuable and generative” (p. 18). The criteria for a spatially
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literate individual, as suggested by scholars of the spatial turn, lean into educating people for
mastery of subject-specific knowledge of geography, skills in using Geospatial Information
Systems (GIS), cartographic methods, field research methods, and spatial statistics (p. 19). While
these skills and concepts fall well outside of what a literacy educator in U.S. schools can address
within the parameters of the education system and common core standards, there are
foundational spatial perspectives that traditional, school-based literacy education may address
within the confines of the required curriculum and learning standards. The foremost perspective
that aligns well with literacy education standards in U.S. schools is “spatial thinking,” described
by geographical scientists as “the disposition and ability to ‘identify, explain, and find meaning
in spatial patterns and relationships such as site conditions, how places are similar and different,
the influence of a land feature on its neighbors, the nature of transitions between places, how
places are linked at local, regional, and/or global scales’” (Goodchild, 2010). This spatial
thinking is crucial as technological innovations enable tighter links between location, social
media, publicly-provided geographic information, and citizenship on a local and global scale
(Bednarz, 2011). Importantly, scholars in these disciplines have found that spatial literacy plays a
gate-keeping role in academic success, career-launching, and professional achievement in STEM
(p. 19). In order for students to pursue futures in these areas as critical, engaged citizens, spatial
literacy must also have a foothold in the concerns of critical and sociocultural literacy
pedagogies that engage students with the notion that their literacy practices—and all literacy
practices—are ideological and require interpretation in relation to bigger social contexts and
relations of power (Street, 1984).
With these assumptions underpinning notions of what students need to learn in order to
develop a spatial literacy, a critical spatial perspective for place-conscious literacy pedagogy is
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rooted in the following principles, drawn from insights in the aforementioned theories of space
and place, critical literacies, rhetorical theory, and discourse studies:
1. All communication and all literacy practices occur in some kind of space (Mills &
Comber, 2015; Scollon & Scollon, 2003).
2. All spaces are instantiated through mutable networks of cultural values and expectations,
political and ideological forces, social norms, and material and virtual resources (Avila &
Moore, 2012; Lefebvre, 1991; Luke, 1998; Soja, 2010; Street, 1999).
3. All spaces are constantly caught up in the process of being constructed, deconstructed,
and reconfigured through the above networks; moments of construction, deconstruction,
and reconfiguration of space are made visible through communicative acts and literacy
events and practices (Cazden et al., 1996; Lefebvre, 1991; Massey, 1993, 2003; van
Leeuwen, 2008).
4. All spaces enable, support, undermine, contest, obscure, or prohibit communicative acts
and literacy events and practices (Lefebvre, 1991; Mills, 2016).
5. All spaces and the communicative acts they host are mutually constitutive, or all
communicative acts and the spaces they create are mutually constitutive (Gulson &
Symes, 2007; Leander & Sheehy, 2004; Mills & Comber, 2015).
6. Because spaces and communicative acts are in a reciprocal relationship and can only be
fully understood when read through the lens of the other, students can explain the social
spaces they inhabit by studying the communicative acts that occur in and around them.
Conversely, students can explain the communicative acts that they observe and
participate in by studying the spaces that host them (Comber, 2015; Engstrom, 2005;
Gutierrez, 2008).
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These six principles form the foundation for a critical spatial perspective for place-conscious
pedagogy and are meant to supplement, not replace, both traditional literacy pedagogy and placeconscious approaches. There are several trends in students’ experiences that provide a
justification for the formulation of these principles as the foundation for a critical spatial
perspective for place-conscious literacy pedagogy. First, students’ experiences of space in the
world are highly regulated by social rules and expectations, cultural norms, and political policies
(e.g., Gutierrez, Lymes, & Larson, 1995; Leander, 2002; Sheehy, 1995). Students experience the
“struggle over geography” (Said, 1993, p. 7) through the spatial configuration of their
classrooms, the geographical location of their school within their town or city, and even through
the process of literacy instruction in schools.
Equating the school classroom with Foucault’s notion of a disciplinary space, Dixon
(2011) argues that the Foucauldian notion of space and time “opens space for analyzing how
particular enactments of literacy become embodied in particular spaces, but not in others, and
why this might happen” (p. 168). Students experience particular enactments of literacy as they
become embodied in some spaces and not in others; accordingly, students should be engaged
with the “why” of these happenings. Moreover and finally, students’ mobilities are wrapped up
in using communicative acts and literacy practices to transgress spatial boundaries and claim
agency over these mobilities. Students’ new mobilities that Leander and colleagues (2011)
conceive of as occurring in certain social domains (physical, virtual, educational) are not so
discretely bound. Due to the nature of space as essentially porous and mutable, mobilities bleed
across material and discursive boundaries. Students’ mobilities are not circumscribed by
conceptions of spatial scale or social containers. Thus, students need to understand the conditions
that give rise to their experiences of space and mobility in order to envision the range of
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communicative acts that can enact change in their worlds and in the world. A holistic perspective
of space for students today must include a functional, critical lens through which to perceive and
engage the spatial relationships, real and imagined, that act upon them and that they act upon in
their daily lives.
Recent literacy research has engaged in critical inquiry toward and analysis of the spaces
and places that students occupy (Mills, 2016). The proposed critical spatial approach rests on the
idea that students should be engaging in the very same forms of analysis and inquiry if they are
to understand the spatial realities that make up the world that they hope to change. As such, a
critical spatial perspective mobilizes the six principles above by inviting students to engage with
existing and possible spaces in their lives using four phases of practice that are built upon these
principles of space-language relationships. Students must understand space and language in
terms of these six principles in order to enact spatial change in their world. These six principles
are mobilized through four phases of pedagogical practice in relation to the spaces of students’
lives: 1) visit and explore, 2) plot and map, 3) analyze and critique, and 4) enter construction.
Ultimately, this critical spatial perspective looks back to the “what” of literacy pedagogy
proposed by the New London Group (1996) in their pedagogy of multiliteracies: “The key
concept is that of Design, in which we are both inheritors of patterns and conventions of meaning
and at the same time active designers of meaning. And, as designers of meaning, we are
designers of social futures—workplace futures, public futures, and community futures” (p. 65).
In consideration and admiration of the New London Group’s theory of Design, this cyclical,
four-phase heuristic guides students toward opportunities to study the real-world relationships
between language and space, explain various facets of this relationship, and make concrete
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proposals for changes to a literacy-space relationship they observe, or Design the space for
literacy practice that they determine to be missing from the world (see Table 1).
Each pedagogical phase incorporates several Essential Activities, which engage students
in grappling with one or more of the six principles of space and language and applying them to a
real space of their choosing. Each Essential Activity is informed by several Guiding Questions
that not only help to explain the goals of each Essential Activity, but also direct students toward
consideration of specific aspects of their chosen space and its possibilities.
Table 1: Critical Spatial Perspective for Literacy Education: A Heuristic
Pedagogical Phase: Visit and Explore
Essential Activities:
Choose a space (physical, digital, or hybrid) or
choose a communicative act, event, or literacy event or practice.
Essential Questions:
If starting with a space(s):
● What is this space called?
● What kind of space is this?
● What social domain(s) does this space fall within?
If starting with a communicative act/event or literacy event/practice:
● In what spaces does this act/event/practice occur?
● In what spaces is this act/event/practice forbidden?
Learning Outcomes:
● Develop a set of practices for engaging with the content of a space slowly and
purposefully.
● Make meaningful choices about how to navigate space.
● Nurture an instinct for pursuing content on the basis of what sparks students’ curiosity
and what they would like to learn more about.
● Normalize affective responses to spatial dynamics as potential sites of inquiry for
school-based learning.
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Table 1 (Cont.)
Pedagogical Phase: Plot and Map
Essential Activities:
Draw—by hand or digitally—a map of the space: recreate the physical layout of the space, if
physical. If digital, create a map of the space by collecting and curating screenshots of the
space, or by creating a video with voiceover recording that gives a tour of the space.
Either kind of map should make note of—whether visually or through verbal description—
present linguistic, visual, audial, and/or material resources.
Essential Questions:
● What is the general layout of the space?
● How is the layout of the space further configured through the inclusion of material
resources, visual resources, audial resources, and linguistic resources?
● What communicative acts/events and/or literacy practices occur within this space?
Where do they occur within the space, who engages in them, at what times(s), and
why?
Learning Outcomes:
• Engage in the practice of reading and interpreting spaces as texts.
• Gain an expanded understanding of what “mapping” can mean.
• Cultivate the skill of representing spatial information and ideas through different modes
and media for various audiences.
Pedagogical Phase: Analyze and Critique
Essential Activities:
Incorporate “why” questions and critiques into your map by adding sticky notes to your map if
creating a hand drawn map, or pop-up comments, speech bubbles, etc. if creating a digital map.
Reflect on the resources, people, events, and practices you mapped that might prompt
questions.
Essential Questions:
● Why are these resources present here? Why are these people present here?
● Why are these events occurring here?
● Why are these resources positioned within the space in this way? Why are these people
positioned within the space in this way?
● Why is this space configured in this way?
● What resources are missing from this space, and why?
● What people are missing from this space, and why?
● What acts/events/practices are missing from this space, and why?
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Learning Outcomes
● Consider how Web 2.0 content—including images, colors, and sound—makes students
feel compelled to act and communicate in both Web 2.0 spaces and real-world spaces.
● Understand that the spatial dynamics of Web 2.0 applications function as rhetorical
devices.
● Perceive social media content as active, not passive, and as having agency in relation to
students’ attitudes, beliefs, values, and socioeconomic choices as visitors.
● Use close reading of the ways in which literacy is used for communication in Web 2.0
spaces to recognize the existence and effects of borders, boundaries, openness,
accessibility, and exclusion in Web 2.0 spaces.
● Consider students’ positioning in relation to design-related skills and resources, literacy
practices and domains of practice, and discourses of power and oppression in their
casual traversing of Web 2.0 spaces.
Pedagogical Phase: Enter Construction
Essential Activities:
In this phase, students can
● Create space
● Remix space
● Deconstruct space
Construct a narrative of the space: this can be written, visual, audial, or a combination of
multiple semiotic resources.
Construct a counter-space.
Re-construct the existing space.
Essential Questions:
● What social activities need a space in which to occur?
● What alterations could be made to this space in order to invite or disinvite certain social
activities?
● In what ways might the space be deconstructed in order to undermine harmful social
activities?
● In what ways might the space be re-built in order to more effectively facilitate social
activities?
● What voices, topics, or types of content do you think need to be represented in this
space that are missing from it? Why?
● What colors, images, sounds, and text would best be used to represent this organization
so that it fits into the network you plotted and mapped? Why?
● What colors, images, sounds, and text would best be used to represent this organization
so that it brings something new and important to the network you plotted and mapped?
Why?
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Learning Outcomes
● Understand how knowledge is transformed in the process of creating new constructions
and representations of reality.
● Envision uses for old materials and given resources.
● Recognize the iterative nature of meaning-making.
● Create patterns of meaning that have a range of predictabilities (Cazden et al., 1996).

To demonstrate how teachers might guide students through the four-phase heuristic in
their own place-conscious classrooms, the model explained above will be applied to the
Instagram profile of the Food Well Alliance, the local food organization of Atlanta, Georgia that
is analyzed in chapter two of this project.9 The purpose of this application of the model is to help
K-12 school teachers conceptualize the effects of the model in action and consider the types of
knowledge and practices students might develop in the process of applying this model to the
spaces of their global and local lives.

Example: Critical Spatial Analysis of an LFO’s Instagram Page
There are many physical, real-world spaces that educators might consider using to engage
students in critical analyses of space. Analysis of networked, digital spaces might feel less
intuitive to some educators; there may be an initial sense that these spaces are not “spatial”
because they do not appear to have a material presence in the “real” world. By applying the
model of a critical spatial perspective to a networked, digital space that is deeply connected to a
set of real-world places, this sample critical spatial analysis of an LFO’s Instagram profile can
equip educators to see the networked, digital world as inherently spatialized. Moreover, such a

9

The Instagram profile of the Food Well Alliance of Atlanta, Georgia can be accessed via the following link:
https://www.instagram.com/foodwellalliance/?hl=en.
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perspective can help educators find the points of contact between these digital spaces and power
struggles, political realities, and sociocultural conventions and expectations that their students
feel and experience in their everyday lives. When educators help students see that space is
wrapped up in experiences of power, politics, culture, and identity, they help students see that
interrogating space can affect their experiences of agency, privilege, bias, and oppression in their
lives and in their futures. Perhaps most importantly, a critical spatial perspective can help
students develop a sense of their capacity to envision spaces that need to be created or
reconfigured—and visualize the details of how to create or reconfigure them.
From a practical standpoint, in order to engage students in activities or a full-scale project
using this heuristic in the classroom, school teachers will need access to various learning
materials. Digital devices that students can use to access the Internet, browse, create digital
notes, take screenshots, and, optionally, create screen recordings will be necessary. Laptops or
tablets would easily serve these purposes at schools that provide a one-to-one initiative. Teachers
will also need access to and an understanding of a cloud sharing space, such as Google Drive or
Dropbox, so that students can share digital notes, photos, and videos with each other. A screen
recording application such as QuickTime player will be necessary for teachers who choose to do
a version of this activity that requires students to create screen recordings. Recognizing that
many schools and teachers do not have this scope of access to digital devices for learning in the
classroom, this heuristic may also be applied using print materials and presented through
physical learning materials, such as posters, mural walls, paper maps, and other art materials that
can be used for building and creating, such as foam board, tissue paper, cardboard, and paints,
among others. Students may work alone or in groups for this activity, work within the classroom
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or outside of it, and teachers may engage the entire class in discussion and analysis at various
points.
The application of this heuristic may also (though this is optional and can be performed
to the extent that the teacher and students deem it necessary) be predicated by conceptual
scaffolding by the teacher. This scaffolding might involve introducing students to the Internet
sites or Web 2.0 accounts that will be studied, or to the sites in the physical community that will
be studied, and acquainting students with the mission, goals, identity, culture, history,
material/geographical presence, and key stakeholders involved with the sites that will be
analyzed. In the case of a social media profile for a local food organization, for example,
students may spend a class period learning about the local food movement in their community,
go on a field trip to a local producer, farm, market, or restaurant, or host participants in the local
food movement as visitors in their class. Students may have learned about what the local food
movement does for the economy of their local place, the ways it promotes education in the
community, sustains local culture and histories, and builds connections among communitymembers. Alternatively, students might learn about the local food movement through the
organization’s Web 2.0 presence first, then travel out into the local community for field trips in
order to understand and evaluate whether the website is an adequate representation of the work
the local food organization does in the local community. During these activities, students should
take notes about and, with permission, photos and video recordings of the culture, identity,
economy, and places of their local community. The purpose of this scaffolding is to help students
see the different agents and forces that are wrapped up in creating a social space, and that spaces
are not mere static configurations of material things.
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Having discussed the required learning materials and necessary conceptual scaffolding,
the four phases of the heuristic for a critical spatial analysis (see Table 1) will now be applied to
the Instagram profile of the Food Well Alliance of Atlanta, Georgia. The purpose of this sample
analysis is to give school teachers a detailed example of how this heuristic may be applied to a
digital space for analysis in the classroom. The heuristic has four phases, which will be broken
down here as they are applied to the Instagram profile of the Food Well Alliance: Visit and
Explore, Plot and Map, Analyze and Critique, and Enter Construction.

Visit and Explore
To begin “visiting and exploring” the space of the Food Well Alliance’s Instagram page,
teachers must first help students navigate to the LFO’s Instagram page. In engaging students in
this step of the activity, it is important to keep in mind that, while young people are stereotyped
as being more tech and media savvy than older generations (Prensky, 2001), there are often what
might be perceived as simple or intuitive tech-related skills and competencies that young people
do not possess (e.g., how to upload a document; how to post to a discussion board; how to send
an email; etc.). Instructing students to open an internet browser and search for “Food Well
Alliance Instagram,” or open the Instagram app and type in “Food Well Alliance,” is probably an
appropriate level of specificity, given the range of media literacy students in a given class may
possess.
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Figure 16: Instagram profile of The Food Well Alliance of Atlanta, Georgia
When students have found the Food Well Alliance Instagram profile, they can begin the
activity by exploring the Instagram page independently or in groups. Teachers might take a
moment to make sure that students are aware of the various features that students might consider
exploring on an Instagram profile, including the profile’s bio statement, story, stories they have
shared from other Instagram accounts in their own profile, posts, tagged, and followers and
following; students can be called upon to highlight these features of an Instagram profile for the
benefit of their peers as well. Beyond ensuring that students understand how to navigate the
content on an Instagram profile, teachers should step back during this phase and encourage
students to follow their exploratory instincts by pursuing items on the FWA Insta that pique their
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curiosity. This exploration of the FWA Insta will primarily involve viewing posts and stories,
which will include a combination of video, still images, print text, and graphics and icons;
reading, watching, and listening; and following internal links through tags and hashtags. To help
students get in a productive frame of mind for this activity, teachers might discuss the similarities
between the space of a Web 2.0 profile and a “real-world” place, having students talk about how
they would explore a city or town they are visiting, and consider applying those attitudes and
practices to exploration of the FWA’s Insta.
In exploring the FWA’s Insta, students can use the Essential Questions associated with
the “Visit and Explore” phase of the critical spatial heuristic, however loosely or closely the
teacher and students deems helpful. In order to do this, students should first name the space,
what kind of space it is, and what social domains it falls into (see Table 1). As students learn
what kind of space it is, they should do some light research online and take notes about this type
of space and the conventions for communication in this type of space as a means by which to
read the rhetorical choices made by the creators of the space (see Table 1). For example, students
might Google “local food movement,” explore different local food websites or social media
profiles, and discover that Insta profiles falling into this category tend to use similar language,
color schemes, images, video, and hashtags in order to communicate a similar message to their
audience.
While visiting and exploring the space of the FWA’s Insta, students should focus on
taking their time engaging with the content and making choices about how to navigate the space.
As much as possible, they should engage content on the basis of what sparks their curiosity and
what they would like to learn more about. While recording their thoughts and observations is an
important part of this heuristic, to emphasize the importance of affective responses to spatial
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dynamics in Web 2.0 spaces, this phase focuses on the process of exploring rather than analysis
of the space.
Table 2: Example notes based on exploration of the FWA Insta during “Visit and Explore”
Activity: Analyzing an Internet Space
Q: What is this space called?

@foodwellalliance

Q: What kind of space is this?

This space is a profile on the social media
platform Instagram. The profile represents a
local food organization called “Food Well
Alliance,” located in Atlanta, Georgia.

Q: What social domain(s) does this space fall
within?

Internet, Media, Social Media, Food and
Commerce, Education, Business, Civic Life

Plot and Map
When students have completed the visit and explore process, instructors may have them
open and review their browser history to transition into the “plotting and mapping” phase of this
activity. The purpose of reviewing their browser history is to get students thinking about the
“trails” followed in order to pursue content, information, and knowledge in Web 2.0 spaces, and
the extent to which the stops along the trail are predetermined by content creators in Web 2.0
spaces. Students might list or draw a representation of their “travels” through Instagram, as
prompted by the FWA Insta profile, and consider if the FWA intended for its audience to travel
to that destination. They can do this by creating a flowchart that shows how they travelled from
one page to another using their browser history as reference (Figure 17). Students will likely find
that they travelled through different mechanisms provided in the space of Instagram, including
individual profiles, hashtags on posts, stories, and even out to external sites if they choose to
follow a “link in bio,” for example. At the end of this phase of the heuristic, students might take
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a moment to compare where they ended up at the end of their inhabiting and exploring, discuss
the moves that led them there, and speculate about why or what led them to choose their
respective routes through the Web 2.0 space of Instagram.

Figure 17: A sample flowchart of travels through Web 2.0 channels
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In order to organize a group-level or full class debrief of students’ maps of their “stops”
as they travelled through Web 2.0 spaces from the FWA Insta page, teachers might consider
having students use a whiteboard or poster board to define different “areas” of Web 2.0 spaces
that they find members of their group travelled to as a result of following the paths of linkage
initiated by the FWA Insta. For example, one corner of a group’s poster board might be labelled
“#supportlocal,” while another corner might be labelled “#covid19,” another labelled
“#metroatlanta,” and still another labelled “#womeninagriculture.” Teachers might suggest that
students choose four or five “areas” that they see overlapping in their group’s individual browser
histories (say, for example, two people in one group followed the #supportlocal link on an FWA
Insta post), or that they pick five “areas” that the group agrees bear further exploration. Once
students write or type their chosen areas onto their boards, they should spend some time as a
group plotting the connections among these areas. They can accomplish this by asking the
following questions:
● What is similar about the areas plotted onto your map?
● Through what social concerns, interests, organizations, or individuals might these areas
be connected or linked?
● Who participates in this space, and who is not invited to participate in this space?
● What places in the ‘real world’ do the participants in this space come from?
● Is there space for you in this space? How so and why?
The goal of this step of the heuristic is for students to consider Web 2.0 applications as
being spatial, that users of Web 2.0 applications use the spatial features of these apps in order to
create spatial dynamics and relationships that followers and visitors will navigate and interpret in
myriad ways based on their own positioning in the world. In approaching the FWA Insta with
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this understanding of social media profiles as being spatialized, students should observe, explore,
and articulate the space of the Insta profile, considering how the message conveyed through the
texts on the FWA Insta create spatial dynamics, allude to spatial relationships, and position the
FWA Insta as rhetor and students as audiences.

Analyze and Critique
Once students have debriefed about their travels from the FWA Instagram page out into
other Web 2.0 and Internet spaces by plotting and mapping their observations and questions, they
can work to analyze the spatial dynamics cultivated within the FWA Insta. By looking back on
their travels, which began on the FWA Insta profile, they might attempt to answer the following
questions about the relationship, as they perceive it, between the spatial dynamics they observe,
the content on the FWA Insta profile, and the values of this LFO. In order to do this, teachers
might print screen captures of the FWA Insta profile and allow students to attach them to poster
board, to be used as a space for marking and calling out significant features of the space, noting
what values they signal, and writing out important quotes that encapsulate the identity of the
FWA, its exigences, audience, and constraints that shape how it engages with the space of
Instagram and other spaces, physical or virtual.
During the Analyze and Critique phase of the heuristic, students can use the following
questions as a guide to begin their analyses of the spatial dynamics of the FWA Insta:
•

How would you describe the layout of the content in the space of the FWA Instagram
profile? How do the colors, images, and sounds you observe make you want to behave as
a visitor in the space of the FWA Insta?

•

What would a visitor to this space need to be able to do with literacy in order to
participate in the space of the FWA Instagram page?
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•

Where do you see communication happening within the space of the FWA Instagram
page? Who do you think the managers of the Insta page are inviting to participate in
communicating there? Why?

•

Based on your observations and exploration of the FWA Insta, why do you think this
space exists?
The Analyze and Critique phase of this activity has two main goals. First, asking students

to consider how the content—including images, colors, and sound—makes them feel compelled
to act and communicate in the space of an Instagram page intends to help students understand
that the spatial dynamics of Web 2.0 applications function as rhetorical devices. Students should
engage in analysis of the content on the FWA Insta in order to perceive social media content as
active, not passive, and as having agency in relation to their attitudes, beliefs, values, and
socioeconomic choices as visitors. Second, a close reading of the ways in which literacy is used
for communication in Web 2.0 spaces can open students’ eyes to the existence and effects of
borders, boundaries, openness, accessibility, and exclusion in Web 2.0 spaces. Understanding the
range of possibilities for the curation of space—both socially just and not—for particular
rhetorical effects on the Internet can help students begin to consider their positioning in relation
to design-related skills and resources, literacy practices and domains of practice, and discourses
of power and oppression in their casual traversing of Web 2.0 spaces.
The overarching question that asks why, based on the students’ observations and
explorations, the FWA Instagram page exists at all is meant to help students recognize the ways
in which spatial configurations and relationships are constructed in response to a rhetorical
exigence or a kairotic moment, and, contingently, how those constructed spaces then help rhetors
fulfill their persuasive or invitational goals. This analysis and critique may also be highly
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Figure 18: A sample/work-in-progress Analysis and Critique of the FWA Insta page
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speculative, but it is to be informed by the digital artifacts students have gathered from the
FWA’s website. By reviewing quotes from the FWA Insta, photos, graphics, videos, links, and
blog posts, students should be able to make inferences about the “why” of the FWA Instagram’s
spatial configuration and spatial relationships. Students must also connect this “why” question to
the notion of audience. By analyzing the content on the FWA Insta, students will also be able to
infer an audience or range of audiences for that content.
In asking the questions listed above, students will consider how the spatial configuration
and spatial relationships of the website affect site visitors’ engagement with the rhetoric of the
website. Answering these questions as a form of spatial analysis can help students construct a
meta-narrative about not only the FWA Instagram page, but about the organization itself and its
purpose.

Enter Construction
In the final phase of the heuristic for a critical spatial analysis, students create and design.
In order to do this, after having considered what site visitors may experience when interacting
with the content of the FWA Instagram, students imagine a space that might fit into the network
they plotted and mapped in phase two of the heuristic. The activity portion of this phase of the
heuristic will involve students creating an Instagram profile for an organization of their own
imagining: a local food organization for their local community or region of the country. This
creating and designing activity engages students in identifying and tracing the connections
between local issues and movements in the world and globalized issues and movements and
invites them to think critically about the ways in which Web 2.0 spaces have real world
resonance through their multimodal design.
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With these learning objectives in mind, teachers can guide students toward imagining an
Instagram profile for a local food organization in their community by prompting students with
the following questions:
● What voices, topics, or types of content do you think need to be represented in this space
that are missing from it? Why?
● What colors, images, sounds, and text would best be used to represent this organization
so that it fits into the network you plotted and mapped? Why?
● What colors, images, sounds, and text would best be used to represent this organization
so that it brings something new and important to the network you plotted and mapped?
Why?
Students will need to begin this phase of the project by returning to the information they
collected about their local community during the scaffolding period for this project. It might be
helpful for students to discuss their existing knowledge of the local community and/or local food
organization as a class or in small groups, thinking particularly about who lives in their
community, what identity the community projects, what the distribution of wealth, education,
and employment looks like in their community, what they observe in their own neighborhoods
and the parts of town they live in, and what they observe about food culture in their community
(e.g. what types of restaurants are popular, whether there is a farmers market, if locally-produced
food is promoted in grocery stores, etc.).
Having established an understanding of their local community and the needs therein that
a local food organization could meet, students can then begin designing an Instagram page for
their imagined local food organization. To gain inspiration for their pages, students can consider
using the data they have gathered about the FWA Insta page, thinking through the topics, issues,
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and people that are included in the network of LFO Insta pages (Visit and Explore); what voices,
topics, and types of content might effectively represent their LFO to an audience; and what
design choices could allow their Instagram page for an LFO to bring something new and
important to the network of LFOs on Instagram. On a practical level, they might get ideas for
color schemes, what modes to utilize so as to convey their content (e.g., visual; audio-visual;
spatial design of the Instagram “feed”; etc.); how to write a bio statement and post captions; and
how to use tagging and hashtagging to connect and network with others who are already working
in this space. Using the FWA Instagram as a guide is not meant to encourage students to copy
the design of another organization, but to help them grasp the extent to which creating a Web 2.0
profile is both a representation of a real place in the world with real values and goals and an
intervention into an existing space that is guided by discursive conventions, rhetorical strategies,
and collective and dispersed histories.
When students have thought through what an effective Instagram profile could look like
for an LFO that enters the existing network of LFOs and adequately represents the needs and
goals of their local community, they are ready to create the final product for this project: the
Instagram profile for a local food organization in their community. Teachers might consider that
there are rich possibilities for this portion of the project. If teachers have access to networked
digital tools for students in the classroom, they might consider having students create and design
a real Instagram page using the digital Instagram application. In order to meet any school or
state-sanctioned requirements for student use of Internet spaces in school, teachers can easily
create profiles of their own and ask students to send them a “follow” request as an initial step in
the design process so that the teacher can stay up to date on what students are doing. To inspire
each other and create a “network” of their own, students should follow each other’s created LFO
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Instagram profiles, as well as Instagram profiles of other organizations and individuals who
participate in the local food movement “space” as well. Teachers can negotiate with students to
decide what the requirements for the finished product of the Instagram page will be. These
requirements could be as simple as setting a specific number of posts that students must design
for their Instagram page or, probably more effectively, help students identify several topics or
issues that they must address meaningfully on their Instagram page, and offer them the freedom
to decide how they will do this.
Alternatively, if teachers need or want to keep this portion of the project off social media,
students can create something similar to a class quilt or wall mural that is designed spatially to
look like an Instagram profile. If teachers would like to make this project collaborative and
engage the entire class in creating a single Instagram profile, teachers can invite each student to
design and contribute a single post to the Instagram profile. The class can divide posting needs
based on categories or hashtags, and the creation of a single post may be assigned to a small
group of students or to individual students. In order to conduct this portion of the project in this
way, each individual or small group of students would need a square piece of paper (probably a
nine-by-nine inch square), tools to color, draw, or paint with, and pieces of paper upon which to
write or type their captions. Students can then draw their post and write their caption, then attach
it to the classroom wall so that the wall is covered with posts like an Instagram feed (Figure 19).
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Figure 19: A sample Instagram post for a redesigned Food Well Alliance Insta profile
When students have created their Instagram profile in the way that teachers and students
agree is appropriate, students can wrap up this project by justifying their approach to designing
the Insta page. Students can explain why they made certain design choices, topical choices, and
networking choices across the entire space of the Instagram profile they designed or,
alternatively, across the individual posts they designed. At the end of this phase of the project,
students should debrief as a class about their ideas about how an Instagram page for a real-world
organization, once curated to fit into the global Web 2.0 space, would meet the needs and goals
of the local community and local food organization.
This final design and debriefing phase of the project intends to help students fully
understand how space is constructed—that it is never an ideologically-neutral act, but that it is
always caught up in and accomplished through social activities in a network with many other
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social actors who possess varying degrees of agency. In order to help students shift from
conceiving of the constructedness of social space as an abstract idea to knowing this
constructedness as the result of discursive acts and other social behaviors that they may use
strategically in other situations to create, design, and enact change in their futures, this final
phase of the heuristic asks students to engage in the work of constructing space themselves, for
their local community and for global networks.

Future Considerations for Literacy Researchers and Educators
Bringing a critical spatial perspective to place-conscious pedagogies for literacy
education can help students turn a critical eye toward the conditions of their own communicative
lives in space and time. Leander and colleagues (2011) urge researchers to continue seeking to
understand and “map” the mobilities of young people across “dynamically changing social
spaces” (p. 330). A key question to be addressed in this research, Leander and colleagues insist,
is how we might “reconceive of the relations between physical mobility, virtual mobility, and
educational mobility as social phenomena” (p. 330). In order to do this, literacy researchers must
investigate how students understand space and their own mobilities. For students to develop an
awareness of how they understand space and their own mobilities, school teachers can engage
them in critical spatial classroom activities and projects. Using pedagogical tools like the Critical
Spatial Heuristic described in this chapter, place-conscious literacy education can go beyond
telling students how spatial dynamics bear upon their lives to instead engage them in affectively
moving through the networks and processes that construct and constrain their experiences of
space and constructions of space in their worlds.
Teachers can help students engage in the work of developing a spatial vocabulary that
they can employ in their community, civic, economic, and political lives in order to make ethical
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choices and invite others to follow suit. Opportunities to contemplate varying notions of space as
they learn that their literate lives have spatial dimensions, that those lives are spatially situated,
spatially produced, magnified, restricted, and censored can help students develop this
vocabulary. Specifically, classroom activities and conversations that invite students to consider
the simultaneous symbiosis and dissonance between mutable spatial scales can help them
imagine real instances of ethical consumer behaviors, of anchoring liberating theories in concrete
realities, of locating material spaces through which social media campaigns can have tectonic
resonance and enact change, of finding a networked, digital niche that connects localized needs
with the social and economic capital that will enable those goals to be realized.
This spatial vocabulary should also help students engage in the crucial work of
deconstructing and examining what they know about and expect from their social futures.
Students need not merely be prepared to thrive in the social and professional conditions of their
futures, but to direct pointed, incisive critiques at the many aspects of those social and
professional futures that are unjust and exploitative. These aspects are always spatial, and they
can always be explained in part through an analysis of space. Most of all, students need
encouragement and support to pull back the various veils that conceal the power matrices that
position them in particular ways in relation to social and economic capital and the means of
production. Understanding the role of space in both obscuring and revealing what is behind these
veils can give students the knowledge and awareness they need to disrupt and resist the hidden
forces that shape and constrain their social futures. Activities that incorporate critical spatial
analysis in the classroom can acquaint students with the processes of searching for these hidden
forces, determining the right questions for interrogating those forces, and knowing what goals to
set for their interactions with that space.
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Students need to engage in critical spatial analysis as a means by which to become selfcritical, examining the ways in which they may be participating in exploitative narratives or
realities when they enter into spaces. For instance, grasping a notion of “local” as proximal,
material place is necessary for facilitating students’ understanding of the physical imprint of their
words and language in a world that can often feel abstract, ephemeral, editable, and deletable. At
the same time, students need to be able to entertain the possibility that the notion of “local” can
signify multiple meanings at the same time, dependent on the people and context in which that
spatial concept is employed. The sample analysis of the FWA Instagram provides a model for
teaching students that different types of space are operationalized through discursive and literacy
practices for the purpose of creating the worlds that we live in. The process of exploring,
mapping, analyzing, and designing helps students think spatially about their literacies, to think
about how different types of space constrain their literacy practices, dictate their literacy
practices and, in turn, how their literacy practices in different types of space remake those
spaces. Ultimately, students should consider the implications of their remaking of space for other
people, specific demographics, their future selves, and future generations. A critical spatial
perspective for literacy pedagogy teaches students to think locally and globally at the same time.
The proposed heuristic for a critical spatial perspective seeks to engage students in
analysis and critique of social space, but, admittedly, its implementation may be challenging to
instructors. That said, incorporating any new pedagogical perspective, activity, or project into the
classroom invariably presents some challenges. In this regard, the most likely challenges will
entail issues of access that are present in most schools, particularly those involving the digital
divide, as this proposed heuristic focuses on the use of digital devices. The intention is not to
exclude schools that do not have funding for or access to one-to-one digital device initiatives,
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that have strict policies for use of the Internet in school, or little technical support for teachers
who wish to learn how to incorporate more digitally-based activities into their classroom. Rather,
the focus on digital devices in this activity is meant to acknowledge that critical digital literacies
are not optional in the future lives of students, and that a crucial component of digital literacies is
an understanding of digital tools and Web applications as being inherently spatial. National and
local learning standards and state testing requirements place a heavy burden on teachers—one
that does not readily allow room for such activities in their classrooms. With this
acknowledgement in mind, as the conditions of their school lives allow, teachers need to engage
students in cultivating a desire to lift up their local place while invigorating a passion for and
commitment to working toward global change; an imagination for constructing counter-spaces,
remixing existing spaces for social change, and deconstructing exploitative spaces; a capacity for
looking at spaces and places, both material and discursive, and asking: Where did this come
from? How did it come into existence, through what means, and for what purposes? As teachers
see fit, even if it is only to adopt a single question from the proposed critical spatial heuristic,
they can engage students in critical spatial thinking in the classroom, for their lives.
Students today are engaged with considering the ways in which Web 2.0 spaces can be
mobilized in order to effect tangible change in the real world. Seventeen-year-old Swedish
environmental activist Greta Thunberg, who has 10.3 million Instagram followers, and twentyyear-old American gun control activist Emma González, who has 1.5 million Twitter followers,
are key examples of young leaders who understand the potentials of Web 2.0 applications for
spreading a message and persuading an audience to act. Thunberg and likeminded students
organized a school climate strike under the name Fridays for Future, which students around the
world have participated in since 2018. Following the beginning of social distancing orders due to
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the coronavirus global pandemic, Thunberg encouraged her social media followers to continue
protesting by posting a photo to Instagram of themselves holding up a protest sign in their front
lawns, rather than gathering in the streets and squares of their local communities. González is
considered the face of the #neveragain movement, a global activist movement seeking to stop
mass and school shootings; González and their peers at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School,
the site of the Parkland shooting in 2018, effectively used social media to organize the March for
Our Lives protest, which local schools across the U.S. participated in. These young adults and
their peers reframed local and global conversations around hotly debated sociopolitical issues
that affect the material realities of generations and, importantly, how we all experience space.
Cameron Kasky, the Marjory Stoneman Douglas student who started the #nevergain movement
in his living room, stated, “The world failed us, and we’re here to make a new one that’s going to
be easier on the next generation. If you’re against that, then get out” (Alter, 2018).
Young people are doing the work of making, dismantling, and remixing space. As they
prepare for real world situations in which the ability to do so is crucial, a critical spatial
perspective can help them proceed with the understanding that spaces are waiting to be made and
remade, and that language and literacy are their tools for this construction.
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Chapter Four: New Considerations for Socio-Spatial Literacy Theory
Proposing a New Theoretical Framework
This chapter revisits the relatively new systematic theory of socio-spatial literacy (Mills,
2016) in order to account for the ways that discourses surrounding space construct and
reconstruct the spaces in and across which language-in-use occurs. Acknowledging the
groundbreaking work of socio-spatial literacy theory to understandings of the relationships
among space and language-in-use, this chapter posits that the theory would be usefully expanded
if epistemological orientations at the intersection of language, space, and new digital media from
the disciplines of rhetoric and composition studies and discourse studies were applied so as to
articulate functional principles that broaden the scope and impact of research that is grounded in
this theoretical paradigm. The new socio-spatial principles articulated at and through the
productive points of contact among rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies intend to provide
new, supplemental principles for examining the ways in which discourses of space, as socially
and ideologically produced narratives, fundamentally participate in constructing the spaces in
which language practices occur and ultimately shape and constrain the language practices that
occur in those spaces. As this chapter will claim, a crucial effect of bringing these disciplines’
epistemological orientations toward language and space together is an enhanced ability to
produce and critique multiple readings of spaces of literacy practice, uncover and analyze the
histories and ideologies that flow through and across spaces to construct multiple and sometimes
competing meanings, and uncover the ways that people’s internalized discourses of spaces and
spatial concepts influence their practices with language and literacy in space. This
interdisciplinary consideration of the ways in which discourses shape and constrain both spaces
and language practices can enrich the histories, methods and methodologies, and pedagogies that
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constitute each of these disciplines by uncovering and explaining the often-hidden narratives of
spaces that shape both the language practices of everyday people, and of researchers in each of
these disciplines.
It has been well-established that critical human geography’s conception of space as
socially-constructed can be extended in order to apply spatial ideas to understanding literacy
practices (Mills, 2016). While socio-spatial literacy theory has adopted many principles from
theories of social space from critical human geography, a crucial practice among geographers
during that field’s social turn that has not been as frequently applied in socio-spatial literacy
research is the process of identifying and critiquing the dominant discourses of spatial ideas,
spatial categories, and spatial constructs that are intertwined with literacy practice. The work of
geographers including Duncan (1989), Appadurai (1990), Soja (1989), Keith and Pile (1993),
Massey (2000, 2005) and many others provide critical examples of the types of disciplinary
conversations, debates, and questions that center on critiquing dominant discourses of space that
affect a discipline’s core epistemological perspectives and foundational methodological
principles. This kind of critical work is needed to both expand and anchor socio-spatial literacy
theory as an enduringly productive perspective for literacy research.
The field of literacy research is rich with this type of critical work toward other core
disciplinary concepts and constructs. For instance, literacy researchers have worked to examine
and deconstruct definitions of literacy, textuality, and writing over time and through the
development of new theoretical perspectives on literacy (Gee, 1986, 1989; Graff, 1991; New
London Group, 1996; Perry, 2012; Street, 2000). The same should be done for space. A crucial
task for literacy researchers, then, is to interrogate the specific ways that the spatial perspectives
that circulate in public discourse, educational settings, and public policy inform and are informed
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by the ways that researchers, educators, and students understand and explain the ways in which
spatial experiences intersect with literacy practices. To do this rhetorical and discursive work, the
perspectives on language, social space, and digital media from rhetoric and discourse studies can
be applied alongside the existing principles of socio-spatial literacy theory.
Critical attention to the rhetoric and discourses of spatial ideas, concepts, and constructs
is particularly important to literacy-related theory and research that positions itself as a theory of
or for the digital age. Mills’ theory of socio-spatial literacy is posited as a theory for the study of
literacy practice in the digital age; as such, Mills’ explanation of the theory incorporates
explanations of spatial dynamics and phenomena, such as new mobilities, de/reterritorialization,
and social mediafication, that help explain people’s activities with and around literacy under the
conditions of a digitally-networked and, thus, globalized, world. While Mills explains new and
evolving spatial dynamics and phenomena, her theory largely fails to account for the digital
discursive phenomena that map new spatial ideas onto existing spatial dynamics. Socio-spatial
literacy theory must contend with the hyper-publicness of the production of discursive
constructions of spatial realities and identities, questioning the ways in which dominant
discourses of space and place influence how, where, when, and why people use literacy.
Integrating spatial perspectives and epistemologies of language from the dominant fields of
language study—rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies—can provide principles for
interrogating the ways in which discourses of space have informed and shaped literacy
researchers’ applications of spatial concepts, categories, and perspectives in theory and practice
across time.
In order to articulate these flexible principles, it is here argued that a synthesis of three
conceptual frameworks emerging from ultimately distinct but related research areas—socio-
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spatial perspectives from rhetoric and composition studies, discourse studies, and literacy
studies—is in order. It is further argued that bringing the socio-spatial perspectives of these three
related disciplines of language study together can augment the spatial perspectives applied in
each field, expand epistemologies toward the range of relationships between space and languagein-use, and diversify the methods and methodologies that are used to study language practices in
each field. In so doing, the purpose of articulating these additional principles for socio-spatial
literacy theory is to equip readers with new analytical tools for advancing interdisciplinary,
socio-spatial scholarship in rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies.

Compatibilities Among Rhetoric, Discourse, and Literacy Studies for Spatial Analysis
In order to articulate the productive points of contact between rhetoric, discourse, and
literacy studies’ perceptions of space, language, and new digital media, it is necessary to identify
and explain aspects of each discipline’s tradition of attending to socio-spatial concerns in relation
to language practice that need reexamining. These lacunae highlight specific possibilities for the
integration of socio-spatial perspectives from each of these disciplines and present opportunities
for defining new trajectories for socio-spatial research toward language-in-use. Importantly,
interrogating these lacunae can reveal previously unexamined histories, power dynamics, and
ideologies that shape each discipline’s socio-spatial thinking. These traces on bodies of research,
the development of theories, the endorsement of pedagogies and methodologies, and the
institutionalization of disciplinary histories can be recognized as having a hand in shaping how
each discipline has attended to the connections between space, language-in-use, and new digital
media.
When dealing with notions of space, the field of literacy studies—the youngest of the
three disciplines examined here—has most often relied on a synthesis of the principles of the
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New Literacy Studies sociocultural theory of literacy, critical literacies, and multiliteracies and
multimodality, then reread these principles through the lens of space as produced through social
practice as this notion has been theorized by critical human geographers. As established in
Chapter One, the resulting socio-spatial theory of literacy is built on the three following
principles: 1) language practices are distributed socio-geographically in patterned ways; 2) space
and literacy practices, and the organization and meaning of literacy spaces, are socially
constructed; 3) the working of power influences all literacy spaces (Mills, 2016). This theory has
been applied in studies of literacy practices in both “real-world” and networked, digital spaces.
Despite applications of socio-spatial literacy theory in existing research that attends to a broad
spectrum of spaces and literacy practices, there are three main shortcomings of this theory,
highlighted through the historical overview and analysis of data presented in the preceding
chapters of this project, that rhetoric and discourse studies can help to address: 1) socio-spatial
literacy theory does not fully interrogate and define its core spatial concepts and categories and,
specifically, spatial categories that have been disrupted and reconfigured through literacy
practices across networked digital spaces; 2) socio-spatial literacy theory does not thoroughly
attend to the materiality of literacy, space, and digital media; and 3) socio-spatial literacy theory
does not thoroughly examine and critique the influences of dominant discourses of these core
spatial concepts and categories, nor does it adequately acknowledge the specific ways that these
discourses have determined the field’s historical narratives. Given these gaps in the theory, and
in light of the critical historical overview and analysis of data presented in the preceding chapters
of this dissertation, a more precise theoretical paradigm requires that the following three
principles be added to the existing socio-spatial literacy theory so as to supplement its existing
principles and expand its framework for application toward new areas of research:
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4. The socio-spatial geographies that host distributed, patterned literacy practices include
digital geographies in and across Web 2.0 media (Ash, Kitchin, & Leszczynski, 2018);
these virtual spaces must be read and understood in light of not only their unique social
conditions, but also in terms of their relationship to and positionality within “real-world”
social geographies.
5. All socio-spatial language practices, including those distributed across networked digital
spaces, must also be viewed as possessing an intrinsic materiality (Burnett, Merchant,
Pahl, & Rowsell, 2014).
6. All socio-spatial language practices, including those distributed across networked digital
spaces, must be read through the lens of the histories of spatial narratives and discourses
that have circulated in public discourse and disciplinary traditions to give rise to spatial
ideas, attitudes, and behaviors that undergird the emergence of literacy practices in and
across all kinds of spaces (Mills & Comber, 2015).
To further clarify why and how the expanded theoretical framework may be implemented, a
demonstration of the gaps in socio-spatial literacy theory is in order. Indeed, the three
supplemental principles may be productively interrogated through rhetoric and discourse analysis
in order to justify the addition of those principles to existing socio-spatial literacy theory. At the
same time, a critical consideration of the productive points of contact among rhetoric and
discourse analysis and socio-spatial literacy theory will reveal how socio-spatial literacy theory
might amplify existing socio-spatial perspectives in rhetoric and discourse studies.
Rhetorical studies has accounted for the intersections of semiotic systems, people, and
roles of space in the production of rhetoric and, notably, of considering the intersections of
language, people, and available meaning-making resources, since the classical period. With an
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extensive tradition of theorizing, historicizing, and contesting notions of what constitutes rhetoric
and rhetorical activity in relation to broader social, cultural, and political changes, rhetorical
theory’s socio-spatial perspectives might be leveraged by literacy researchers to analyze the
spatial rhetoric that has been employed to define literacy studies as a field, as well as the field’s
core concepts and analytic categories. The work of defining the field itself—“literacy” as a
concept, people’s notions of what it means to be literate or illiterate, literate environments,
literacy practices—“[is] influenced by academic research, institutional agendas, national context,
cultural values and personal experiences” that promote ways of thinking spatially about the field
and its subject of study (UNESCO, 2006, p. 147). In other words, while the field of literacy
studies is built upon empirical study, the work of defining the field is also rhetorical, wrapped up
in the navigation of rhetorical ecologies that circulate among academic, civic, geopolitical,
cultural, and personal discourses (Edbauer, 2004). Literacy researchers have variously engaged
in this work of defining the core concepts of the field, but analysis of the rhetoric of the available
definitions and understandings of certain core literacy-related concepts can be useful to sociospatial understandings of literacy practice. For instance, what might a socio-spatial definition of
literacy entail? A socio-spatial definition of “text?” How are the core spatial constructs of
literacy research, such as local, global, community, classroom, and school (among many others)
taken up by various stakeholders moving in and among different socio-spatial domains and
misunderstood, deconstructed, and/or redefined? Examining how and why individuals and
collectivities define the core concepts of the discipline in particular ways, at particular times, in
particular spaces, for particular purposes can reveal how specific iterations of these concepts
might perpetuate limiting discourses, binaries, stereotypes, narratives, and metaphors that
constrain the theorizing work of researchers or, alternatively, enable productive reworkings of
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theories, methodologies, epistemologies, and pedagogies. For socio-spatial literacy researchers,
this work must also involve examination of the ways in which the rhetoric of the definitive
spatial categories of the field influence how students, educators, and parents think, act, and
describe themselves as beings-in-space engaging in literacy practices.
For instance, researchers might consider asking to what extent the corpus of socio-spatial
literacy research has lent an air of objectivity to the field’s conceptions of spaces of literacy
practice, of spatial categories and constructs, and of which spaces are eligible for extensive study
and research. Identifying and interrogating the micro-level decisions of literacy researchers,
educators, peer-reviewed journals, and policymakers that have influenced ideas about which
spaces and spatial representations are worthy of study and why can reveal biases that may have
shaped the trajectory and corpus of socio-spatial literacy research. This notion might also be
applied to the epistemological orientation that researchers bring to the spaces of literacy practice
that they choose to study: micro-level decisions in and toward spaces of literacy practice
ultimately accumulate to shape each present iteration of those spaces and, importantly, the
dominant discourses of those spaces across time (Applegarth, 2012). Analyzing these rhetorical
choices makes visible the sources of institutional power that fuel the formation of theories in the
field of literacy studies and those theories’ interplay with public, dominant discourses of space.
Examining those forces that are the building blocks of the history of literacy studies through
careful rhetorical analysis can make evident the institutional demands that generate scholarship
of a certain focus, duration, and register. For instance, critiques of the limitations of ethnographic
methods due to their focus on local contexts of literacy practice may be traced to the widely
accepted but unspoken notion that the foremost purpose of legitimate inquiry in any field is
always to accomplish the overtly scientific aim of generalizability (Applegarth, 2012).
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Documenting local particularities in sites of digital literacy practice is also necessary to
effectively mapping a landscape of socio-spatial literacy theory and research that acknowledges
the complex ways that the geospatial and socio-material dynamics of “real-world” experiences
shape literacy practices through new digital media.
Finally, this important work of uncovering and interrogating dominant discourses of
space should also involve historicizing textual artifacts from the work of literacy theory and
research that reveal conceptions of space and literacy against configurations of social and
institutional power. This work must be done over and against positing arguments that certain
spatial perspectives and discourses have emerged because of their suitability for certain
epistemological or methodological ends. Spending time on such arguments ultimately naturalizes
those spatial perspectives and discourses that have been successfully institutionalized in the field,
rather than positioning them as always under examination. For instance, rhetoric studies’
tendency to consider the possible autonomous features of space in situations of rhetorical activity
can be useful to literacy researchers who are interested in examining and interrogating the field’s
rejection of perspectives that attribute autonomous features to literacy (Street, 1984; 2002).
Whereas socio-spatial literacy theory has posited space as a socially-produced semiotic resource,
relatively new understandings of rhetoric posit space as an available means of persuasion that is
variously invitational, agonistic, active, and passive—both a backdrop for rhetorical action and
an element involved in the rhetorician’s deeply contextualized discursive activity (Biesecker,
2014; Jarratt, 2014; Kohrs Campbell, 2014). The notion of radically contextualizing rhetorical
practices that produce texts and speech acts is not incompatible with theories that posit space as
always under construction, socially, physically, and politically. Moreover, the idea that
rhetorically-constructed spaces are capable of having an effect that was perhaps unintended by
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the rhetors involved in constructing them is suggestive of the legitimacy of perspectives that find
autonomous features at the intersection of language-in-use and space. Rhetoric studies’
understanding of the interplay of radical contextualization and the autonomous features of
language and space can be useful for literacy researchers who have variously dismissed
autonomous models of literacy in full or, conversely, rejected social practice paradigms that
utilize a local lens for examining literacy practice.
Conceiving of space as not merely socially produced, but as a social agent, may help
literacy researchers think more productively about the ways in which and to what extent existing,
emerging, and absent spaces mold and predict literacy practices. This perspective can be
especially useful for continued study of the ways in which digital sites and contexts of literacy
shape spatial experiences and discourses of space. For instance, Edbauer’s (2004) notion of
rhetorical ecologies posits exigence, kairos, audience, rhetor, and constraints as circulatory,
boundary-defying, and pluralized. This perspective imagines the spaces of rhetorical action as
evolutionary products arising from dynamic, adaptive relationships between discourse and
kairos. Edbauer argues that “rhetorical situations operate within a network of lived practical
consciousness or structures of feeling” (p. 5). The notion of rhetorical ecologies aptly represents
the social spaces of Web 2.0 applications because navigating the multimodal, digital space of a
blog, hashtag, Instagram or Twitter feed, or Facebook page is an affective experience, one in
which participants are attuned to visual, audial, and textual signs that invite them to vicariously
experience the activities detailed on and in those feeds and pages. Web 2.0 media, conceived of
broadly as social and ideological spaces characterized by a constellation of cognitive, symbolic,
and material ties to the locations of the “real world,” are “already infected by the viral intensities
that are circulating in the social field” (Edbauer, 2004, p. 19). In the context of literacy studies’
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notions of digital spaces, the mutability and boundaryless nature of rhetoric’s conceptions of
digital space and language practice may be more productive in relation to understandings of
literacy and literacy practice that posit its autonomous—“transcontextualized and
transcontextualizing”—potentials as worth considering. Similar to Brandt and Clinton’s (2002)
suggestion that social practice literacy researchers reconsider autonomous perspectives on
literacy in terms of literacy’s ability to “travel, integrate, and endure,” rhetoric’s particular
conception of space as agentive and active—in other words, in some ways autonomous—can
enable literacy researchers to incorporate multiple conceptions of space into their analytic
perspectives toward literacy practices in relation to space (p. 337).
In the field of rhetoric studies, research focusing on theories of composition and
composing practices in relation to the construct of the classroom may benefit from considering
socio-spatial literacy theory’s particular understanding of the spatiality of the classroom.
Specifically, rhetoric and composition’s longstanding interest in transfer research (Blake Yancey,
et al., 2019; DePalma, 2015) could benefit from considering literacy research that employs sociospatial perspectives for the purpose of studying how institutionalized spaces and, specifically,
discourses of the classroom space influence people’s literacy practices (Comber, et al., 2006;
Leander, 2002; Leander et al., 2010). Transfer research has tended to focus on “contexts” of
composing and investigating the extent to which learners can transfer their writing knowledge
and practice from one context to another. These conversations have been known to fluctuate
between two camps, wherein one camp insists that, under the right institutional, curricular, and
cultural conditions, transfer is possible, and the other camp is skeptical of the possibility of
transfer because of the uniqueness of each context of composing (Beaufort, 2007; Elon
University Center for Engaged Learning, 2015; Perkins & Salomon, 1992). The language used to
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frame disciplinary conversations about writing transfer is inherently spatialized, deploying terms
including “bridging,” “low and high road transfer,” “far transfer,” “threshold concepts,” and
“transition” (Adler-Kassner, Majewski, & Koshnick, 2012; Downs & Wardle, 2007).
Nevertheless, at present, the corpus of research on writing transfer has not yet adopted an overtly
socio-spatial lens for considering the cognitive “space” of the writer, the “contexts” of
composing, and the composing practices that are wrapped up in questions of transfer. Employing
the view that each of these variables in writing transfer are inherently socio-spatial and not only
influenced by the more nebulous notion of “context,” but are also distributed sociogeographically in patterned ways, as literacy researchers have done toward questions of literacy
practice in and across space, may lend a fresh perspective to transfer research and open up
possible explanations and conversations toward the issue of transfer that have not been
previously considered. When asking questions about how to design writing programs, courses,
and assignments that facilitate student application of writing skills, knowledge, and practices
across contexts, rhetoric and composition scholars may benefit from also asking how the spatial
dynamics of writing programs, courses, assignments, and student experience shape and constrain
the possibility of transfer, and how educators might engage (and engage their students with)
these aspects of spatiality in an effort to understand issues with notions of transfer (Brown,
2020).
Additionally, rhetoric and composition studies’ recent interest in reinvigorating empirical
research toward composing processes through new digital media might be enhanced by applying
the socio-spatial perspectives that literacy researchers have integrated into their own empirical
study of literacy practice. For instance, Takayoshi’s (2018) argument for a reinvigoration of
empirical research toward composing processes given the availability of multiple personal digital
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devices for use in a single composing process reflects the ways of thinking and research methods
often employed by socio-spatial literacy researchers. Despite these similarities, Takayoshi’s
study does not incorporate a socio-spatial theoretical perspective toward the composing
processes, contexts, or new digital media involved in her study. Takayoshi attests to a need for
socioculturally-situated study of composing processes in the conditions of the digital age,
claiming that “there is much to learn by moving closer to the actual moment of composing as an
object of study, informed by the knowledge we have about literacy (particularly writing) as a set
of specific practices constructed within a specific framework” (p. 574). More work like
Takayoshi’s, which borrows from sociocultural literacy theory’s epistemological orientation
toward literacy and context, and concepts such as Barton and Hamilton’s “literacy practices,”
could help return rhetoric and composition’s “disciplinary and methodological attention to the
moment of composing” in order to “reveal the complexity of literacy as a socialization process”
and catalyze reconsideration of how researchers and instructors conceive of “sociality,”
“context,” “locations,” and cultural flows in and around composing processes. Combined with
the existing principles of socio-spatial literacy theory, rhetoric and compositionists can engage in
empirical study that considers the spatiality of composing processes. For instance, researchers
might design studies that investigate how composing processes themselves create and constitute
spaces of and for composing, and how new spaces for composing give rise to new composing
processes. If researchers find that composing processes involve the navigation of space in new
and different ways, it may be deemed productive to explore approaches to composing process
research that account for the affordances and constraints presented by these new spatial
dynamics. Moreover, anchoring these questions in the principles of socio-spatial literacy theory
can reveal the range of ways in which the material realities of institutional politics, composition
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classrooms, geophysical dynamics, local and global flows, and digital and virtual tools that
students use for composing processes are inherently spatial.
The ways in which the field of discourse studies has attended to spatial concerns in
general, and in relation to digital discourse specifically, have implications for expanding sociospatial literacy theory as well. The need for analysis of spatial concepts and categories and of the
role that literacy practices play in shaping spaces has been well-established by literacy
researchers, but such analyses have been rarely attended to through socio-spatial literacy
research (see Mills & Comber, 2013, p. 414). As previously mentioned, the work of scholars
such as Brandt and Clinton (2002), Leander and colleagues (2010), and Mills (2016) are key
examples of productive approaches to integrating analytic perspectives from the field of
discourse studies with socio-spatial literacy theory for spatialized literacy research. These
scholars perform pragmatic and semantic analyses of dominant discourses of space that shape
people’s perceptions of space, literacy practices, knowledge production in literacy research, and
definitions of literacy in various ways. For instance, Brandt and Clinton’s (2002) critique of the
limits of the local closely resembles discourse analysis because this critique contends with the
ways in which literacy researchers of the New Literacy Studies paradigm derive meaning from
the notion of the local as a conceptual and analytic category in their methodologies and analyses
of literacy-related activities. Similarly, Leander and colleagues (2010) perform an exhaustive
analysis of the dominant discourse of the classroom-as-container, pulling together studies from
educational and literacy research across time that, in their rhetorical constructions of the
perceived and conceived concept of the classroom (Lefebvre, 1991), present it as a
circumscriptive container for literacy learning and “school-based” literacy practices. Finally,
Mills (2016) presents socio-spatial literacy theory as being catalyzed at the nexus of critical
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human geographers’ claims to the sociality of space and the spatiality of social practice, and the
frequent employment of decontextualized and poorly defined spatial metaphors to describe the
settings, locations, geographies, and materiality of the sites of literacy practice. While she does
not perform an analysis of specific instances of the use of decontextualized and poorly defined
spatial metaphors in existing literacy research, Mills implies that there is a need for such analyses
in order to build a historically-situated and epistemologically sound socio-spatial theory of
literacy.
More studies that attend to the actual discourses of space that shape people’s perceptions
and conceptions of space are needed in socio-spatial literacy research in order to document the
constellation of spatial representations and practices that construct and are constructed by the
literacies that researchers study. Literacy researchers would benefit from using the tools of a
spatially-attuned functionalist discourse analysis to examine the ways in which literacy
researchers’ meaning-making practices shape the trajectories of the field’s perceived histories,
methods and methodologies, pedagogies, and theoretical paradigms. For instance, similar to the
aforementioned work of Brandt and Clinton, Leander and colleagues, and Mills, Whittingham
(2019) supplements Scollon and Scollon’s (2003) theory of geosemiotics with the theoretical
perspectives from social geography (those thoroughly explained in Chapter One of this project)
in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of the “dynamic and dialogic relationship of
material, spatial, and social resources as mediators of literacy interactions” in one preschool
classroom (p. 52). While literacy researchers have often adopted geosemiotics for spatial
analyses, Whittingham’s analysis reveals how a combination of a geosemiotic lens with social
geography uncovers the often-silent social reproductions of power within schooled spaces and
brings into view the implications of this power for children’s experiences in literacy learning (p.
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69). Similarly, Nichols and colleagues (2012) integrate socio-spatial principles, sociomateriality, and actor-network theories to study how “places, texts, artifacts, and narratives” are
woven together to constitute the “discursive” topography of early literacy socialization and
literacy practices (p. 159). Using innovative research methods, including tracking caregivers’
actual travels across networked digital spaces via Google-mapping, Nichols and colleagues
provide rich discursive and visual documentation of the networked pathways that parents take to
search for literacy learning resources across social sites and domains. This study demonstrates
how the texts produced by everyday institutions influence participants’ socio-spatial behaviors
with literacy and highlight hidden socio-spatial dynamics that affect families’ access to literacies.
In another series of articles in Research in the Teaching of English (2015), researchers use
Critical Discourse Analysis, sociocultural theories of emotion, and theories of social space to
address the seen and unseen affects, ideologies, and textual objects that circulate through
learning spaces to discipline, orient, or disorient inhabitants of a space—teachers and students—
toward certain forms of talk, movement, and practices within that space. Considered collectively,
these studies exemplify important lines of research toward how people’s conscious and
unconscious experiences of discourses of space inform their literacy practices, though such
studies may benefit from an added focus on how people’s experiences of discourses of space
influence them to act in ways that reframe the spatial narratives and constructs that contain and
constrain their literacy-related activities.
Moreover, discourse analysts have attended to the tedious but necessary practice of
looking at types of space and qualifying how those types of space contribute to and are
productive in understanding symbolic behavior. For instance, Keating (2015) identifies nine
different intersections among space, place, and language practice, explaining specific ways that
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analyzing these intersections contributes to and is productive for understanding symbolic
behavior. Keating focuses particularly on “how physical space is used analogously to represent
and share ineffable aspects of human experience,” providing a close analysis of the use of spatial
metaphors, rather than merely identifying the use of spatial metaphors as an oversimplification of
the relationship between space and place, as some literacy research has done (Mills, 2016).
Keating also attends to the ways in which space, place, and discourse are integrated in the
authorization of history and access to knowledge through spatialized memory processes, another
process that literacy researchers must engage as well (2015, p. 245). Discourse analysts have also
explored notions of literal spatial literacy, such as proficiency in navigating, representing, and
discussing space that could benefit literacy researchers (Keating, 2015). Keating identifies
discourse studies’ attention to uses of space as a tool for expression in systems of writing,
graphs, and navigational charts that impress views on space. For instance, Bachnik (1992) and
Sukle (1994) focus on how spatial analogies are used to distinguish levels of intimacy in
societies that see some human relations as “inside” and others as “outside”; Keating (2000)
examines how social status is conferred using spatialized terms like “upward” and “downward”
in certain cultures; and Johnstone (2004) and Modan (2007) analyze how people create a sense
of localness through certain forms of speech and ways of speaking dialects and language
varieties (Johnstone, Andrus, & Danielson, 2006). This relationship between spatial ideas and
discourse—how ways of using language influence social relationships and perceptions of spatial
identities—also influences how people, including students, engage in literacy practices. Sociospatial literacy researchers would benefit from identifying and examining the ways that sociospatial relationships and identities circulate in the discourses that surround literacy practices and
shape and constrain how people engage with literacy in space.
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Finally, Mills (2016) considers socio-spatial literacies to be at least partially inculcated in
the work of what she calls the “digital turn” (2010) in literacy studies. The work of digital
discourse analysis has articulated spatial concepts that may have concord with the socio-spatial
work that literacy researchers seek to do in digital spaces. In navigating the evolutions of Web
2.0 applications, digital discourse analysis has identified and addressed issues of translocality, or
the complex ways in which diverse local practices come together in global spaces;
transmediality, or how users transcend different media; and multimodal analyses of the
sociocultural practices of computer-mediated communication (Garces-Conejos Blitvich & BouFranch, 2019, p. 5). These concepts reflect digital discourse analysts’ efforts to reframe and
reimagine the core conceptual categories and analytic tools of functionalist perceptions of
discourse in consideration of evolving knowledge of digital environments. Researchers focusing
on these discursive phenomena also emphasize the importance of developing ethical and critical
approaches to uncovering ideologies about media in the digital world (Thurlow & Mroczek,
2011; Thurlow, 2018). For instance, the concept of translocality is used to overcome the
limitations of the related notions of locality and globality by positing an integrative perspective
on spatial relationships and social practices that brings together localities and mobilities as
phenomena that can be simultaneously addressed. As established in Chapter One, concepts like
that of translocalities operate from the assumption that the trace of different spatial scales is everpresent in situations of digital communication, influencing the discursive choices made by social
actors across different areas of the Internet.
Socio-spatial literacy researchers have engaged in the work of adopting spatial concepts
from other fields for the purpose of studying literacy practices in digital environments. For
instance, Mills’ (2016) overview of the main areas of spatialized literacy research merely
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recapitulates socio-spatial concepts that researchers from other disciplines have already done the
work of developing. Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts of de/reterritorialization and the notion of
new mobilities as articulated by Lash and Urry (1994) are just two examples of socio-spatial
concepts that have been taken up and employed by literacy researchers as they are. Others have
articulated new concepts or analytic frames for the study of literacy practice in digital
environments. For instance, Mills (2016) repurposes Lash and Urry’s (1994) notion of new
mobilities to define “mobile literacies,” which she frames in socio-spatial terms as “literacies that
are supported by portable digital devices with access to wireless platforms,” “travel with us,” and
are “an inseparable part of daily social life for children, youth and adults today” (p. 101). More
work similar to that of digital discourse analysts—work that interrogates the core, foundational
conceptual categories and analytic tools of a field’s central methodologies and methods in
relation to space, then articulates new ways of framing those concepts and tools that more
effectively account for socio-spatial phenomena—would enrich socio-spatial literacy research
toward the ways in which the spaces of literacy practice emerge in the midst of the matrix of
discourses that shape people’s spatial sensibilities.
As the critiques above demonstrate, though ultimately distinct disciplines, the fields of
rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies are suited to bolster the socio-spatial theories and
pedagogies that are unique to each field. Continued exploration of the productive points of
contact among the socio-spatial perspectives in each discipline will expand and enhance existing
theories, pedagogical approaches, methodological practices, and disciplinary alliances that attend
to and are affected by the relationships among language practice, space, and new digital media.
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Benefits for Theory and Practice in Rhetoric, Discourse, and Literacy Studies
As established in the preceding discussion, there are many possible avenues for
collaboration among the socio-spatial perspectives adopted in the respective disciplines of
rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies that may be applied in studies of the connections between
language-in-use and space. For researchers interested in exploring these possibilities, this
tripartite, syncretic framework can be applied for the following specific purposes:
1. Engaging in research toward composition, rhetoric, discourse, and literacy that expands
existing theories of the relationships between language and space in ways that facilitate
more comprehensive theoretical framings of those language practices and their spaces;
2. Articulating new pedagogical principles and approaches that are built on a nuanced,
holistic understanding of the relationships between digital tools and contexts, cognitive
processes, language practices, and understandings of the sociality of space;
3. Critiquing methodological practices for the study of language that do not attend to space
and proposing and advocating new methodological practices for the study of language
and space;
4. Exploring the possibilities for stronger disciplinary alliances that critique and resist the
oppressive spatial dynamics of institutional spaces.
Taken together, these supplementary theoretical principles state that by examining the spatial
concepts and constructs involved in the specific aspects of language-in-use attended to by
researchers in each discipline through the epistemological frameworks toward space and social
activity that ground each individual discipline, researchers in all three disciplines can trace and
articulate the multifarious ways that experiences and knowledge of space are inculcated in given
situations of language-in-use. This integrated theory of space for language studies can give
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researchers in each discipline the analytic and conceptual tools they need to attend to lacunae in
the corpus of socio-spatial research in their discipline. This integrated theory encourages
qualitative study of the ways in which language practices construct spaces of language practices,
subjects’ perceptions, conceptions, and ways of navigating the spaces in and across which they
employ language practices, and the myriad ways in which the spatiality of digital and virtual
contexts shape and are shaped by language practices. Such study can also reveal new spatial
concepts, narratives, and discourses that may open new avenues of research in each field.
Conversely, such study can also ground critiques of spatial metaphors, narratives, and discourses
that may circumscribe the research, theory, and pedagogy that constitute these disciplines.
As established in the discussion on the implications for literacy education (see Chapter
Three), the integration of these socio-spatial principles can also help researchers in each
discipline articulate new pedagogical approaches, principles, and reevaluate existing pedagogies
with the possibility of incorporating critical spatial concerns into their foundations. Such
pedagogical frameworks must be built on a nuanced, holistic understanding of the relationships
between digital tools and contexts, cognitive processes, language practices, and understandings
of the sociality of space. Most of all, incorporating socio-spatial perspectives into existing
pedagogies requires a fundamental understanding that language practices are both social and
spatial practices, and that these fundamental aspects of language and space have implications for
the ways that students acquire, learn, and use language in educational contexts of all kinds, for
the discursive construct and material space of the classroom, and for educators’ ways of moving,
being, and knowing in classrooms and beyond. Guiding students to an awareness of the ways
that space is involved in their experiences of agency and power can be considered a foundational
goal for these pedagogical revisions and expansions.
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This integrated theory of space for language studies has implications for methodological
practices across the three disciplines as well. Methodologies that attend to multiple facets of
social life (e.g., communication, setting, time) but not to notions of space should be interrogated
and examined for possible update and revision. Proposing and advocating new methodological
practices and perspectives for the study of language and space is needed as well. For instance,
Applegarth’s (2012) application of the spatialized notion of rhetorical scarcity to issues of genre
change helpfully highlights the urgency of this work. Applegarth critiques the spatialized,
evolutionary language (e.g., “genre change is ecological”) that connotes cause and effect and
fails to describe the social processes that give rise to genre change, noting that, while ecological
metaphors help us understand genre change, “such metaphors can also misrepresent deeply
social, historically contingent practices by masking them in language borrowed from biology,
with the unintended effect of naturalizing the very social and discursive processes that genre
scholars aim to investigate” (2012, p. 454). In other words, Applegarth identifies the deficiencies
of certain spatial metaphors when applied to disciplinary genres, methodological practices, and
disciplinary boundaries, emphasizing the need to view these metaphors as power-saturated,
making some writers experience genres and methodological practices as more flexible than
others. Applegarth emphasizes that the power-saturation of certain genres and research methods
more broadly is tethered to the discipline’s positioning in relation to and within institutional
apparatus for recognizing and legitimizing epistemological perspectives and research
methodologies. The more circumscribed and intimately tied up with institutional apparatus a
discipline’s epistemologies and methodologies are, the more urgently and consistently they need
critical attention toward who has taken them up across time, why, and the extent to which the
boundaries around those constructs and practices have been policed and enforced. Such work can
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help to keep considerations of power and access firmly in view where spatial ideas, metaphors,
and disciplinary paradigms are concerned. In consideration of similar issues, Horner and Lu
(2010) provide a helpful argument for how researchers from all three fields—discourse, rhetoric,
and literacy—might deal with central methodological assumptions and definitions that, when
applied, tend to variously participate in or ignore the dominant discourses of these disciplines.
Horner and Lu’s claim that “linking [the terms that constitute our disciplines] with a rich and
changing array of practices, bodies of knowledge, and institutional sites can enhance the work of
rhetoric and composition as an institutional space for developing alternatives and forms of
resistance to hegemonic forces and relations” (p. 473).
Finally, this integrated theory provides an opportunity to explore the possibilities of
greater disciplinary alliances that critique and resist oppressive dynamics of institutional spaces.
Using this integrated theory to bring spatial concerns into the work of historicizing and
historiography of each discipline’s position within and in relation to powerful institutions, from
universities, to university departments, to corporate life, to government and politics can
contribute to the necessary but neglected work of historicizing the narratives and dominant
discourses that have taken each field—particularly discourse and literacy studies—on the
trajectories that have led them to their current and ongoing states of being. This work of
historicizing may also enable holistic, inclusive theory-building that accounts for the accretion of
types of language practice on and in spaces across time. This theory can also contribute to the
work of tracing the significance of specific language practices across time within power
structures and of questioning how and why the spatial dynamics of institutions reify and
centralize certain language practices, genres, texts, and discourses. Expanding understandings of
how and why language practices emerge and occur in certain spaces in certain ways and how
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language practices are employed to construct, deconstruct, and remix social space is an
inherently revelatory practice where language practice itself is concerned: such study enacts a
reiterative process wherein understanding how spaces are shaped by language practice constructs
the ongoing narrative of those spaces, providing a foundation for explaining and examining
language practices that are later inculcated in those existing spaces.
The explorations of the compatibilities of rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies in terms
of socio-spatial research and theory have implications beyond dismantling the dominant
discourse of the local and the global. They have implications for the histories and futures of these
disciplines in public consciousness, educational policy, institutional frameworks, and in students’
lives. As institutional academic spaces change and constrict in order to meet the demands of the
chaotic sociopolitical and economic dynamics of the current time, considering productive ways
that rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies, as formal academic disciplines, might bolster and
support each other’s work is crucial to the effectiveness of these disciplines’ efforts to produce
new knowledge and educate students about language-in-use in and across spatial realities.
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Epilogue
At the time of this writing, the COVID-19 pandemic is wreaking havoc on the United
States. As the pandemic destabilizes political institutions, economies, and social relationships
with no distinction among spatial scales or regard for spatial boundaries, the notion of the local
has again floated into public consciousness. National news media outlets have reported on the
ways in which the pandemic has simultaneously destabilized local economies and businesses and
brought community members together to support local business owners and save their local
economies (Cleeland, 2020; KGW Staff, 2021; Lowrey, 2020; Tomko & Corwine, 2021).
Government representatives, educators, small business owners, and local community members
have called again and again for emergency funding for businesses and education at the local
level (LeFrak, 2020; Ujifusa, 2020). The imminent threat of the pandemic, an undeniably
domineering, near-autonomous global force, has re-raised the proposition that conceptions and
experiences of the local are at the crux of people’s identities, values, relationships, and material
realities even in the midst of global catastrophes.
At the same time, narratives about the urgency and value of the local in response to
COVID-19 and campaigns for supporting local businesses, charities, and people in need have
largely circulated through the social networks inculcated in Web 2.0 spaces.10 As posts archived
in these social media spaces demonstrate, negotiating the meaning of the spaces people inhabit is
an iterative and ongoing process—one that intersects with people’s personal, lived experiences
of space. The public circulation and contestation of ideologies of social space during this crisis
substantiates the core claim of this dissertation: that discourses of space circulating in Web 2.0

To return to the hashtag supportlocal that is referenced in this dissertation’s introduction, one can browse the
posts that are archived under this hashtag on the social media sites Instagram and Twitter to grasp the cultural and
geographical breadth of Web 2.0 conversations surrounding support of the local during the COVID-19 pandemic.
10
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media both reveal and reshape people’s attitudes, beliefs, values, and practices with literacy in
their daily lives.
Given the critical review of socio-spatial perspectives across disciplines that study
language-in-use, the analysis of data gathered from the Web 2.0 presence of three local food
organizations, and the proposed heuristic for supplementing place-based literacy pedagogies with
a critical spatial perspective, this dissertation has ultimately proposed that supplementing the
three existing principles of socio-spatial literacy theory (see p. 220 in this dissertation) with new
principles for thinking about the relationships between language, space, and Web 2.0 media can
enrich socio-spatial theory, research, and pedagogy in the interrelated disciplines of rhetoric,
discourse, and literacy studies. As explained in the previous chapter, these supplemental
principles include the following:
4. The socio-spatial geographies that host distributed, patterned literacy practices include
digital geographies in and across Web 2.0 media; these virtual spaces must be read and
understood in light of not only their unique social conditions, but also in terms of their
relationship to and positionality within “real-world” social geographies.
5. All socio-spatial language practices, including those distributed across networked digital
spaces, must also be considered for their intrinsic materiality.
6. All socio-spatial language practices, including those distributed across networked digital
spaces, must be read through the histories of spatial narratives and discourses that have
circulated in public discourse and disciplinary traditions to give rise to spatial ideas,
attitudes, and behaviors that undergird the emergence of literacy practices in and across
all kinds of spaces.
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In future research, this expanded socio-spatial theory for language-in-use may be explored and
applied to increase knowledge of the ways that people’s attitudes, values, and practices with
literacy are influenced by public narratives and discourses of spaces and spatial categories. In
terms of the specific issues covered in this dissertation, researchers might apply these expanded
socio-spatial principles to other instances of people and organizations’ experimentation with
discourses and narratives of the local and the global in and across Web 2.0 media. The practice
of complicating spatial narratives and experiences using the multimodal resources afforded by
Web 2.0 media is not unique to local food organizations. By exploring Web 2.0 archives,
including hashtags and blogs, researchers can identify other organizations that rewrite,
complicate, and contest dominant and existing narratives of local and global space through their
globally-networked Web 2.0 participations. In so doing, researchers may consider applying the
principles of this expanded socio-spatial theory in order to enhance their understanding of the
values, purposes, beliefs, and practices that motivate and characterize the reiteration, subversion,
and circulation of spatial narratives in relation to the dominant discourses of the local and the
global that have been examined in this dissertation. Researchers might identify other folocal
discourse communities, like LFOs, that appear in unique iterations in local places around the
world and connect to negotiate discursive conventions in Web 2.0 spaces for further study
(Swales, 2016).
The expanded theoretical framework proposed here might also be employed in the
interest of developing a flexible theory of spatiality in Web 2.0 spaces for socio-spatial literacy
theory. To do this, socio-spatial literacy researchers may consider applying socio-spatial
perspectives to reimagine concepts that are often applied to characterize the literacy practices
that people engage in under the conditions of Web 2.0 media. For instance, researchers might
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imagine how “figured worlds of literacy” are imbricated in real-world spaces and Web 2.0 media
(Bartlett & Holland, 2002); what spatial conditions promote participatory cultures in Web 2.0
media (Jenkins, 2006); discovering the literacy practices that people use to remix spaces and
spatial concepts using Web 2.0 applications (Mahiri, 2004; Rose, 1994; Serafini & Gee, 2017;
Vasudevan, 2010); how “spatial concepts,” such as, for example, Gee’s (2005) notion of affinity
spaces, might be more robustly spatialized; and how space and spatial ideas are implicated in
processes of Design (New London Group, 1996).
These socio-spatial principles may also be used in interdisciplinary research that weaves
together the histories of spatial theories and discourses among the fields of rhetoric, discourse,
and literacy studies. Articulating the histories of what dominant spatial narratives have brought
to bear upon a field’s understanding of the ways that people use rhetoric, discourse, and literacy
and shape the trajectories of normalized/normative language practices in different social domains
(e.g., home, school, work, civic life) can provide useful insights for negotiating existing and
future disciplinary boundaries, practices, and relationships to institutional power. As indicated in
the work of Swearingen (1983), Crowley (1998), Hawhee and Olson (2014), Mao (2014), and
Crain (2019), the disciplinary histories of rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies are, in many
ways, mutually constitutive. As academic spaces and institutions of higher education are
disciplined by and respond to global networks of power during the current time, it has been
recognized that the humanities—including disciplines that focus on language, literacy, and
literature—are experiencing growing pains. As the second economic recession of this
millennium looms and peaks, academic departments in the humanities are shifting, shrinking,
and adjusting. Like the recession, the possibility that the disciplines of rhetoric, composition,
discourse, and literacy may be imposed upon to share institutional spaces in unprecedented ways
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looms as well. Applying socio-spatial principles in order to understand and navigate this social,
spatial, and political friction may help scholars and practitioners identify creative ways to work
and teach under changing institutional and disciplinary spatial dynamics for the benefit of
scholars, practitioners, and students.
Perhaps most importantly, the claims presented herein encourage researchers to apply the
expanded socio-spatial principles to look critically at the notions of space that are foundational
and central to each discipline. Across rhetoric, discourse, and literacy studies, these notions of
space include local/global, context, site, urban, rural, public, private, digital, virtual, border,
boundaries, community, neighborhood, classroom, school, and work. This recursive work of
interrogating and reframing foundational spatial concepts in relation to relevant social practices
is crucial to the continuing development of socio-spatial theories and the critique of
methodologies and pedagogies. Such work can reveal potential applications of overlooked or
underused research methods, instructional models, and historical narratives that can be employed
to interrogate the dominant identities, cultures, and ideologies that have shaped the trajectory of
each discipline.
Finally, the potential challenges of applying these theoretical principles to educational
practice and policy must be acknowledged. This again brings to mind the present moment in the
broader context of global events, and particularly the COVID-19 pandemic. In educational policy
and practice and real schools, classrooms, and homes, this global crisis has brought issues of
space and spatiality into sharp focus for policymakers, educators, parents, and students. Issues
with the configuration of institutional spaces, classroom spaces, distance and online learning,
virtual classrooms, homes and learning spaces, and digital access continue to be hotly debated
(Kiernan, 2020; Williamson, Eynon, & Potter, 2020). At the same time, some responses to the
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pandemic’s disruption of traditional pedagogical approaches and classroom learning
environments have implicitly acknowledged the tremendous socio-spatial impact of these
disruptions while simultaneously promoting de-or under-spatialized conceptions of how teaching
and learning might adapt and be adapted under these strained conditions (CCCC Executive
Committee and CWPA Executive Board, 2020). While some might claim that the pandemic has
intensified inequities in U.S. education, it seems more accurate to say that the pandemic has
revealed the true extent of many inequities in education that pivot on the axis of socio-spatial
conditions and realities. This exposure will have ramifications for the socio-spatial conditions of
education for years to come. Given this, there is an opportunity to quantify and describe how
teachers, students, and parents experience literacy learning under these social, spatial, and
material conditions—to ensure that the impact of this moment in the ongoing history of literacy
education, research, and theory is articulated in terms of spatial experience.
In addition to considering future avenues for socio-spatial theory building, research, and
education, there are reflections on this dissertation to consider, particularly in regard to choices
made about data gathering and data presentation. Given more time, more progressive data
gathering methods would have been employed in order to provide a more robust presentation of
the Web 2.0 sites of the local food organizations studied herein. For instance, data presented
from the websites of LFOs in Chapter Two of this dissertation consisted primarily of thick
descriptions and screenshots, but an approach similar to that of usability testing and think-aloud
protocols involving real participants may have been more revealing of the materiality and
spatiality of the experience of navigating these websites. These data gathering methods can
enable researchers to more vividly and accurately capture how the socio-spatial conditions of
Web 2.0 media, such as linkage, networks, flows of information, and multimodal representation
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and communication occur in real-time. Similarly, screen recordings that follow a real user’s
navigation of each LFO’s website accompanied by voiceover narration of the user’s thought
processes while navigating the website and reacting to the rhetorical and discursive choices of
the multimodal texts therein would have helped to portray an affective experience of the viral
ecologies of Web 2.0 media. Such an approach would also illustrate the experience of navigating
digital archives by following a user’s digital “trails” across Web 2.0 spaces through a screen
recording, then analyzing the “stops” in the user’s journey as explained through voiceover
narration to gain further insight into the broader networks of participation for each LFO.
Research methods that are more explicit in their treatment of Web 2.0 sites and media as spaces
that real people navigate in affective and embodied ways could enhance this project’s
presentation of the spatial imaginations reflected in the LFOs’ multimodal narratives of the local
and the global.
In considering future avenues for continuation of the research presented here, it is also
important to acknowledge the challenges of examining the particularities of digital discourse in
and across Web 2.0 media. As demonstrated by the study presented in Chapter Two of this
dissertation, a detailed, particularized analysis of the linguistic choices and multimodal discourse
of even just three websites is an extensive project. As such, the digital discourse of the LFOs’
situatedness in broader networks facilitated through the features of Web 2.0 media—such as
tags, hashtags, and other Web 2.0 profiles—is underattended to. While studying the
particularities of spatial perspectives as they are rendered at the semantic, pragmatic, and
discursive level is important for building out robust spatial perspectives in theory and research, it
is important to recognize the vastness of the web of connections that could reasonably be
accounted for in such study. Future studies of the digital discourse of individuals and
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organizations may need to be designed for longitudinal work, or a series of studies that are
broken up into logical increments. For instance, beginning with a single Instagram profile, then
following an identified network progressively outward through networking mechanisms in
successive studies may helpfully reveal the ways that information and social networks develop
and circulate in and across Web 2.0 spaces.
Because public narratives about core spatial realities and experiences are always in flux,
the process of examining footholds of dominant discourses of space and place—particularly the
local and the global—in theory, method, and disciplinary histories of rhetoric, discourse, and
literacy studies remains perpetually relevant. As it has ultimately been claimed in this
dissertation, the work of identifying touchpoints between the spatial perspectives and
experiences of people outside of academic circles and the spatial sensibilities that bolster
institutional spaces, educational spaces, research spaces, and the space of disciplinary histories is
a work in accountability for researchers and practitioners in rhetoric, discourse, and literacy
studies. Understanding how people engage with dominant discourses of space should be
considered as more than just insights into the relationship between space and literacy practice:
they should be valued as crucial feedback for those who have the power to shape the future of
educational policy, disciplinary boundaries, and classroom culture. On the basis of the work here
presented, the hope is that research in these disciplines will continue to pivot back to
interrogation of the dominant discourses of space and place that are woven into the fabric of their
identities and histories in order to advance each discipline’s understanding of how people’s
experiences and perceptions of space shape and are shaped by language practices.
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